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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The accessibility, quality, and communicability of

information used in planning, programming, and designing Air

Force facilities can affect the quality of early cost esti-

mates, the efficiency of the design process, and the future

operational effectiveness of facilities.

The Air Force has standardized facility information

since the 1950's in order to save cost and time in the

building delivery process. Unfortunately, the current

system sometimes does not work well. Ambiguous or contra-

dictory regulations and the present method of packaging

facility information can lead to misinterpretations, over-

building, and lack of flexibility in design--all of which

translate into cost and use inefficiency. Trial alter-

natives to the current system have met with only partial

success, and the need still remains to find a more effective

way to deliver facility information to the architects and

engineers who must translate Air Force building needs into

efficient and effective facilities.

4 The purpose of this thesis, stated in general terms,

is to offer a better way to package facility design infor-

mation. Later in this chapter, that general purpose is

separated into specific objectives and research questions.



To help the reader evaluate both the specific objectives and

the solution which is offered, the following section of back-

ground information will review current Air Force practice

and the needs which the new procedure must fulfill.

BACKGROUND

Why Building Delivery Is Controlled

Appropriations for military construction in 1982

totaled 1.772 billion dollars. The proposed 1983 appro-

priations include 2.2 billion dollars for major construction

and another 2 billion for minor construction (25; 12). This

allocation of dollars to construction requires that careful

attention be directed toward effective management and

control of these construction dollars. The reasons for

effective management control in this area are: (1) the rela-

tionship between facilities and mission accomplishment, (2)

investment protection, (3) funding limitations, and (4) the

changing environment.

Mission Accomplishment

4 The relationship between facilities and an organi-

zation's ability to complete its mission is part of a larger

model which includes time, activities, personnel, equipment,

and funds as elements of mission accomplishment (10:13).

(See Figure 1.1.)

I2
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FIGURE d.1: mission Accomplishment Model

fitFacilities house personnel and equipment, consume

time and funds to construct, and can either hinder or

promote activities that occur within the facility or between

facilities. Because of these relationships, the improper

design, construction, operation, and/or maintenance of

can ffefacilities can affect mission accomplishment.

Investment Protection

An investment of two billion dollars for the con-

struction of facilities is intended to provide benefits for

~several decades. Decisions in the building delivery process

which affect the life, maintainability, or utility of a

facility include choices of materials and their placements.

Siting, orientation, choice of functional relationships, and

allowances for future expansion are early decisions which

can affect the long term utility of a facility. Control of

these types of decisions is vital to investment protection.



Funding Limitations

Another reason for control in the building delivery

process is the limited amount of funds appropriated to an

area where demand exceeds available resources. With

approximately CQ% to 70% of submitted projects being

approved for construction, there is indication of a need for

both a prioritization of building needs and a "more with

less" attitude (12). Direction is necessary to maximize the

quantity, as well as quality, of facilities within the

current funding limitations. Proper control can foster

better management of both quantity and quality.

*Changes

A final reason for control in the building delivery

process is the increasing frequency of changes which affect

facilities--changes in people and their attitudes, changes

in missions or operational procedures, and changes in the

increasing amount of relevant design and construction

information. The recent explosion of information on the

physical, emotional, and sociological effects of buildings

on people has caused a need for increased research to obtain

relevant information for building design (59:28-35). Within

the limited time available to most Air Force designers, an

assessment of relevant information is seldom possible and

thus, decisions are made with only partial information, a

procedure that increases the chances of later problems. A

4
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control system is necessary to monitor changes, weigh their

impact, and act accordingly.

For the reasons of mission accomplishment, invest-

* ment protection, funding limitations, and accommodation of

changes, the Air Force has realized the need for control in

the building delivery process. one area of the building

delivery process for which control measures have been

developed is the area of programming.

Why Control Is Placed in the Programming Stage

Definition of Programming

Architectural programming is:

An organizing procedure for codifying and classi-
fying numerous~ bits of project information. A program
is a communicable statement of intent. It is a
prescription for a desired set of events influenced by
local constraints, and it states a set of desired
conditions [43:4].

A process leading to the statement of an architec-
tural problem and the requirements to be met in offering
a solution--it is the search for sufficient information
to clarify, to understand and to state the problem
[36:51.

A process of identifying and defining the design
needs of a facility and communicating the requirements
of the client to the designer [35:7].

Architectural programming is concerned with the

processes of information gathering, analysis, organization,

and delivery (45:192; 36:22; 43:29). An architectural

program is a careful professional assessment of an

organization's real needs and goals, separated as much as
4

5
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possible from wishes. An architectural program is usually

started with a collection of general information common to a

building type, followed by later additions of specific

information for an individual building. Both elements are

necessary for design decisions.

The program can be viewed as the problem definition

and analysis stages of a decision model sequence (36:5;

45:150-163). Problem definition is the first step toward

problem solution. Defining the need for and the needs of a

particular facility is the first step toward the delivery of

a suitable facility.

Why Programming?

Control can be accomplished through and with infor-

mation. A building program is information. A building

program is "one of the most important documents in the chain

of the project delivery system [36:22]."

Programming as a stage in the building delivery pro-

cess precedes the design of a facility. (See Figure 1.2.)

FLtIGU RO .AMMI Buildig CDe4lTKryCTPos

FIGURE 1.2: The Building Delivery Process
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Because of the location of programming in the build-

ing delivery process, the results of programming will

affect all later decisions. Mistakes made in programming,

if they go undiscovered, are much more costly in time and

dollars to correct than mistakes made at later stages

(57:105). The cost of correcting a mistake caught during

programming is, however, less than at any later stage

(30:14). (See Figure 1.3.)

i .. 2

rLA.N(T r1 AHH Nl M 21W CoNTKr(-'T

FIGURE 1.3: Building Changes and Costs

Another reason for control in programming is pro-

gramming's relationship to design decisions. In design,

decisions affecting material choices, costs, quality of con-

struction, and functional layout are made. The decisions
4

are made with information provided via the programming

stage. If control of costs, quality, and layout is neces-

sary, then there are two possible approaches to controlling

the design decisions. One is to control the design process

and the other is to control the input to design. The

primary input to design is the programming information.

(See Figure 1.4.)

7
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FIGURE 1.4: Programming Is Design Input.

Since the programming information is the primary

source of input into design decisions, we can hypothesize

that the quality of the programmming information (input) has

a direct impact on the quality of the designed product

(output) (43:3-4).

Another reason for programming is for information

storage and retrieval. The design of a facility requires a

search for and collection of numerous bits of information.

The size of the project influences the "in-head" capability

of a designer to remember and organize the pertinent

information (44). A programming document can aid in the

organization and recording of information on projects, and

it will also cover all pertinent aspects of a project. In

view of the time constraints, possible information accessi-

bility constraints, and the probable lack of experience of

Air Force designers, a good program can virtually eliminate

the possibilty of omissions which can pose dangers to

budgets and schedules (1:93-94).

8



Cost control also begins with programming (36:77).

The first area of cost that is better controlled due to

programming is the cost of the design process. A good

program leaves more time for design. Architects or other

designers can avoid time wasted on irrelevant solutions

which may consume time and even may result in a compromise

in design dictated by time pressures (35:3). A 1967 study

by Case and Company, management consultants, established the

relationship of program quality to profitability. The study

analyzed 1022 projects in which the client had provided the

program. The company profits were 3.9% higher when the

architect rated the program as "good" rather than "bad"

(1:94). "Good" was defined as program completeness,

clarity, and organization.

A building program incorporates many types of infor-

mation, some of which is specific to a particular site and

other information which can be classified as general

construction information or as standard information for a

particular facility type. The realization of these standard

4 or general items and the subsequent incorporation into an

easily accessible information package can further increase

the benefits of a good program. The Air Force has wisely

4 realized the potential benefits of packaged information on

facility types but has encountered problems with the choices

of package content and presentation.

9



How the Air Force Controls Design Information

A major portion of the design information used by

the Air Force is presented in the forms of regulations and

manuals. Standardization of final product is a main

emphasis throughout these documents. Standardization may be

viewed as either positive or negative depending on its use.

Positive aspects of standardization are guidance, standards

q for measurement, and usually cost savings. Negative aspects

of standardization can be loss of flexibility, monotony and,

if not periodically evaluated, cost increases. Standard-

ization of the information used for design of Air Force

facilities has, at times, included strict guidelines for

procedures, material usage (54), facility requirements (51),

and even for floor plans, window and door placement, and

outside appearances of facilities (Definitive Designs

of Air Force Structure, AFM 88-2 [52]). An example of a

page from AFM 88-2, the Definitive Designs of Air Force

Structure (52), is shown in Figure 1.5 and in Appendix A.

The Definitive Designs are "hardline" drawings of floor

plans. "Hardline" refers to the aspects of 90 degree cor-

ners, the placement of lines, and the showing of dimen-

sions. The hardline representation signifies predetermined

choices of structure, orientation, and layout that may not

have been intended. The Definitive Designs have, in the

past, been an input to the Air Force form of programming

called a project book (PB). A completed project book

10
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contains both standarized information and general and site

specific information necessary for design of a facility (56).

(See Figure 1.6.)

, e9TA H OA K IZ t <Sir-JAL SIM
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FIGURE 1.6: Type of Information in Project Books.

The presentation format of design information in the

Definitive Designs has recently led to questions regarding

the transmittal of necessary design information. Mr. Bill

Brown, Chief of the Architecture and Engineering Branch,

Engineering and Construction Division, Directorate of

Engineering and Services, Department of the Air Force empha-

sized this concern in a recent letter (13). Mr. Brown

wrote:

The Air Force is currently searching for a method
to transmit design data previously conveyed through the
Definitive Drawings (AFM 88-2). A better communicator
of design data is required in order to alleviate general
problems inherent in the current process and procedures.
These include but are not limited to: a very high cost
to develop, deliver and update AFM 88-2, and the
perception by most designers that definitives must be
followed completely without any deviation or alteration
to accommodate site specific requirements [13].

12



The complete letter can be seen in Appendix B.

The questions regarding design information trans-

mitted can be better analyzed by reviewing the history of

the Definitive Designs, by analyzing their problems, and

by analyzing the alternatives under consideration.

History of Definitive DesIgns

Definitive Designs for Air Force Structures was

ddeveloped by the Air Force using the Department of Defense

manual 4270.1 (48). This document specifies facility

requirements in written format only and was once applicable

to all branches of service. The Air Force developed the

definitized plans in the early 1950's in an attempt to

produce cost savings in the building delivery process (11).

The latest development of Definitive Designs was

the result of a 1955 study done for the Air Force by the

architectural/engineering firm of Daniel, Mann, Johnson, and

Mendenhall (DMJM) (19). The 1955 study noted several

deficiencies with the Definitive Designs. Specifically

cited were:

1. Definitive drawings did not show the specific
requirements of those USAF agencies responsible for
establishing specific facility requirements

2. The capability of facility expansion to meet mission
changes had not been considered in the original planning

3. Information contained in the Definitive Designs was
insufficient to provide the design agency responsible
for development of working drawings with the design
data necessary for the successful design of an adequate

0 facility
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4. In development of the Definitive Designs, the
Engineering Division had been reliant upon existing
Office of the Chief of Engineer's standards along with

X Navy Standards, some of which were not applicable to
USAF requirements

5. The definitive designs provided insufficient information
for programming and master planning agencies

6. Architectural quidance for the design agency was limited
to plan, section, and elevation, which was inadequate to
provide the USAF with well-planned, well-designed and
optimum operational buildings.

The recommendations of the DMJM study led to the

latest development of the Definitive Designs manual (11).

The specific improvement of the current over the original

definitives are:

The positive identification of a requirement for a
facility type and an identification of the repetitive
programming aspect before a facility is included into
the Definitive Designs (19:7]

The inclusion of additional information such as
utility requirements, net area analysis, a description
of the capability or function of the facility [somewhat
limited], gross square foot area, notes on where to find
other architectural, structural, mechanical, and
electrical information relevant to building, and a list
of equipment necessary and authorized for the particular
facility [19:11-12].

The Definitive Design manual, AFM 88-2, was

distributed to all major commands and all base Civil

Engineering organizations and has been used for several

years. Presently the Definitive Design manual is out of

* print and is no longer available for distribution because of

some inherent problems.

14



Problems with Definitive Designs

The problems that have arisen with the definitive

design system of information transmission are misinter-

pretation, overbuilding, loss of flexibility, poor communi-

cation ability, costs, and the lack of an effective updating

and evaluation process. These will each be discussed

separately.

S1. Misinterpretation.

The first problem is the degree of standardization

meant to be portrayed by AFM 88-2. Paragraph 3 of the

introduction to the Definitive Designs manual (52) states

"Variations will be the exception (italics supplied] and

will be limited to modifications that can be justified on an

architectural, engineering, or economic basis," yet no

criteria for justification is presented. Several other

regulations and manuals also refer to the use of AFM 88-2,

the Definitive Designs.

AFR 89-1, Facility Construction--Design and

Construction Management, paragraph 2-7 states:

Definitive drawings are not intended to dictate
architectural treatment of the use of specific materials
or structural systems. The designer should be
permitted sufficient latitude to create a credible
design that uses suitable up-to-date materials and

*construction techniques, while maintaining the func-
tional characteristics of the definitive design
arrangement (all italics supplied].
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Yet paragraph 2-8(c) of the same regulation states:

Basic criteria and outline specifications for
the Air Force facility design and construction, 88
series manuals and pamphlets . . . must be followed
without deviation (italics supplied] in preparing
contract drawings and specifications (52].

AFM 88-15, Facility Design and Construction (54),

in paragraph 1-5 (a) (3) states "AFM 88-2 [52] establishes

architectual requirements, space allowances, and

arrangements [all italics supplied]" and paragraph 1-6

says:

the architectual design must (1) reflect careful
consideration of the type and arrangement of fene-
stration and entrances, and (2) provide high quality
architectural layout and treatment through the expert
use of economical basic design concepts [52].

It appears from the previous quotes that the degree

of standardization or flexibility intended is not well

portrayed. This ambiguity exists not only in the regulations

and manuals but also among respective users.

A survey (47) of air staff and command level

personnel attending a course at the Air Force Institue of

Technology (AFIT) and 40 base level engineers attending a

contingency engineering course at the same site showed the

effects of this ambiguity. In the first group of command

level personnel, the response to a question concerning the

perceived flexibility of Definitive Designs yielded the

responses summarized below:

--No one thought Definitives should be followed
exactly

16



--35% thought Definitives were to be used as a
standard with only minimum variation allowed

--61% thought Definitives were to be used as a
guide for design with variation encouraged

--and 14% thought Definitives were to be used as a
guide with variation not only encouraged but mandated.

The second group of base level engineers responded

as follows:

--No one thought Definitives should be followed
directly

--22% thought Definitives were to be used as a
standard with only minimum variation allowed

--64% thought Definitives were to be used as a
guide with variation encouraged

--and 14% thought Definitives were to be used as a
guide with variation not only encouraged but mandated.

It can be seen that none of the respondents in

either group thought definitives were to be followed exact-

ly, but one-third thought variation was the exception.

The uncertainty about the intended degree of stan-

dardization and flexibility is also apparent in the minds of

some commercial architects who have designed Air Force build-

ings and were provided the Definitive Designs as an input

(44, 58, 28, 11, 39). Even though designer flexibility was

verbally stressed during the contracts, the floor plan of

the Definitives Designs, coupled with the perception of

military standardization and rigidity, hindered the

architect's perceived freedom in design choices. The

results were thus only "vanilla" solutions and the Air Force

17
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received only drafting services rather than the design

services intended (58).

The ambiguity of flexibility in the use of the

Definitive Designs was probably initiated by the

inconsistency of direction given in the regulations and

manuals and by hardline presentation of supposedly flexible

design information used in the Definitive Designs manual.

Recommendations to provide consistency and continuity of the

intended designer flexibility are included in the

recommendation section of this thesis.

2. overbuilding.

The ambiguity and potential for misinterpretation

has in some cases led to overbuilding. Overbuilding is the

construction of a facility that exceeds the requirements and

may thus mean wasted time, effort, money, and space. A

major variability not accounted for by the Definitive

Designs is differences in scope that may change from

project to project. Although some definitives may have as

many as 18 different sizes, the average number is less than

three, and half of the definitives have only one size plan.

(See Appendices A and C.) A coinciding fault is that the

size standards of the Definitive Designs are typically

based on troop strength rather than actual demand factors

affecting space needs (15:30-31).

18
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3. Loss of Flexibility.

The choice of hardline floor plans to relate design

information has implied a certain rigidity not intended.

According to Heismeth (27:111):

Definitive plans are the equivalent to definitive
specifications; in both cases the architect is told what
to do in specific terms. That such heavy handed
accountability has led to thoughtless, inflexible, and
needlessly repetitive design is apparent to design
professionals and government alike.

Standards are usually meant to portray minimum

acceptable end products but as one author puts it, "Too

often standards, even when set as a minimum, become maximum

[37:40]."

The elements which are standardized in the

Definitive Designs are such things as floor plans, areas,

and equipment lists. These are elements which are design

solutions rather than design objectives or goals. These

single solutions imply optimality "for use on a worldwide

basis [AFM 88-2, paragraph 2]." Optimum solutions in archi-

tecture are impossibilities. Architecture is successful

conflict resolution (43:1,97; 57:107; 38:88). The amount of

conflicting information that is an input to design would

allow only suboptimization at best. Inputs to the design

process vary with location and time. To imply even a single

universal suboptimized solution is erroneous and would repre-

sent a lack of flexibility to provide a more economical site

specific solution. For example, the optimum size and loca-
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tion of windows for the incorporation of a passive solar

*l . heating system varies with location, time of day, and day of

the year. The ability to provide a single optimum solution

* . for "worldwide use" is an impossibility.

4. Communications Ability.

In order to measure and evaluate communicative

ability of a document, the intended purpose, the choice of

presentation format, and the user's perceived purpose of the

document must be known. The intended purpose of the

Definitive Designs, as noted previously, has not been well

defined. One of the reasons lies in the choice of presen-

tation format. The choice of presentation in the Defini-

tives was primarily the hardline floor plans. These hard-

line floor plans, complete with dimensions, indicate single

solutions, but the apparent intent of the drafters of AFM

88-2 was more flexibility in design.

The choice for the name of AFM 88-2, Definitive

Designs for Air Force Structures, also miscommunicates the

intended flexibility. A definitive is meant to define. To
6

define is to set boundaries and mark limits as what is

included and what is not. A good definition will set limits

that preclude anything but the object being defined to fit

into the boundaries. As used, the term "definitive designs"

implies very strict limits.

Communications ability also considers the users of

the information. As was stated by the DMJM study, there was

20



an insufficient communication of information to programmers

and master planners.

5. costs.

There are three areas of cost concerns in relation

to the use of Definitive Designs. The first of these is

publication costs. At present the AF Definitive Designs

manual is the most expensive publication in the Air Force

inventory (11). This expense is due to the cost of

development and the cost of printing the oversized

(10"1 X 15 1/4") pages necessary to present the information

in its current format. The development of the Definitive

Designs was the culmination of extensive research done for

a facility or building type by an outside commercial

architectural/engineering firm (there is not documentation

or sufficient evidence of the research effort). The amount

of work done to develop the supposedly optimum building

floor plan and information is a more expansive effort and

has a broader potential impact than what accompanies normal

design activities of the firm. The 1982 cost of development

of a single sheet in the Definitive Designs manual was

$6000.00" (11, 12, 13). If this is multiplied by the 400

ph~qes of the document, the expense is evident.

Another aspect of publication costs is the printing

codts. The cost of printing 10"1 X 15 1/4" sheets is approxi-

mately $45.00/1000 as compared to $20.00/1000 sheets for

8 1/2" X 11" manuals (1). If the information could be
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formatted to a standard 8 1/2" X 11" sheet, savings could be

realized.

A second area of the total cost is distribution

cost. Because of the large size of the sheets, the cost to

distribute the Definitives Design manual is correspon-

dingly high. At present the Definitive Designs manual

contains all the facility types that have been definitized,

and this package is sent to all bases. It is possible that

not all bases have a need for information on all facility

types.

The third area of cost concern has to do with

benefit/cost analysis. The Definitive Designs, with the

definitive drawings, were developed and implemented on the

premise that such standardization would reduce costs--costs

of design and cost of construction (15, 19, 52). There

seems to be no record of a cost/benefit analysis to support

this premise. Definitive drawings reduce design costs only

if the definitive drawings are used with little or no

changes. Definitive drawings are given to Architectural-

Engineer (AE) firms to provide design information to the AE.

If this information saves time in the research effort of an

AE who is designing an Air Force facility, then there should

4 be a difference between the price of the services of AE's

who use a definitive drawing in the development and those

who do not. Another concern that should be considered in a

cost/benefit analysis is the long range impact of
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definitized drawings in terms of land use, the environment,

energy, and life cycle costs (15).

6. Updating and Evaluation.

Inherent in standardized programming and design
criteria is the danger that they become cemented for too
long without adjustments and necessary changes [37].

The current process for updating the Definitive

Designs involves the production of a replacement page.

This new page incurs a cost similar to the production of the

original (11). This high cost can cause an extension

between updates to allow more changes to be incorporated in

a single update. The extension of such updates permits

recognized faults in a Definitive Designs

to be used for a longer period. Evaluation of the

Definitive Designs should also periodically review the

contents of the document. Some of the Definitive Designs

are 15 years old and are no longer even used by the Air

Force (12). The evaluation of Definitive Designs is

encouraged, a fact tated in the introduction to the manual,

but evaluation is required.

The Definitive Designs manual was developed in

order to produce cost and time savings in the building

delivery process. The motive for the manual is commendable

but the implementation has yielded problems of misinterpre-

tation, overbuilding, in lack of intended flexibility, in

communicative ability, and problems related to costs.
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Alternatives Under Consideration

In an attempt to resolve some of the deficiencies

noted in the Definitive Design program, the Air Force has

considered two alternate systems to the Definitive

Designs. These are bubble diagrams and design guides.

These are not without certain deficiencies.

Bubble Diagrams

Bubble diagrams are graphical displays of space

interrelationships and adjacencies. (See Figure 1.7 and

Appendix D.)

* FIGURE 1.7: Example of a Bubble Diagram

The sizing of the bubbles in a bubble diagram

usually does not relate to the required area for a parti-

cular space. The "links" or lines connecting the bubbles

can graphically show the intensity or frequency of a rela-

tionship by either varying the width of the connecting line

or by varying the number of lines connecting the bubbles.
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Bubble diagrams have been used for some time by most archi-

tects to transform written design information into more

easily used graphical information. Bubble diagrams were

under consideration as replacements for the hardline floor

plans in the Definitive Designs manual (11, 12).

The advantage of using bubble diagrams was increased

design flexibility in floor plans to accommodate site

q specific considerations such as the landscape, the climate,

energy related design factors. and unique user require-

ments. The "softness" of the rounded edges of bubble

diagrams helped convey the Air Force allowance of design

flexibility without sacrificing the information on desired

functional relationships.

When the bubble diagrams were distributed and used

on an experimental basis, some of the problems associated

with the Definitive Designs were still present and a new

one arose. There was still a lack of needed information.

The bubble diagrams clarified functional relationships but

did not add any additional information.

The new problem stemming from the use of the bubble

diagrams was one of communication. A previous use of the

Definitive Designs had been to "sell" a facility to wing

4 and base commanders (47, 11, 12). The hardline floor plan

of definitive drawings greatly aided the comprehension of

the commander about the "look" of the facility he would be

4 getting. The use of bubble diagrams for the same purpose
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was not as well understood by the commanders. From these

incidents it became apparent that the design information

must be communicated to other users as well as the

architect. Other users included such personnel as planners,

programmers, and facility users. To counter the lack of

information and communicability of bubble diagrams, the Air

Force is currently investigating the use of design guides.

* Design Guides

The U. S. Corps of Engineers developed a design

guide approach in the 1970's to achieve both accountability

V and adaptability to local conditions (21). It was also

intended to avoid the overbuilding caused through the use of

definitives (15:26-27). The design guide approach was

developed to produce more responsive architecture and to

cost less than the previous system (27:111).

Design guides are written packages of design infor-

mation which spell out design objectives, environmental and

energy concerns, functional requirements, and equipment

suggestions. The design guides under consideration by the

Air Force are a package of 20 to 50 (8 1/2" X 11") written

sheets of design information. (See Example in Appendix E.)

Some graphic representations are used in the form of

figures, graphs, and tables. The increase in design informa-

tion afforded by the design guides is a substantial improve-

ment over the definitive drawings and the bubble diagrams.
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The communicative ability of the design guides is

yet untested in the field. Speculation yields two potentialC
problems, one with the use of mainly written instructions

and the other with length. Written instructions in the Air

Force seem to be the standard, but written instructions of

design information may not be the best approach. The old

saying may apply--"A picture is worth a thousand words."

The other potential problem is length. Twenty to

fifty pages of information requires an extensive effort to

organize and retain, for design inclusion, all elements and

their relationships. The ability to quickly find specifi-

cally wanted information is not aided by the length of the

design guides.

SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND

The Air Force controls the facilities because of

the potential effects on mission accomplishment, the need to

protect the substantial investments in facilities, the

scarcity of funds matched with an abundance of need, and

lastly, because there is a need to monitor and adapt, if

necessary, to a constantly changing environment. A major

portion of the control effort occurs in the predegign stages

*known as programming. Here, control is through and with the

information provided. The value of a good building program

has been tested, and the results are time control, quality

* control, information control, and cost control.
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The Air Force has controlled building type infor-

mation through the initial use of DOD manual 4270.1, through

• - the use of AFM 88-2: Definitive Designs for Air Force

Structures and bubble diagrams to the present design

guides under development. (See Figure 1.8.)

0oD 4270.1 H ArM &6-Z 1UW PIAC4M-. 3 lq I4
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FIGURE 1.8: Evolution of Air Force Design Information

CEach successive step has solved some of the deficien-

cies of its predecessor but has created its own problems. To

solve the Air Force's need for comprehensive and comprehen-

dable packaging of standardized facility type information

packages is the overall objective of this thesis.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

As stated earlier in this chapter, the objective of

this research is to develop a facility type information

package which is an improvement over the past systems. In

order to accomplish such a task, several subobjectives are

considered. They are to

1. Identify the users and uses of facility type information

28
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2. Identify the characteristics of an optimum system for
transmitting facility type information

3. Develop general guidelines from the optimum charac-
teristics for the future development of facility
type information packages

4. Develop a specific facility type information package for
a Child Care Center so that it may be compared with
previous methods for transmitting facility type
information.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In order to meet the stated objectives, the

following questions must be answered:

1. What are the various uses of facility type information?

2. Who are the users of facility type information?

3. What are the characteristics of an optimum control
system for transmitting facility type information?

4. What would a specific example look like?

5. How does the proposed method compare with the previous
methods of transmitting facility type information?

6. Given the characteristics of an optimum system and an
example of the proposed new package, what would be the
appropriate general guidelines for transmitting facility
type information?

II2

I
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CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

Overview

The first step of this research effort was identifi-

cation and validation of the stated problem. The problem

was initially identified in a telephone conversation with

Mr. William A. Brown, Sr., in January of 1982. Mr. Brown is

the Chief of the Architecture and Engineering Branch,

Engineering and Construction Division, Directorate of

Engineering and Services, Department of the Air Force. The

problems of transmitting design information and the history

of the Air Force search for an appropriate package were

discussed. Mr. Brown's views about the problem were later

outlined in a letter from his office (See Appendix B).

Mr. Brown's perception that a problem did exist was

confirmed by a survey distributed among a convenience sample

of 68 Air Force Civil Engineering officers attending various

courses at the Air Force Institute of Technology (See

Appendix F).

Validation of the problem's presence and scope was

* followed by the formulation of research questions. The

remainder of this chapter will review the chosen methodol-

ogies. A division is made according to each of the research

* questions stated at the end of Chapter I. The corresponding
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limitations and assumptions of each of the methods used are

discussed in the final section of this chapter.C
Research Question One. What are the various uses of

facility type information?

The approach for this question was threefold. The

resources used were an extensive literature review, ques-

tions in the survey that was distributed, and interviews

with developers and known users of facility type

information. The literature review consisted of: (1) Air

Force regulations and manuals, cited throughout this report,

pertaining to the use of facility type information, (2)

books and periodicals which contain information about the

uses of facility type information, (3) Army regulations

pertaining to the use of facility type information, and (4)

research reports from the Army's Construction Engineering

Research Laboratory in Champaign, Illinois.

The second approach was a survey distributed to 28

Command and Air Staff level Air Force Civil Engineering

personnel and 40 base level Civil Engineering personnel, all

attending short term courses at the Air Force Institute of

Technology. The survey contained questions relating to the

uses of Definitive Designs for Air Force Structures

4 (AFM 88-2), which was the past Air Force method of trans-

mitting facility type infcrmation. These questions were

analyzed to identify the frequency of use for various known

4 uses of facility type information.
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The final method used to answer research question

one was to conduct both personal and telephone interviews

with experts in the field who (1) have been responsible for

- and involved in the development of facility type information

for the Air Force, (2) have used the Definitive Designs

manual in developing construction documents for the Air

Fozce, or (3) have developed their own facility type

information guides for commercial use. The interviewees

were:

1. Mr William Brown, Sr.
Chief, Architecture and Engineering Branch
Engineering and Construction Division

0O Directorate of Engineering and Services
Department of the Air Force

2. Mr. David Dressel
Architect, Facilities System Division
Army Civil Engineering Research Laboratory
Champaign, Illinois

3. Mr James Enloe
Architect, Architecture and Engineering Branch
Engineering and Construction Division
Directorate of Engineering and Services

4. Professor Yuji Kishimoto
Department of Architectural Studies
College of Architecture
Clemson University, Clemson, VA

5. Mr. James Slager
Architect, HQ AFLC
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH

6. Mr. Gayland Weatherspoon
* Department Head, Department of Architectural Studies

College of Architecture
Clemson University, Clemson, VA

7. Mr. William L. Pulgram
Associated Space Design
Atlanta, Georgia
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The results of the threefold approach for research

question one are reported in Chapter III and have been incor-

porated into both the general guidelines for the development

of facility type information packages (Chapter V) and into

the Child Care Center example (Chapter IV).

Research Question Two. Who are the users of facility type

information?

q ,Identification of the users of facility type

information was derived through the various uses of the

information. User characteristics were identified using the

same threefold approach explained in the methodology for

research question one.

Research Question Three. What are the characteristics of
an optimum control system for transmitting facility type
information?

The search for characteristics was divided into five

major areas--content, communicability, accessibility,

evaluation and update, and costs. The methods used in the

research were an extensive literature review, telephone and

personal interviews, a survey, and an examination of other

methods of transmitting building type information. The

matrix of Table 2.1 displays the methods used for each area.

The literature review consisted of Army regulations,

Air Force regulations and manuals, periodicals, books and

research reports from the Army's Construction Engineering

Research Laboratory. The interviewees were the same as in

research questions one and two. The last approach, an
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examination of other existing methods of transmitting

Table 2.1

Methods Used For Characteristics Identification

C C A E C
0 0 C V 0
N M C A S
T M E L T
E U S U S
N N S A
T I I T
S C B I

A I 0
B T N
I I /
L T U
I Y P
T D
Y A

TE

Literature Review 0 0 0 0 0

Interviews 0 0 0 0 0

Survey 0 0 0

Examination of 0 0 0
Other Methods

facility type information, consisted of an examination of

the following methods:

1. The prototype Air Force design guides (Appendix E)

2. The Army's design guides

* 3. The Definitive Designs manual (AFM 88-2) (52)

4. Bubble diagrams (Appendix D)

5. Time Saver Standards for Building Types (18)
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6. Guidelines for the Planning and Design of Regional and
Community Correction Centers for Adults (32)

7. Patterns for Designing Childrens' Centers (34)

The methodologies were used to compile information

about each of the five characteristics areas. Content char-

acteristics are based on the frequency of use in other

methods of transmitting facility type information and an
understanding of the uses of building type information. The

communicability characteristics are based on perceived need

(survey and interviews), research results (literature

review), and current usage (examination of other systems).

Accessibility characteristics are based on locations and

frequency of use. Evaluation and updating characteristics

are based on the need for updating and the processes used in

the examined methods of transmitting facility type informa-

tion. Cost characteristics are based on costs for existing

methods and the costs of components of a facility type

information package such as development, printing, and

distribution.

Research Question Four. What would a specific example
look like?

The specific example of the proposed package is an

individual development by the author which incorporates the

information obtained in answering the previous research

questions. The specific example is evaluated in terms of

4 the characteristics identified in Chapter III.
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Research Question Five. How does the proposed method
compare with the previous methods of transmitting
facility type information?

The proposed package is compared with other Air

Force methods of transmitting facility type information

based on the degree that each method approaches the

characteristics identified in Chapter III.

Research Question Six. Given the characteristics of an
optimum system and an example of the proposed new
package, what would be the appropriate general guide-
lines for developing and transmitting facility type
information?

As a result of the previous research questions, char-

acteristics of an optimum package for transmitting facility-

type information have been identified, a new author-developed

package has been designed and compared with previous

packages, and that package is proposed for implementation.

This effort has led to the identification of some general

guidelines to be used in development and transmittal of facil-

ity type information. The guidelines are based on the char-

acteristics identified in Chapter III and the interrela-

tionships of these characteristics that were identified by

the author in the development of the proposed package.

Summary of Methodology. Table 2.2 summarizes the

methodologies used to answer each of the research

questions.
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Limitations and Assumptions

- Each methodology will be reviewed separately.

1. Literature review. The limitations of the liter-

ature review were only in the area of programming. Infor-

mation is relatively new in this area, and thus published

Table 2.2

Methodologies for Answering Research Questions

R R R R R
E E RESEARCH E E E
q S S QUESTION S S S

E E THREE E E E
A A C C A E C A A A
R R 0 0 C V 0 R R R
C C N M C A S C C C
H H T M E L T H H H

E U S U S
Q Q N N S A Q Q Q
U U T I I T U U U
E E S C B I E E E
S S A I 0 S S S
T T B L N T T T
I I I I / I I I
o 0 L T U 0 0 0
N N I Y P N N N

T D
0 T Y A F F S
N W T 0 I I
E 0 E U V X

I .I IR I E
Literature Review 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Survey 0 0 0 0 0 0
Interviews 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Examination of - 0 0 0

4 Other Methods
Author Generated 0 0 0

works are scarce. One assumption is that information onI

communication in general and communication of facility type
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information for commercial use is applicable to communi-

q cation of facility type information for the Air Force. it

is also assumed that the literature represents a more gener-

alizable information source than does the collection of

opinions from the interviews and survey. A final assumption

is that specific information deemed applicable by the Army

for its own use is applicable for Air Force counterparts.

2. Survey. The survey was distributed to a conven-

ience sample and the statistically generalizable information

it provided is limited. its role in the research was to

help the author establish the nature of the problem and the

needs of intended users of facility type information. Its

information has not been applied beyond these uses.

3. Interviews. The interviews were also conducted

with a convenience sample, thus also limiting the

statistical generlizability of the information obtained.

However, since all interviewees are experts in their fields,

they supplied information that is essential to the study.

The interviews were unstructured to permit respondents to

more creatively express ideas on transmitting facility type

information rather than a structured interview that would be

used to obtain a general concensus of established ideas.

4. Examination of other methods. A limitation of

this approach is that all methods of compiling facility type

information are not accessible. Methods other than those

examined may have been developed for personal or corporate
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.* use and are iot accessible to the general public. Another

assumption is that individual elements of the methods

examined that were not identified somewhere as being inade-

quate, are adequate for the respective users.

I3
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CHAPTER III

INDENTIFICATION OF CHARACTERISTICS

Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to report the

characteristics of an optimum system to transmit facility

type information. These identified characteristics were

used to develop and evaluate the proposed package to

transmit facility type information developed by the author

and presented in Chapter IV. The identification of character-

istics is in response to research questions one, two, and

three. The identification was accomplished from information

obtained through: (1) the literature review, (2) the survey,

(3) the interviews, (4) the criteria used to judge past Air

Force methods of transmitting facility type information, and

(5) the frequency of inclusion in other packages of design

information.

The characteristics have been divided into seven

areas. The areas are: (1) use identification, (2) user

identification, (3) content requirements, (4) communication

requirements, (5) accessibility requirements, (6) evaluation

and updating requirements, and (7) cost information. The

final section of this chapter will summarize the character-

istics that were identified. These criteria became the
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criteria for development and evaluation of the proposed

package to transmit facility type information.

Use Identification

The primary use of a system which transmits facility

type information is informational. A review of the liter-

ature and of the survey and interviews conducted revealed

four uses of facility type information packages and building

programs. These four uses are informational, promotional,

evaluatory, and educational. These categorizations of use

are defined and are then followed by an examination of their

use in the building delivery process.

Informational

Informational use is defined as the use of a package

to provide specific information--for example, to relay the

storage requirement for a particular area in a facility.

Several sources identified this particular usage (11; 18:xv;

44; 57:56; 59:71, 13-16; 52). Information may be provided

to form a basis for quality control, standardization, and

cost control of constructed facilities (10:11).

Design information can be communicated as guidelines

or as specific criteria depending on its intended use (52;

33; 32; 34). An example of guideline information might be

for the designer to be aware of child scale when designing a

child care center. An example of specific criteria

information might be to tell the designer to put six wall
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sockets at 54 inches above the floor out of the reach of the

children in Room "A." The degree of information detail or

flexibility is dependent upon the user requirements.

Promotional

The promotional use is defined as the aspect of

using the packaged information to "sell" someone on the

virtues of a particular facility. The survey conducted for

U this paper showed that 36.8 percent of the respondents had

formerly used the drawings in the Definitive Designs

manual to "sell" a facility to another individual (47). A

major deficiency noted in the use of bubble diagrams is

their failure as "a vehicle for selling nontechnical person-

nel on the need for a facility [13]." Specifically, "it is

very difficult to brief a wing commander on a facility whet

graphically all that can be shown to this individual is a

series of circles (bubbles) [12]." White (59:13-16) also

discusses the importance of a promotional package.

Evaluatory

* The evaluatory use of a facility type information

package is defined as the use of a package to measure an

existing situation against criteria provided in the package.

* For example, if the package stated the facility should be

based on 60 square feet per person, then the adequacy of an

existing facility could be determined. This evaluative

* aspect can be at various stages in the building delivery
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process (59:13-16; 45:158-163). "Evaluation requires that

there be a desired goal or standard and a commitment to

judge against that standard [59:81]."

Educational

The educational use of a facility type information

package is defined as its use to familiarize users with a

particular facility type. The educational use differs from

the informational use in that it is concerned with only

general information such as purpose of the facility, its

function, its organization, and its major components. This

educational aspect can serve both the client and the

designer. The package can serve as a framework for the

designer to understand the client operations and as a tool

to educate the client on the design process (59:13-16).

Location of use

The four uses of facility type information-

informational, promotional, evaluatory, and educational--

occur at various stages during the building delivery

process. The building delivery process essentially consists

of eight steps--evaluation, planning, programming, design,

construction, operation, maintenance, and reevaluation.

4 (See Figure 3.1.)

Each step in the delivery process will be examined

for the potential uses of facility type information. The

uses are identifiLed in the parentheses.
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FIGURE 3.1: The Cycle of Building Delivery

1. Evaluation of Existing Situation.

A facility type information package could serve to
0

educate both the facility user and an inspector on the

purpose (educational) and standards (evaluatory) for a

particular facility type.

2. Planning.

Facility planners need to know both the deficiencies

*I of the existing situation (evaluatory) and the standards and
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requirements for a new facility (educational and

informational).

3. Programming.

Facility programming involves a setting of

priorities as to what is to get built. This prioritization

involves the selling of one facility over another facility

or project (promotional). If successfully included in the

programming list, information which will direct the

allocation of resource is necessary (educational and

informational). This information is provided via DOD Form

1391's and/or Project Books, which will be discussed later.

4. Design.

Both general and specific information (educational

and informational) is needed to successfully design a

facility. Choosing among design options may involve

measurement against standards (evaluatory), and the selling

of a potential solution to a client (promotional).

5. Construction.

During and upon completion of construction, a facil-

ity is evaluated in terms of conformance to construction

drawings and to local codes and regulations. If the local

codes and regulations were identified in the building

program, the package can aid evaluation (evaluatory).

45
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6. Operation.

A facility is designed to function a certain way.

Familiarizing the user of these aspects (educational) is

necessary for the successful operation of a facility to its

maximum potential.

7. Maintenance.

Choices of materials and their placement can affect

the maintenance characteristics of a facility. If material

choice and placement are identified in the initial program,

then a set of maintenance instructions could also be

provided (educational).

8. Reevaluation.

Reevaluation of a facility usually occurs when major

deficiences are noted. If periodic evaluation occurs, then

smaller deficiencies are more likely to be recognized

(evaluatory). Repetitive deficiences should be recorded and

accounted for in the updated facility type information

package.

The matrix in Table 3.1 summarizes the potential

uses of facility type information during the building

delivery process.

The criteria to be used from this section to develop

and evaluate the proposed package to transmit facility type

information are:

1. Is the package usable as an information resource?

46
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Table 3.1
Use of Facility Type Information During the Building

Delivery Process

__Inform Promote Evaluate Educate
Evaluation 0 0
Planning 0 0 0
Programming 0 0 0
Design 0 0 0 0
Construction 0
O&M 0
Reevaluation 0 0

2. Can it be used as a promotional package?

3. Does it aid in evaluation of facilities during
predesign, design, and postdesign?

4. Does it serve effectively as an educational tool?

Abbreviated for later use, these functions are identified as:

1. informational
2. promotional
3. evaluatory
4. educational

User Identification

The identification of the users and their needs is a

primary step in the design of any management control system

4 (2:78). The use of facility type information packages is a

form of management control. The previous identification of

the uses of facility type information and the location of

4 those uses define the potential users of the information.

The users can be categorized as technically oriented or

nontechnically oriented and as Air Force personnel or

non-Air Force personnel (11; 21; 44; 47).
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The technically oriented personnel are individuals

familiar with the process of facility design and con-

struction. They may be Air Force personnel or non-Air Force

personnel. The Air Force personnel who are technically

oriented include the planners, progammers, designers, and

inspectors of Air Force facilities. Non-Air Force personnel

could consist of commercial planners, designers, and

builders.

Nontechnically oriented users of facility type infor-

mation may not be familiar with the building delivery

process or the common terminology used by the technical

users. The nontechnically oriented personnel may be Air

Force or non-Air Force.

vA distinction is made between Air Force and non-Air

Force because there may be peculiarities of the Air Force

criteria which could affect building design which a non-Air

Force user would not automatically be aware of. The accu-

racy, level of detail, and transmittal of facility type

information is dependent upon the respective user background

* and needs. Requirements for content and communication of

information are presented in following sections.

Considering the diversity of potential uses and

* users of facility type information, there are two possible

approaches to information delivery. The first approach is

to provide all potential users with all the information

* that will be needed by any one user in a form understandable
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to the nontechnical personnel. The second approach is to

apportion information on an as-needed basis for each

respective user. A choice between these two alternatives

will be presented later in this chapter after other factors

which can influence this decision have been considered.

The criteria to be used to develop and evaluate the

proposed package to transmit facility type information are:

1. Is it oriented for both technical and nontechnical
personnel?

2. Is it oriented for both Air Force and non-Air Force
personnel?

3. Is it oriented for use by programmers and designers?

Abbreviated for future use, these are:

1. nontechnical and technical orientation

2. usable by non-Air Force and Air Force users

3. usable format for programming

4. usable format for design

Content Requirements

Consultants fluorish in the design fields because
there is no body of information assembled in such a
way that it is useful to architects and other design
professionals. Hence the tremendous importance of
library consultants, church consultants, hospital
consultants . . .[46:6].

Consolidation of specialized and general information

4 for facility types is a much needed tool (46:6-10: 2; 37:45).

The development of packages of information on building or

facility types can provide the needed tool for design.
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A primary factor to be considered in the development

of facility type information packages is what types of infor-

mation should be included. Indeed, an even more fundamental

question that must be answered is which facility types can

economically justify the development of information packages.

The manual of Definitive Design for Air Force Structures

was based on repetitively programmed facilities (19;

15:26-28) yet no mention is made as too how many of a certain

type facility constitute "repetitively programmed." Chapter

IV, the proposed package and its evaluation, contains the

author's suggested guidelines for this determination.

Another element of this broader point is a question

regarding the level of detail and flexibility to be presented

in a package (25). Past methods of transmitting facility type

information have assumed that the same level of detail and

flexibility was necessary for all the facility types. It is

possible that some facilities may be more effectively defini-

tized rather than allowed to have design flexibility. For

example, a munitions storage facility might be sufficiently

designed from a definitive drawing rather than a more extensive

document such as a design guide. No criteria for this type of

decision was found in the literature. Mr. Bill Brown has

suggested that the differentiating element is people--the

degree a facility should be oriented to user satisfaction (11).

Author generated guidelines for this decision are provided in

Chapter IV.
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Given the criteria to choose the types of facilities

and the level of detail and flexibility to provide, the next

concern is the specific contents of a package. The research

effort was directed toward the contents of a facility

program. A building program consists of both general and

site specific information. A facility program for the Air

Force consists of four groupings of information. These are:

1. Information general to all Air Force construction such
as recommended usages of materials, fire codes, and
electrical codes (Air Force general construction
information)

2. Information general to a specific base such as criteria
for local climate or geography and guidelines for con-
formance to regional architectural style or a base
master color plan (base specific information)

3. Information specific to a building type, i.e. say a
bowling alley, and generalizable for that facility type
on all Air Force bases (building type information)

4. Information specific to a particular site only such as
gradation of the soil on the site, existing landscape
and streets, size of the site, and other characteristics
peculiar to the single site (site specific information).

Most packages of facility type information contain

only building type information. Previous Air Force packages

of facility type information have included more than just

building type information. The Air Force packages have also

attempted to include information general to Air Force

construction and a statement to support the inclusion of both

base specific and site specific information. This direction

was followed in the development of the proposed facility type

information package.
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The types of facts and degree of detail that will be

required will depend upon the purpose of the document, the

degree of complexity of the client's operations, the perfor-

mance standards required of the facility, and the number of

special or unusual conditions involved with a particular

facility (59:53). The concept of standardizing either the

types of facts or degree of detail for facility type informa-

tion packages must consider the above listed variables.

An examination of the literature on facility pro-

grams shows somewhat of a consensus on content requirements

but a divergence in terminology. Table 3.2 lists several

authors' suggestions for content of facility programs.

Examination of the suggested contents of Table 3.2 and a

knowledge of the Air Force building delivery process led to

a decision to identify content requirements by point of use

in the building delivery process.

Content Requirements and the Building Delivery Process

1. Evaluation of Existing Situation.

0 The type of information needed for evaluation is

criteria statements which are related to facility require-

ments and are standards for measurement. The criteria could

0 be a checklist of requirements concerned with measuring the

adequacy of space, functional layout, and performance

requirements for building components.

S
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Evaluative use of facility type information packages

has not been emphasized in previous Air Force packages, but

they have functioned in this respect. In predesign, a

facility type information package can provide criteria to

aid in the evaluation of the need for facility expansion, a

new facility, or no change. In design, the package can act

as a premise for design and as criteria for evaluation of

the design solution (36:80). In post design, the package

can be used to gauge how well a facility performs its

intended functions and meets other stated design criteria.

One purpose of a facility type information package

is to prevent and correct recurrence of problems and to

predict the spatial and environmental needs of a project

(29:229). This prevention and correction involves a process

of p-oblem identification, analysis, and package updating.

Lack of formal evaluation is seen as a major block
to the development of anything like a science of design.
Evaluations presently are made independent of the design
process and its assumptions about the uses of the
building [29:316].

Inadequate feedback is a shortcoming of the current

design process (22:118; 24). Feedback from maintenance

records and records of renovations should be examined for

ideas to be incorporated into updated information packages.

Facility evaluation is the process of discovering

how well a facility works either in terms of its original

program or in terms important to the users when thn
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evaluation occurs or in terms interesting to architectural

researchers (23:10). Buildings are evaluated for the same

important reasons that products are--to prevent failure (which

in buildings can result in accidents, disfunction, misfit),

to provide good value to its users, and to provide accounta-

bility for those responsible for its construction (45:412).

Evaluation requires a criterion to measure against

(29:318; 9:11-14). These criterion should be used through-

out the building delivery process. Use of the criteria in

evaluation of an existing facility may lead to a realization

of facility deficiencies and thus, possibly, a decision to

construct a new facility. The same criteria should also be

used in the design process to ensure the incorporation of

important criteria. Finally, the criteria should be used to

evaluate a facility at various points during the life of the

facility.

The literature suggests several areas for evaluation.

These are the technical, functional, and behavioral aspects

(45:414). Technical evaluation is the most common type of

evaluation (45:414-419). It includes evaluation of a

facility's compliance with fire codes, building codes,

methods of construction, illumination, acoustics, and HVAC.

These are relatively easy to evaluate because the criteria

are singularly factual or quantitative and tests reveal

either compliance or noncompliance. Functional and

behavioral evaluation are not as common or not as easy.
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Criteria for functional or behavioral evaluation

cannot always be as factual or quantitative as criteria for

* technical evaluation. Functkonal evaluation is concerned

with human factors, locational grouping, circulation,

storage, and flexibility and change. If criteria are deve-

loped for functional evaluation, then ranges of values of

the criteria may be more beneficial and accurate. For

example, storage requirements might be stated as so many

linear feet of storage per person or as a range, say, 10-15

linear feet of storage per office, thus allowing for

personal or site specific information to influence the

decision.

Behavioral evaluation is yet an untested concept.

Behavioral criteria could be in the area of building use,

proximity and territory requirements, and privacy versus

interaction requirements (45:414). Behavioral bcience is a

relatively new field. The incorporation of behavioral

requirements and criteria into design information is still

under research. It is suggested that a first step would be

to distinguish and record the designer's assumptions about

occupant behavior (45:47).

The designer has certain theories as to why the
existing environment isn't working. He may also have
ideas as to how he might make some improvements . . .
ideas which are eventually incorporated into a new space.
This usually marks the completion of the transaction
between the client and designer. It is suggested,
however, that designer's ideas are really hypotheses

I
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...testable hypotheses . . . about man-environment
interactions (37:43].

C The second step in behavioral evaluation of a

facility would be to record and analyze users' opinions of a

facility. Identification and analysis of the components of

user satistisfaction could lead to a priorty listing of user

wants (37:41). Any attempt to incorporate behavioral

criteria into facility type information packages would be a

step in this new direction.

2. Planning.

The planning of an Air Force facility involves

initial decisions of purpose, function, general siting and

rough estimates of costs. Information which would help the

planning process would be a statement of the purpose and the

function of a particular facility type, general guidelines

for siting such a facility, and guidelines for calculating a

rough idea of costs based on., for example, a unit of measure

which is correlated to scope, such as a cost per number of

students for an educational facility.

3. Programming.

The programming of Air Force facilities is accom-

plished via a Department of Defense form 1391, and via

Project Books. Directions for programming a facility via

the 1391 are given in AFR 86-1, Programming Civil

Engineer Resources (55). The programming effort involves
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completion of the 1391 and possibly a 1391C which requires a

a single line drawing of the floor plan and siting of the

requested facility. An examination of the information

requested on the 1391 (See Figure 3.2) yields the following

type of information that can be drawn from a facility type

information package:

Table 3.3

Facility Type Information and the DOD Form 1391

Section A 1. Category code number . . . . . . . (item 7)
2. Type of construction . . . . . . .(item 14)

4 ~3. Type of design. .. . .. . . . .(item 17)
4. Physical Characteristics of

partial)
5. Description of work to be done . .(item 19)

Section B 6. Cost estimates (item 20-
rough estimate)

Section C 7. Requirement for a project (item 25)
(Could potentially help answer the
three questions of Project, Require-
ment, and Current Situation)

If a project is to be sent to Congress for approval,

a project book (PB) is developed which is essentially a

complete facility program of design information. Extensive

time and effort is expended in the development of project

books. The PB serves as a reference during review of the DD

Form 1391 as it provides valuable supplemental information

to serve as backup material for Congressional hearings

during which questions must be answered quickly and
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precisely (53:para 6-2). Thirty to forty percent of

projects developed to the project book level are disapproved

in Congress yearly (12). This represents an extensive waste

of time and effort. If the input of standard facility

information into PB's could be increased, less time would be

expended in PB development. Efforts to standardize as much

PB information as possible could increase the benefits of

facility type information packages. The extreme of this

situation would be a "fill in the blank" facility type

information package adequate for Congressional review.

Identification of required PB information would provide a

potential list of areas for standardization of certain

information. Although Appendix G contains the detailed

listing of Project Book information, it will be useful to

summarize the general information categories here:

Design Guidance

A. Project requirement scope
B. Site considerations
C. Special considerations
D. Architectural and structural considerations
E. Mechanical considerations
F. Electrical considerations
G. Water supply/waste
H. Environmental
I. Fire protection

Project Support Requirements

4 J. Cost estimate worksheets
K. Justification calculations
L. Air conditioning load estimate
M. Energy impact statement
N. Majcom review comments
0. Solar energy systems
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Information which could help in the development of

PB's would be either standard information or guidelines for

considerations in each of these listed areas. This is the

approach in the design guides.

4. Design.

The information needed for programming is the infor-

mation needed for design. A program is a design information

package. If a program is complete, then no further informa-

tion should be required for design. The completeness of a

program refers to the inclusion of the four areas of infor-

mation mentioned earlier--general Air Force construction

information, base specific information, construction

information, and site specific information. The provision

of any of the required information or guidelines for its

collection would be an economical ingredient of a facility

type information package. Common ingredients of a facility

type information package might include such things as space

requirements, health and safety considerations, information

on growth and flexibility, space interrelationships, cost

information, and allowance for incorporation of site

specific information.

5. Construction.

During construction, contract drawings and

specifications are converted into a facility. If questions

arise during the construction process it may be necessary to
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refer back to the information used for facility design. The

information used for evaluation in all previous stages is

helpful here also.

6. Operation and Maintenance.

The operation and maintenance of a facility requires

a knowledge of its components. The facility type infor-

mation package can provide this knowledge.

The discussion of content requirements has been

limited to identification of general areas of content only.

The general areas of information that have been identified

are: (1) purpose, (2) functions, (3) space requirements,

(4) health and safety information, (5) information on growth

and flexibility, (6) interrelationships of space,

(7) identification of users and use patterns, (8) cost

information, (9) example floor plans, and (10) guidelines

for incorporating site specific information.

7. Other.

Other ideas for inclusion into facility type

information packages were identified by several authors.

Some of these ideas will reflect ideas covered in Table 3.2

but will be repeated for emphasis. The other suggestions

for content of facility type information packages were:

1. Define user groups, the organizational processes and the
differing needs and use patterns of each (2:78; 14:5;
16:7; 45:49-51)
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2. Provide information on the content and scope of the
package (10:49; 51:104-105)

3. Provide information on how to use the package (11; 10:49)

4. Provide a process for user input and feedback (37:79;
29:229)

- .5. Provide references for further study or validation
(26:34; 37:45; 53:para 6-1)

6. Give objectives and criteria (even as ranges) to measure
against in a prioritized format (16:8; 37:45)

7. Include an index of terms to allow a reader quick access
to a definition of any unfamiliar terminology (10:82)

8. Use information modules for particular functions which
can be transferred to other packages such as work
station information usable in all facilities with
clerical components (15:30-31)

The content requirements chosen by the author to be

the criteria for development and evaluation of a facility

type information package are:

Guidelines for choosing facility types for development
Guidelines for choosing level of detail and flexibility
Information provided on

Purpose
Facility requirements
Space requirements
Health/safety
Growth and flexibility
Interrelationships of space
User identification and patterns
Cost information
Example floor plans

Guidelines for incorporating site specific
information

Guidelines for user input and evaluation
Criteria provided for evaluation of

Technical
Functional
Behavioral

Table of contents provided
Instructions for use
References provided
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Prioritized format
Index of terms
Use of information modules

Communication Requirements

Design information is prepared to achieve cost
or quality control, to facilitate planning, design, or
management, or to standardize facilities; however, these
goals are often not met. In many cases, the failures
are caused by poor design information. A reader may
have difficulty locating information in a document, and
even if the information is found, it may be difficult to
understand, internally inconsistent, incomplete,
erroneous, or in conflict with other documents. The
document may be inefficient, requiring the reader to
spend too much time locating, reading or comprehending
what is presented. As a result, design information may
be ignored, misapplied, or misunderstood. In turn, the
facility the reader is concerned with may be
nonstandard, expensive, of poor quality, or delayed in
delivery [10:11].

Orchestration of the data (sequence, clarity,
accessibility, groupings, major headings) is as
important as the information itself [59:64].

These two statements signify the importance of a

document's ability to communicate the intended messages to

its readers. The documant, in its format and terminology,

should permit all concerned with its contents to understand,

abide by, and implement its conclusion (2:94; 29:230). This

communication must meet the needs of a variety of users

(33:7; 59:13-16). Communication is based on the asumption

that people will use information if it is helpful, easy to

4 use, and ez.sy to find (10:53-54). The primary finding of

the literature review was the importance of the graphical

form of information communication in the delivery of design
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information. As a preface to an extensive discussion on

graphics, other recommendations for communicating design

information are discussed.

1. Give information only as needed (36:40).

Effective communication tries to avoid either giving

too much information and thus obscuring the message, or

giving oversimplified information so that no message is

conveyed (30:20). By delivering information only as needed,

the potential for reduced information costs is possible.

2. Use a hierarchical presentation from general to
specific (30:21; 29:230; 10:13-15; 37:45; 59:194;
33; 23:20; 57:119-120; 36:40).

A hierarchical presentation of information enables

the reader to read for generalities with ease. The hier-

archical presentation discussed by the various authors

refers to both the detail level of the information content

and the use of headings. Hierarchical presentation of infor-

mation detail refers to a movement from general to specific

information. General to specific categorization necessi-

tates information grouping. This grouping of information,

combined with hierarchical headings, makes informtion easy

to find, which saves time; a saving of time equates to

saving money. Hierarchy can also represent levels of

* importance, and thus a priority system for use in the

potential conflict resolution of stated goals is available.

3. Keep it simple (10:65; 26:34; 37:40).
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Simplicity allows for ease of use and under-

(standing. The elements of simplicity identified in the

literature were the use of short words and sentences

(ideally 1 1/2 syllables per word average), the use of

standard page layouts (allows quick reference), the inclu-

sion of chapter and section title on each page (to allow

ease of assembly, disassembly and update), and the use

qof standout topic headings.

4. Give prescriptive rather then descriptive information
(21; 36:62; 15:30-31).

Prescriptive information tells how things ought to

be rather than how they are or can be. Prescriptive infor-

mation establishes standards or rules to govern design

whereas descriptive information may give examples. The

general idea behind prescriptive information is to relay

design concepts instead of design solutions. Examples of

design concepts are concepts like shelter or convertability,

whereas the design solution could be a roof and a folding

door, respectively. The use of prescriptive information

affords the flexibility desired of design information to

al2ow for economical, functional and aesthetic solutions.

5. Sequence the data in the way it will be used (37:45;
59:63; 26:2).

This allows ease of use of information as well as a

recognizable format for information referencing.

6. Use summary sheets (59:63).

Critical information restated in summarized form
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provides an emphasis which reduces the possibility of

omissions.

7. Use graphics (4:122-123; 15:31; 10:92; 26:34; 27:115;
37:45; 45:186; 57:110-141; 59:63).

There are several reasons why the use of graphics is

important. First of all, architects, the primary users of

facility type information, have shown a preference for

information presented in a visual format rather than the

verbal or statistical forms (33; 30:9; 37:45; 26:36).

Architects have always used systems thinking as a
basic concept of architectural design. Because of this
architects have developed a unique form of thinking--
visual thinking. Through sketches architects communi-

* cate with others and himself in a special way that
constantly focuses on the system characteristics of
each problem [30:10-11].

Graphics are also wanted by the clients (45:186; 13).

Drawings are basic to communication between the client and

the architect. Graphics aid decision conveying (4:122-123).

There are several advantages in the use of graphics

that may help explain why they are preferred.

a. Graphics aid synthesis of information (30:6; 14:1;
10:82)

Verbal language focuses on linear logic and detail

wbi sual language is suited to simultaneous relation-

ships and synthesis. As the amount of information increases,

* the verbal, sequential level of thinking becomes increa-

singly strained. By condensing and grouping verbal informa-

tion into graphics, more information can be effectively

* processed (30:10-11). Graphics can make potential problems
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or conflicts more visible earlier in the design process,

allowing early solutions which cost less than the solutions

needed for conflicts discovered after facility construction.

Graphics aid in decision making (4:122-123).

b. Graphics are more economical to use than verbage
(26:38,48; 33; 14:3; 10:82).

Graphics can condense or compress information, thus

allowing more information per amount of space. Tables and

q charts, a form of graphical presentation, can illustrate

points more clearly and may allow additional information to

be derived. Graphics save the reader time.

c. Graphics reinforce or emphasize (30:93; 14:3; 10:82)

Comparisons or contrasts are more readily displayed

if shown graphically rather than in written form. Graphics

can also expand upon the written text in the form of

examples and illustrations.

d. Graphics hold and focus attention and increase
interest (14:).

The longer a written document, the more effort that

must be directed toward maintaining reader interest.

Graphics can help.

e. Graphics aid quick referencing (27:115).

Designers working on a project seldom have the time

or the inclination to read data descriptions when actively

involved in the visual language of drawing. Graphics convey

information in an abbreviated and more easily recognized

form.
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f. Graphics present design information in the form
in which it will be used (33; 59:63; 26:48).

C Client needs and other facts at the data gathering

stage are largely in written format. As architecture is a

physical (visual) expression of the solution to a problem

statement, information must progress from the written format

through the graphical format to the physical format. (See

Figure 3.3)

FOMMATIOLQ9iQD.CE

FIGURE 3.3: The Transformation of Information.

Expressing information in the form it will be used in,

graphically, reduces the time spent transferring information

from one form to another.

4 8. Graphics should be related to text (26:34, 15:31;
3 3 :80 ).

This relationship should be physical as well as con-

textual. The graphic images used should be specific enough

to clarify the thought but general and abstract enough to

evoke a range of design possibilities.

The communication criteria identified in the liter-
4

ature and to be used in the development of a facility type
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information package are:

Relates to all potential users
Information given only as needed
Hierarchical presentation
Simplicity
Sequential
Use of graphics
Graphics with text

Accessibilty Requirements

The ability and time needed to gain access to both

the quality and quantity of information needed for a parti-

cular function can affect the efficiency and effectiveness

of that particular function. For example, information

delays or inaccessibility in design can affect both the cost

of design and potentially the cost of the facility.

Accessibility of information refers to who needs what, when,

and how often. The "who" has been identified.

What Is Needed=Detail

The areas of information needed for a particular use

were identified in the contents sections of this chapter.

The degree of detail required by each was not. The degree

of detail and amount of information required by a particular

user increases as the user approaches the design stage.

Information requirements for design are more detailed than

information requirements at any other stage in the building

delivery process. (See Figure 3.4)

For example, planners and programmers require only
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gross estimates of areas and rough estimates of cost,

(" whereas designers require detailed estimates of square

footage by areas and more accurate estimates of expected

costs.

1VAJ.UAT1oWJ rLANNINH PReO(* IN D N Cow'57UCT oN

FIGURE 3.4: Degree of Information Detail

When=Time Span for Delivery

Another aspect of accessibility is the time span

necessary from the identification of an information require-

ment to the user's receipt of that information. The

allowable time span for information delivery is a function

* of the length of time between the date of need identifi-

cation and the due date for completion of the process for

which the information is needed. The requirement for

* delivery of information is that information should be

accessible in the time frame needed. Information packaged

according to the expected needs of the users and ready for

* delivery increases the accessibility of information.
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How Often=Frequency of Use

A final consideration of information accessibility

is the frequency of use. There is a cost involved with

delivery of information. Information is a resource which

yields a benefit and a cost. The benefit of information

should exceed the cost to obtain that information. The

benefits of an information package accrue with the frequency

of use. More benefits are accrued if a package is used

monthly than if it is used only yearly. If the package is

not used, then no benefits can be attributed to the infor-

mation package. The frequency of use of facility type infor-6

mation packages should be used in determining the required

accessibilty to users.

The survey conducted for this research examined the

frequency of use of Definitive Designs. The results are

shown in Table 3.4.

The command level respondents were also asked to

indicate how often they thought Definitive Designs were

used at base level. The results are shown in Table 3.5.

4 These table indicate two things. First, Definitive

Designs were used more by the upper level respondents than

the base level respondents and second that use by base level

* respondents was lower than was perceived by the command

level respondents. The tables also indicate the respondent

usage of Definitive Designs averaged about once a year for

* each base level user.
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These choices made on the accessibility of infor-

mation can affect the updating and the costs of facility

type information packages.

Table 3.4

Definitive Design Usage

Command Level Users Base Level Users

0% .. ....... Daily . . . . . . 0%

9% . . . . At Least Once aWeek . . . 0%

35% . . . . At Least Once a Month . 20%

30% . . . . At Least Once a Year . . . 47%

26% ... . . .. Not At All .. .... 33%

Table 3.5

Perceived Versus Indicated Usage of Definitives

Command Level Perception Actual Reported

0%. ......... Daily . . . . . . 0%

19% . . . . At Least Once a Week . . . 0%

33% . . . . At Least Once a Month . 20%

33% . . . . At Least Once a Year . . . 47%

15%. ........ Not At All .. .... 33%
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The criteria for accessibility are:

Information detail by user requirements
Delivery times adequate
Frequency of use considered?

Evaluation and Updating Requirements

one use of facility type information packages is to

evaluate a facility in terms of technical, functional, and

behavioral aspects. An effective evaluation tool, itself,

must also be evaluated. The use of a facility type infor-

mation package to evaluate facilities implies the incorpor-

ation of recognized facility patterns or standards in that

package. As was stated earlier, these packages should be

part of an evolutionary process that periodically requires a

reevaluation of the standards and patterns used in the

package. Evaluation of facility type information packages

should theoretically occur after every use. This would

allow the most expeditious updating of the provided

informatLion.

Reexamining the evaluative use of facility type

information packages in the building delivery process can

show the potential points of package evaluation. Technical

evalution occurs most frequently at facility completion.

Functional and behavioral evaluations must necessarily be

post occupancy evaluations, after the users have "settled

in." Post occupancy evaluations are analagous to that of

the case study method in business--that is, to make better
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decisions with a knowledge of the consequences of decisions

made in the past (45:413; 59:13-16).

Evaluation and feedback may also occur during the

construction process. For example, if a project consists of

several repetitive buildings such as a dormitory project

consisting of five buildings, deficiencies noted in the

first building should be correctable before the deficiency

is included in future buildings.

Evaluation may also occur when a facility has had

numerous renovations or when the facility use changes

(29:325). Examination of renovations may demonstrate

deficiencies in initial design or a change in user require-

ments common to a facility type.

Evaluation of facility type information occurs at

various stages. Updating of the information should occur

whenever changes of information are deemed appropriate--

after examination of evaluatory feedback (37:45). This will

prevent any noted deficiencies from being implemented.

Packages of facility type information should be reevaluated

4 once a year as a minimum (13). If deficiencies are found,

corrections should be made. Updating of information can be

less expensive if single sheets can be replaced. A loose-

4 leaf binder has been suggested for this purpose (11; 10; 25).

Evaluation of package content, format and usability

can be evaluated with each use, if the package contains a

I
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form to incorporate user feedback which can be mailed to the

developers and caretakers of the facility type information.

In summary, it can be seen that facility type

information packages are used to evaluate facilities, and

that such use involves an evaluation of the package itself.

(See Figure 3.5)

rACILITY

o INFORMATo L A

FIGURE 3.5: Evaluation--Package and Facility

The characteristics of evaluation and updating which

will be used to develop and evaluate the proposed facility

type information package are:

Provision for package evaluation
* Updating process readily accessible

Simplicity of update.

Cost Information

The bottom line in the consideration of all the0

criteria for development of facility type information is

cost. Figure 3.6 summarizes the criteria and demonstrates

their interrelationships.

7
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FIGUE 3.: Criteri Relaionhip

A&Z. o o" D I1 °" T ,° A. ND ,

The primary concern is to reduce facility type infor-

mation package (FTIP) costs while at the same time maximi-

zing or increasing the benefits received. This implies a

benefit/cost ratio comparison of alternate solutions in the

development of a facility type information package. The

implications of a benefit/cost (B/C) analysis are the quanti-

fication of costs and (f benefits. While the costs of deli-

vering a package of facility type information are somewhat

easily quantified, the quantification of benefits is not.

B/C analysis is still possible using the "B/C way of

thinking" (5:288). If more benefits can be accrued for the

same cost or if the cost for obtaining equivalent benefits

can be reduced, then the benefit/cost ratio is improved.

The total cost of any method to transmit facility

type information consists of four subsidiary costs:
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development, reproduction, delivery, and updating. Develop-

ment costs are the initial costs of gathering, organizing,

and presenting the information. The characteristics which

can affect development cost are content (ease of information

retrieval and the amount necessary), the users and the

required communicability and the evaluation and update pro-

cess required.

Reproduction costs occur after initial package devel-

opment. They are the costs of multiplying the number of

copies from an original. The amount of content affects the

length of the document, which directly affects reproduction

costs.

Delivery costs are dependent upon the amount of infor-

mation to be delivered to respective users and the number of

those users. Updating costs are the costs involved in the

evaluation and updating of _ cility type information packages.

The benefits of a facility type information package

might include the provision of more or better information or

possible reductions in a user's time or other reduced costs

not mentioned earlier.

Analysis of the benefit/cost ratio for a system can

indicate the value of one system of transmitting facility

type information over another system. Table 3.6 indicates a

benefit/cost analysis of definitive designs versus design

guides, which provide more information and more flexibility

(a benefit).
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Table 3.6

U Cost of Definitives Versus Design Guides

DEFINITIVES DESIGN

Development GUIDES
A. Cost per facility type cost/page. 6000 (I1) i000 (ii)

X avg # of pages/facility ....... 2 35
TOTAL 'COST/FACILITY ............. 12000 35000

B. Cost per system of facility types
cost per facility.. 12000(11) 35000

X # of facility types ........... 329 250(11)
_3,948,000 8,750,000

Reproduction
A. Reduction - total pages/system.... 658 8750

* X reduction cost/pace ..... 12 0
TOTAL REDUCTION COST ...... 7896 0

B. Printing - total pages/jystem ..... 658 8750
Printing cost/1000 pages.. 45(2) 20(2)
TOTAL PRINTING COST/SYSTEM 30 175

7926 175Distribution
printing cost/system.... 30 ,) 175

X # systems distributed... 150 ( _150_
(* )

4500 26,250

Updating (1
cost per page ........... 6000(1i) 20(*

Estimated average 1% /year 7 88

1 42,000 1,760

* based on number of AF bases

** author estimate

TOTAL 4,002,396 8,778,010
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Examination of Table 3.6 reveals that the costs of a

design guide are greater than the previous definitives. The

choice to move toward the design guide approach is based on

the benefit expected from the increased amount and accuracy

of the information provided in the design guides. Any pro-

posal to replace the current design approach must be less

expensive than the design guides, provide an increase in

q benefits at the same costs, or show that a suggested value

of proposed benefit is greater than the cost to include the

benefit. Potential areas to examine are: (a) reduction of

* development fees, (b) reduction of reproduction costs, (c)

reduction of delivery costs, (d) reduction of updating

costs, (e) reduction of fees of AEs who use the package

( (benefit), and most important, (f) incorporation of informa-

tion which can lead to other cost savings (i.e. a better

design solution).

Reduction of development fees

As stated earlier in this chapter, choices in the

development of facility type information packages include

* choices of which facilitites to develop information packages

for and to what level each should be developed. More

detailed information is provided in the design guides than

4 in the definitive designs. In a representative copy of a

single facility type information package, the design guides

take approximately 35 pages at a cost of $35,000 and the

4 definitive takes an average of 2 pages to define a single
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facility at a cost of $12,000 (11; 12). Apparently as the

level of detail increases so does the cost of developing of
(7

information for a facility type. If facilities can be

categorized by differing required levels of detail, and not

all require development to the extent of a design guide

approach, then costs of the complete system can be reduced.

Reduction of reproduction costs

The most logical way to reduce reproduction costs is

to reduce the number of pages. The use of graphics to

replace text can reduce the amount of text required. If

graphics are used to emphasize the text more space is

consumed. The potential reduction of pages due to the use

of graphics depends on whether the majority of the graphics

creduce or expand the text.
Reduction in delivery costs

In order to reduce delivery costs two possible

approaches seem apparent. One is to reduce the number of

copies delivered and the other is to reduce the cost of

delivery by using a less expensive method of delivery.

* Reduction in updating costs

The smaller the amount of total package information

handled during the update of a single item, the less

* expensive the update will be.

Reduction of the fees of AE's who use the package (benefit)

According to D'Orsery, Hurst and Co., management

* consultant with broad experience in architecture and
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engineering, preliminary design is the phase of a project

which presents the architect with the most difficult prob-

[ lems of time and cost control. Ordinarily only 20% of the

fee is allowed for preliminaries, but frequently twice that

is used (2:89-92). If information can be provided which

reduces an AE's preliminary design effort, then either a

cost savings or an increase in the quality of design should

q * result (44). Either increases the benefits of a system.

If a package is sufficiently detailed as a defin-

itive design rather than a design guide, then the government

should be paying for drafting services rather than profes-

sional services (22:70). This would cause a reduction in

fees.

Incorporation of information leading to other savings

As mentioned earlier, facility type information

packages are but a single input into project booklets which

go to Congress for approval of major construction projects.

Thirty to forty percent of projects developed to the project

book detail level are disapproved in Congress yearly (13).

If facility type information packages can be standardized to

also include all information necessary for Congressional

submittal, then the repetitive occurence of extensive time

commitments to PB development could be halted and costs

savings recognized as another potential benefit.

Another idea by Burrill is the realization and
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inclusion of information modules (15:31). Information that

is pertinent to a specific function common to several

facility types should not have a development cost for each

facility type information package. For example, information

on toilet facilities for facilities requiring mass public

usage could be handed to the developer of a facility type

information package for "cut and paste" inclusion. The

developer would then have less to develop and the fees

should so reflect this change.

A final idea is the incorporation of cost per

criteria. If criteria for a facility have been identified

rather specifically and prioritized and a cost can be

attached to each criteria, then making of design decisions

It is simplified. For example, if a client wants items A~ or B,

C or D, and E in that order of priority, then if A costs

less than B, A would be chosen.

The bottom line in weighing the alternatives of

transmitting facility type design information is costs.

Criteria taken from a benefit/cost analysis can be used to

* evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of a proposed

package. These criteria are:

Reduction of development fees
Reduction of reproduction costs

4 Reduction of delivery costs
Reduction of AE fees
Package OK for Congressional review

4
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Increase in benefit/cost ratio
Cost/criteria information
Reduction of total system costs.

SUMMARY

Chapter III has included several sources for the

identification of criteria to be used in the development and

evaluation of a package to transmit facility type infor-

mation. These are provided in checklist form for ease of

use in Table 3.7.

I
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* Table 3.7

CRITERIA CHECKLIST
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CHAPTER IV

THE PROPOSAL AND ITS EVALUATION

Introduction

This chapter presents some guidelines for developing

and using a proposed facility type information package, an

example of the package, and an evaluation and comparison of

the proposed facility type information package using the cri-

teria identified in Chapter III and displayed in Table 3.7.

Guidelines For Package Development

Choose a FTIP Category

I suggest that the development of facility type

information packages be divided into categories according to

the amount of detail and flexibility required for

development. These are the categories proposed and the cri-

teria for choosing each category.

1. Category One.

This category involves the development to a level

I

similar to the current Definitive Designs. This desig-

nation for development would reflect a decision to limit

flexibility to siting conditions such as foundation
4

adjustments. Facility types which are proposed for this

category are those whose primary purpose is functional.

This functional requirement would be well established and
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almost void of human/facility interactions. An example

would be a bomb storage facility.

2. Category Two.

This category involves development to a level

similar to the bubble diagram stage but would also include

example floor plans for reference. More flexibility is

awarded by this approach, yet package length is still small.

Facilities which would be categorized in this area would be

those with fairly simple technical and functional

considerations but with a simple behavioral requirement

also. An example could be, for instance, a concession stand

for a sports complex. Variation would be limited to

superficial treatment.

3. Category Three.

This category would provide the level of information

detail shown in the design guides with a primary emphasis on

recording detailed technical or function requirements.

Behavioral factors would be considered but primary emphasis

would be on the technical and functional aspects. An

* example of this category would be a facility type

information package for a computer center. This category of

packaging facility type information would include an

* extensive technical checklist for the designer.

4. Category Four.

Requirements for a category four classification are

* extensive behavioral considerations. This final category
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would reflect the level of detail and presentation shown in

the child care center example. Behavioral considerations

are largely unquantifiable, so requirements are stated but

criteria for measurement are vague. Examples to be included

in this category would be Morale, Welfare, and Recreation

facilities which are highly people oriented.

The identification of behavioral criteria for design

qis a new field and the research being done by the Army's

Construction Engineering Research Laboratory is advancing

the state of the art. As criteria are identified and

* tested, they should be incorporated into FTIP packages.

The four categories suggested should include

increasing levels of detail and information. Each succes-

(sive package should incorporate the type of information pro-

vided in all preceeding packages. The facility types

presented in Appendix C, a listing of facility types and

scopes in AFM 88-2, are also shown with the appropriate FTIP

category numbers which were proposed by the author.

Choosing a Developer

The choice of who should develop facility type infor-

mation packages is a factor in the quality of the package.

The developer should be an experienced architectural

programmer. As mentioned in Chapter I, architectural pro-

gramming is a new field. The importance of programming

requires that equal importance be placed on who does the

programming. If the developer of an Air Force facility type
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information package is an experienced architectural program-

mer, then no previous experience in Air Force work is neces-

sary because a good programmer will cover all relevant

design concerns.

The input to the facility type information package

should include information gathered from an extensive liter-

ature review and a current evaluation of similar existing

q Air Force facilities. This evaluation should include utili-

zation of current information gathering, organization, and

analysis techniques.

Provide for Feedback

The evaluation of facility type information should

be a continual process starting with actual development

through facility operation. Updating should occur at any

time a change is required. Changes are identified in the

evaluation process. Evaluation occurs first during package

development. This evaluation is by the users of the facil-

ity type information package. A second and third evaluation

should occur at the completion of facility design and facil-

ity construction. Problems or deficiencies in an FTIP

should be noted by the design user and construction inspec-

tion user. Final evaluation should be by facility users at

various stages in the facility's life.

User evaluation forms included in the FTIP should be

used to increase user feedback. The provision of a readily

accessible evaluation form will most likely increase
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feedback and thus a more effective package and information

evaluation.

Guidelines For Use

The proposed facility type information package has

been developed and divided in such a way as to provide infor-

mation in a package most appropriate for each respective

user. The three types of packages are (1) programmer's pack-

age, (2) evaluator's package, and (3) designer's package.

Programmer's Package

The first sections of the package are titled

"general" and "programming." The information provided in

these sections is sufficient to allow rough initial project

programming. The type of information given includes cate-

gory codes, facility purpose, gross square footages, siting

consideration, and rough component costing. (See Figure 4.1)

CHILD CARE
CENTERS

ib

FIGURE 4.1: The Programmer's Package

Evaluator's Package

The evaluator's package consists of the general sec-

tion, the criteria checklists, and the evaluation forms.
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The package is to be used for user evaluation of the facil-

ity (post-occupancy evaluation) and evaluation of the tech-

nical and functional aspects upon completion of construc-

tion. (See Figure 4.2)

i CENTERS

FIGURE 4.2: The Evaluator's Package

Designer's Package

The designer's package is the complete body of infor-

I mation available in the appropriate FTIP. (A category four

Facility Type Information Package would contain all three

packages discussed.) The design package contains informa-

tion on what was programmed, what is required (checklist)

and, most important of all, why it is required.

(See Figure 4.3)

The division and respective user distribution of

information in the proposed facility type information

package should serve to decrease the costs of information
a

handling by providing only required information. The facil-

ity projects requested but not funded will have utilized

only a programmer's package for its submission. This allows

more efficient distribution of costly information.
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FIGURE 4.3: The Designer's Package

Example of a Facility Type Information Package

An example of a facility type information package is

presented so that the reader can visually compare the method

proposed here with the previous methods of transmitting

facility type information. Examples of the previous methods

are presented in Appendices A, D, and E.

The choice of facility type to prepare a package on

was based on three reasons. The first reason was the acces-

sibility of prepackaged information on a facility type. The

process of collecting and organizing all possible infor-

mation on a facility type is quite an extensive endeavor.

The Air Force has already gathered and processed information

on two facility types in the form of designs guides. These

two were for a child care center and an auto hobby shop.
4

The information used to develop these two design

guides included Air Force regulations and manuals, an

extensive literature review, knowledge from the professional

experience of its developer, and an analysis of previously
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constructed facilities. The accessibility of such a package

of information was an indispensible tool in saving time and

effort involved in the development of a facility type infor-

mation package.

A second reason for choosing child care centers for

the example is the ability to compare the proposed packages

with previous packages. Presently, design guides have only

been developed for child care centers and auto hobby shops.

The choice to develop an FTIP for any other facility type

could not be compared with the design guide approach.

The final reason for choosing the child care center

for an example is the type of information common to a child

care center. Facility type information can be functional,

technical, or behavioral. Establishing criteria for tech-

nical requirements is straightforward. A requirement is

either met or not met. Functional criteria are less exact,

and the establishment of behavioral criteria is a new area

under development (9; 20; 33; 37). The majority of infor-

mation pertinent to a child care center is behavioral type

information. The presentation of behavioral requirements

and criteria is a challenge of a facility type information

package development.

The example of a facility type information package

for a child care center contains information from the design

guides primarily and from other sources of information on
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child care centers (3; 6; 7; 18; 34). The guide for collec-

ting site specific information was derived from other forms

of a design information checklist (40; 49; 56).

The organization, page layouts, and handprinted pas-

sages and drawings of the example facility type information

package are author generated additions. The full size type-

written passages are adaptions of passages from the design

* "guides. The reduced typewritten passages are direct quotes

from the Air Force design guides for a child care center.

Figure 4.4 demonstrates the three types of print used.

7 ~~r~u Fh PA5 A&G
TNI - ANIATI ,LJ FA LA'"cLITo3 M, KTD

Ac NMSJ AN'D DKA14INC Ac AUTHKL.RT-
ADDITMcOt o = T-14E rAC4LITY TY'T= itM IC.,ATIOCK. F/a$44p.

L(AUTHK C~r--rATr1)

FULL 1M TYP N KITTNI MG t-
This document is applicable for all construction projects
for child care centers. It applies to all sizes and
outdoor spaces. The document is not intended to
provide all the information needed to identify projects
requirements or successfully prepare project designs.

I N'TO Ot! L 5i iJ IiDy

SlJ C I TyPEQIFt TTM F SAGL
Scooe and Obiectives. This document is applicable for all

construction projects for child care centers. It applies to all
sizes of child care facilities and to the design of both indoor
and outdoor spaces. This document is not intended to provide all
of the information needed to identify project requirements or

FIGURE 4.4: Print Types Used in the Example FTIP
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DIRETIONS FOR USUM
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PURPOSE

This facility type information package (FTIP) provides the

basic criteria to evaluate, plan, program, and design
child care centers, including new construction, major or
minor renovation, and changes to existing facilities.

SCOPE
This document is applicable for all construction projects
for child care centers. It applies to all sizes
of child care facilitites and to the design of both indoor
and outdoor spaces. This document is not intended to
provide all of the information needed to identify project
requirements or successfully prepare project designs.

* Additional information shall be obtained from the
installation pertaining to the unique requirements of the
location. Guidelines for obtaining site specific
information are presented throughout this package.

U I PHILOSOPHY

( :7) c:ance Of chid care. A child care facility has =on-
3 .. e.. . . nsi )ility Ln the cc Lir nity. Its role is to offer
S.'eve-oc;renzally so:3nd nrzgram which goes bec-.d caretakin.T e 3 t e =x e -t n c-. . = f r yo u. n g c h i ld r e n in s itu . ;a t i o n s

3 C Jze ones which de'..e..p a sense of joy, wonder, and
c.rizs zy in the world around them. Cne of the most im:ortant

o: . ,.es of a cod p :gram is to assist chil.ren to e e P A
zcsi:1-/e self-concent. Wen children feel good about wtat tne
r_. do, w .n they recognize tne love and friendship :f ca e e
and z::er :cildren, and when they have confidence in themsel es,
tne . .ill =e more .eceot.ve to other learning ocort~ni:

Child development and hild care.

a. Much of the child's development occurs sontaneo;sly
from instrrctired acrivities--olay where the child is learning
and ;rowing from his or her own initiative, exploration, and

Sdiscovery. Learning also occurs from structured and semi-
structured situations. Optimal early childhood development is
ehanced by 3 complementary balance of unstructred play L) C
ex:eriences interspersed with structured learning.

b. Child development occur 3  by adding .. .wlege
or ab-lities and by passing through a series of s:age3 or ma. r

.....ds of develo nent. Stages evol ;e in a fixed order cf
cs i::n and follow an inv riant sequence for all chillren.
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chilk care centers
racn stage is cnaracterized by behavior that is different from
tnat of the oreceedig stage. Each stage also integrates all

=enaviors cossible at rcevio.is stages, consolidates them, and
reS for devocmen rtoard the next stage. TA

(1) infancy, from birth to about 18 months, is the
=eriod when rapid changes of a child can be noted in terms of T)' t=AI, Gy
intellectual as well as physical development. This period is
naracerzedential acquisition of abilities such as-
locomotion and grasping. An infant's behavior is centered around
-anipulation of objects and the performance of activities for the
slz Ie sensation and pleasure of it.

(2) The change from infancy to toddlerhood, between
13 months and 3 years, is a period when the major signs of
evelopment are the increase of physical capabilities, the use of VDQ.. E
language and the ability to internalize thoughts. During this
per iod, a child establishes wallking and running, begins to I4
explo e and exoeriment with the environment, and increases social
exceriences such as tal'-.ing and seeking the attention of othars.
Tcddlers begin to develop personality and establish likes and

s . Play for these children is beginning to move*into fan-
tasy and parallel play, where although often in groups, toddlers
play without much interaction with other children.

(3) The preschool age child, between 3 and 6 years,
has increased control of fine motor skills, a large vocabulary,
ani o:en engages in cooperative play. Fantasy play, including
!:e;.;ent daydreaming, occupy much time, and ambiguous and nonob-
:ective settings and props offer varied play possibilities.

(4) From about 5 or 6 until 10 to 12 years of age,
the szhcol age child is passing through many intellectual, social
and e'nctonal onanges. The child no longer confuses his or her -3C0o0 L
own viewpoint with that of others and is able to differentiate
and zoordinate different points of view. The school aged child
begins to engage in complex social relationships and to
,nde:stand rules of games, morality and ethics.

3. Range of child care programs.

a. Air Force child care programs accept children from 6
wee<s through 13 years of age. Most programs accent children
whose parents are not at home before and after school hours or
who wish to place children in a situation between school and
fail'-gatnering time.

b. There are three basic scheduling patterns:

(1) Children attending for a ful! day, e.g., as many
as 10 hours. RALF DA

(2) Children attending for part of a day, typically
a half day on a regular, scheduled basis. U

bi .(I) Children attending on an hourly non-scheduled f l

C. Tnere are three types of separation and mixing to ze
ccns 4ered in the co next of child care centers:

(1) The demanis of full day, part-day, and hourly 6 . A
..nil..r. are S:-eW.t Z'fferent and will require programs, Stmff,

szace anj e.t.es fre care vecsus hourly care.
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chiId care centers
(2) The need to provide somewhat separate spaces and.

;prdgran options for older versus ;z=nger children and also pro-
vide opportunities for overlap of different ages with the proper
sipervision.

(3) School age program should have a separate space
withn a different character from the rest of the child care opera-
tions.

4. Center size. The number of children to be accommodated
in one facility is one of the more important decisions to be made- 75
when planning and programming child care centers. Maximum center C4I Dt4
size should be limited to 75 children. When a center is required
to serve more than 75 children, use a modular arrangement in the
design with the maximum size for each module limited to 75

U children. The modules may house either one type of program or
one or more programs for a variety of age groups. The modules TO MobUZZ.E
shall be visually and acoustically separate, however, where l-1 ---
feasible, provide proximity and interim circulation between dif-ferent modules and programs. Provide for support functions such
as administrative space, resource library, toy-lending library,
space Eor itinerant staff, centralized bookkeeping, kitchen,

6 receiving in the central core. Provide shared utility walls bet-
ween modules where feasible.

a. Design the child care centers, based on the following

group sizes:

(1) 0 to 75 children (small)

- (2) 76 to 150 children (medium) r, =o -
(3) 151 to 225 children (large)

(4) 226 to 300 children (outsized) I Z rZ-D

b. Any request to erect a center to serve more than 300
children will require special attention and shall be handled on a
case by case basis.

c. The design of child care centers shall be based on 75
gross SF per child. 75 ei

CHILD
I
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child care centers
r SITING

1. General. The site or sites for child care service faci-
lities are shown on the Installation Master Plan. These sites
should be reviewed relative to the following criteria, or, if
sufficient sites are not shown, they should be chosen in accor-
dance with these criteria. Major criteria include adequate size,location on the seams between housing areas, desirable proximi-
ties, and favorable features of the site as detailed below.

a. The site must be large enough to accommodate the
building, outdoor playgrounds, vehicular areas and parking, set-
backs and open spaces.

Sb. Locate the child care centers as near as practicable N AK
on the seans of two or more family housing areas. They also
should be close to other community resources. t ) e

c. Provide a minimum of 700 SF per child, or 0.02 acres
per child for the building, playgrounds, vehicles, setbacks and
open spaces.

d. The following is a list of features which can aid
staff and children in utilizing the outdoors and which should be
considered in selecting a site:

(1) Locate child care centers near places of natural
interest to children to encourage the use of natural environment
as a learning environment and for field trips (e.g., near natural
areas, fields, rock outcroppings and woods.)

(2) Locate child care centers near other children
facilities, and consider the possibilities of sharing facilities
or programs (e.g., preschools, youth activity centers, innovative
play environments).

e. Avoid locating facility near the following hazards
and nuisances:

(I) Odors or smoke.

(2) Heavy traffic.

* (3) Dust and pollution.

(4) Security areas.

(5) Railroads.

(6) Aircraft runways.

(7) Other safety hazards-

E. Site the facility so that the building:

(I) is clearly visible to cars and pedestrians
ccmin4 o the facility (consider thot children hale smaller,
lLwer angle of vision);

(2) is in relation to natural features so that views
frem the zubiic iCmain will be framed, but not obstructed by
trees and otner elenents;
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ASITING

(3) can afford viewers glimpses of outdoor play
activities. However, do not create a fish-bowl out of either the
outdoor yards or any indoor space;

(4) does not destroy any favorable features on the
site for children, e.g., a stand of trees, a hill for climbing,
rolling, winter tobogganning, or a good view of interesting
nearby features;

(5) is able to capture sunny exposures in the spring
and fall and so that indoor spaces will open directly onto sunny
outdoor spaces, with adequate sun filtering in hot climates.

g. In colder climates, provide a sun/shade mixture in
sunmer and full sun in winter.

Mcdule Site Selection/Design. The following shall be con-
sidered for large installations that require one large centra-
lized facility subdivided into semi-autonomous modules of 60-75

S children each. Site modules:

1. or buildings so that each module has its own playgrounds
for each age group served;

2. so that any equipment for which there is a sizable
economy saving through sharing can be shared by all the modules

-( (e.g., common delivery and service area, common kitchen).
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BULDING SYSTEMS

Suildinq Systevs. The ; d:=er !esi;n and construction of
ouiiding support systems, i.e., heating, cooling, ventiation,
and electc a is Dne of -e -cst Significant days of reducing
energy consumption. The type system selected, therefore, should
Ze based on sound econcmiz and energy decisions.

1. Consider h-e -se of active and Passive solar systems.
All facilities should have Scme aspects of passive solar incor-
por3ted into the iesign. Active sclar systems should ze con-
sidered for facilities with large dcmestic hct water :cnspti: 0
and air conditioning load in excess of 50 tons. It snol;id :e
considered for heating when the payback period is 25 years or
less.

1 2. Give consideration to features/systems that are <nown to
be low energy isers and have low cost operating features. Some
Eeatures/systems to be considered are:

a. Integrated heat of light - illumination systeMs.

b. Water side hoat pump.

C. Multizone systems.

d. Variable air volume systems.

e. Nint/weekend thermostat setback.

f. Connection to base EMCS.

3. Zlectrical designs shall omplemeint feat es t'at inzr-
por te reduced energy usage. Consider a Zcmbnation of eneral
and task lighting.

10U
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chikQ care centers
Major Program Determinants and Options

Proposed Decision scebel

.ub:ct Deteruinants Option

A. Scope of Project Bass population rceving Stay ithi La critaria

direct izatallatlon support

(hfM 86-2)
W aiting list

SSp oal Sltuationa
* Use of other facilities for

child care

a. Loca t o Can bowing area support a • Stellite centers im/near
vbole center considering its bouJLng mad min onter In
child population? central locationq Porticn of petrons 0con Main *enter in one
fro of f-ha.,. location (3e. C)
M ajor destination of patrons
af ter leaving children

* Land availability
* Total basse si

" tidtaff lalta

C. Large Cntrol Location • Cllmt• Separated buildings l
Progra operation campus plea vith ec

facilities in one of the
buildings
Lare building vith ual
eoanected vith ctirLe laa

UO~z There are several other decialons that maet be sado concerning other subjects that Vill affect
the designer's approach such as the treatment of hourly caLre children, adult-child ratio, playund
4.41 approach, 25 h our care, food service, pr ocedure, *to.

COST ESTIMATE
A. tUILtI, CCS T _ _ _ F AT"5'0 o0-r =

. EUIP'1E4T CCT (8% o A') -

C. ST~r tMEL0PMEJQT 01- A) ____

V. T$FAL C_. 'RTDCTIo, ...
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child care centers
SPAC E " ALLOCATION

(The following are suggested sinja. Square footage allocations for Bp cifis areas within the facility. In car-teft Q&343r saxZli.. needs will be given. This will be Clearly noted. ?Or PUrp03S Of this chart, certain assi.p-times wet* ad au to breakcdowni of ages of the children using this facility in order to establish square footage*I for' the tndividual activity ro i. This chart is to be considered a guide only for wat s.ght !e oni66rW G ,tn 1"l. PAch Air lorce base mu.t con lder ji3 particu.lar Individual need. and reqUirements In establiskii4 WLie of the center, the number amd age group of children to be served. The footnotes at chart headings villfive the A33umed groupings by age and number of araldren to be Served.

Center Size aL.11 Centers Mediu Centers Large Center* Outsize CentersNoce mate u to 75 children up to 150 children up to 225 children up to 300 children

Interior Spaces 1 31. FtntrylVestible 48 65 151 1302. Lobby 120 230 310 4553. Reception 1093 155 225 2954. tsolation so so IOSS 1055
S. Isolation Toilet 35 35 356 356
6. Ireator's Offioe 70 100 120 220

. tffAm170 240 335 4158. Staff Room Toilet? 24 55 s09. Staff Cloe t 15 20 20 200. Central Storage 0 s0 120 160
1. Early Infants .65 1

a. FOO4 vswr Iang 553
b. iperingstorage £ 203
0. -- Crawl £1753 4
4. cribe -1a5. .01
e. P1ursing 1 603 -12. Wefant Staff Toilet 24( 13. Older Infents 4259
al . Fo~od ,w'.ng 9 5530.
It . 71aperiLgsra/e , t 201
0. eCrawl £1752
d. Cribs 91723 -I%. Infant Staff Toilet 26 4

1 ~ 5. Toddlers 700 10  aDiaperlng 20
16. Toddler Storagell 55
17. Toddler Learning Toilet1 2  

35
1s. Preschooler. 70013 a 41

L. 19. hschool Learning Toilet' 2 
35 1o 20. Preschool Storage1 1  
6021. Dinicg/1~ult -prp ell 765 1530 225 3060

11 a. School age area t5251 ti10503 1157,53 t2 1003
q) b. Ofnassigned area £1303 £2602 1 3903) 5203e. School age toilet 501 100 SO n1 2o]

d. School age storage [ 603 11203 C1o £24122. Parent-Staff Corner - 15 100 100 100
* 23. Kitchen 360 490 560 63024. [itchen Storage 15 60 80 952S. Laundry (MKziai Size) s0 so 80 80

26. janitor Closet16  20 40 60 so27. op-Ofr Zo.i7? 700 1000 1000

(Typical) 860 606 12611 16742

Circulation 670 1760 2560 3350Other 95 564 1501 2408M4echacal 9qi peenI 1 0 260 385 SOO

Total Maz. Allotted
3T/Bldg. 5625 11250 16875 22500 C
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child care centers .

SPACE ALLOCATION
0

0wa CePagota1  nters Meiu Cantor Lrg Cators Outsize Centesrs'I. Playsroun~d 19"
x a. Want 1000 2000 3000 W0

b. Toddler 2000 4000 6000 8000
0 *. Preschool 2000 4000 6000 8000

4. s0hool-age 3500 -- o 6000
Totals 6500 13000 19500

2. Playground Storag 2 0

3. Parking Spaces
a. V1ators/parenta 7 13 I9 25
b. 3taf f 14 21 27q .* a. Short tars 10

Total Spaoes 25

Imhi size 1 geared for 20 W ,ant. (10 early, 10 older), 20 toddlers, 20 probool a 15 o ae .

Children.2 Thia else is Soared fe 8o la0anta (20 early, 20 older), 40 toddlers, 40 peroehooles aid 30 saw*ol iged
children.
3TAis size is geared for60 Want (30 early, 30 older), 60 toddlers, 60 preeaboolaer and %5 s bool aeed
children.
4T as alse Is geared ftr 80 inWant. (44 early, 40 older), 80 toddlers, 80 preinhoolem ad 60 school aed
Childrea.
5ProrIds two separate rom.
61aolatom toilet shall be shared whee er possible. If act posAible, them puirode two separate Isolatlo.
tctlets.
Iobno th:is apee with sacool ae ,oilets.

Based o 10 Infants.
9ased o 1O infants.

10ased om 20 toddlers.
1ISe* Appendimz 3.
lkombjns toddler and preeo l Into me toilet rom per T5 c ld maodle.

3
Bsed an 20 preschoolers.

"For larger centers, me diming roao i 1 preferred, bovever, it nessaary, tw m y be pv-. 'ded.
15 this sie center. Gmine space with staff Iowa&e.
16 Provide oe n loset W two modules.
17Am&a for this s3pece counts au 50% of actual reoo square footage.
1
SM& space dos not count towaid the building ps square footare.

19ThJ. represents total ,lnt-- space to be provided. The mambar of individual or & s
left to the desiger's discretion.
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child care centers
IENERGY CONSERVATION
1. Use landscaping, earth berms, etc., where appropria'te.

2. Orient the facility to take advantage of or decrease
the impact of the followin; characteristics:

a. Sun angles and average number of sunny days per

season.

b. Wind directions and velocities per season.

c. Precipitation amounts per season.

d. Shadow lines from adjacent buildings.

e. wind buffers (orient with a closed side facing winter
winds and an open side facing cooling summer breezes).

3. In temperate and cold climates, use deciduous trees
(rather than evergreens) within the outdoor play area and near
the building; they will provide shade in summer and will not
block the sun in winter. Use areas of partial shade as
appropriate. They should only be dominant in hot and humid cli-
mates and should be used in conjunction with shade and natural
ventilation.

4. Consider the use of trees, shrubs, and grass to provide
significant cooling through evaporation.

5. Vine coverings on walls and trellises can serve as tem-
perature control devices and can help control daylignting

( .. anlte. ,
6. U;se eathforms, lense evergreens, and existing biilding .----

as windbrea<s on the side of the outdoor area facing prevailing
winS.

7. In colder regions, use windbreaks to trap sncw and pre-
vent ouild-uo on the roads and walks of the site. Windbreaks or
snelte: eets are most effective when placed perpendicular to
prevailLng winds.

PARKING AND WALKS
_____ Provide safe points of facility access

for children and adults which are separate from automobile cir-
culation. Design drives and walks which preserve and utilize the
nat Jral landscape.

I. Walks:

a. Provide a sheltered walkway leading directly from the
droPoff Point to the building.

b. Connect the building to the public sidewalk system,
to parking, and to the covered dropoff porte cochere with
pedestrian walks. Minimum width should be 4 feet.

c. Create interesting pathways which meander and curve,
which go through natural areas wherever possible, and which
overlook interesting sights including the playgrounds.

110
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2. Pa:rKinl;

a . Analyze the parking areas and access roads care!,.ly
d-urin the design process to prevent them from becoming a major A
focal point of the facility. Share parking with others where
practical.

b. The drop-off point for cars or buses should be close
to the entrance.

c. Locate parking for parents, staff, and visitors near
the building with a view to the entry. Separate and visually
screen vehicular access, service areas and parking from the play
areas.

d. Provide a service vehicle apron.

U e. Provide bus access if applicable.

f. Allow between 150 and 200 SF/car for circulation in
parking areas and drives plus an additional 660 SF minimum for
the drop-off and porte cochere.

g. Two-way approach drives should be 20 feet wide,
* single lanes require 12 feet in width.

h. Allow minimum of 200 SF per car for parking only and
396 S? per car for parking and drives.

i. Provide one parent/visitor space per 12 children,
handicapped spaces in accordance with ANSI criteria and one staff

I." space per 1.25 staff.

j. Provide short term/d4rop-off parking spaces (5
minutes) duration, based on I space per 20 children.

3. Roadways:

a. Provide adequate lighting for all roads; lighting is
required for the approach drive and parking areas.

b. Four basic functions require service access to a
typical child care facility. Regular food deliveries to the
s orage an'd Kitnen area; occasional supply deliveries (furni-
tjre, '3unlry, books, toys, etc.); mechanical room-related
deliveries (fel, maintenance equipment); and garbage pic<up.

* The foillwLng snould be provided:

(1) Service access area should acccmimcdate a large
truck (delivery van size).

(2) A back-ip spur should be provided for jead-end
3nd service drives whicn exceed 100 feet in length.

(3) Acces3 should be close to the serviced areas;
i.e., <itzhen, garbage storage (either indoor or outdoor), mecha-
nical ::cm, and service entry, if one is designated.

d. Screen the service area from public use areas with
fences, depress ions, plants, shruts, trees and bero3. P:ovi
physical oarriers :o separate outdoor child care areas from all
servi:e areas.

e. Avoid service access through playgrounds.
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fPURPOSE' " '

ur The primary purpose of child care centers is to

serve th-e-evelopmental needs of children of different ages and
cultural backgrounds, and this must be the dominant objective of
their architectu.e.

USERS
2Users. The primary users of the child care centers are:

1. Children:

a. Early infants (6 weeks to 6 months).

b. Older infants (6 to 18 months).

c. Toddlers (18 to 36 months).

d. Preschool age (3 to 6 years).

e. School age (6 to 11 years).

2. Staff:

a. Director.

b. Desk clerk/receptionist.

c. Program director/assistant director.

U d. Caregivers.

e. Food service workers.

f. Maintenance.

0GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA
Architectural style and scale

a. Design the child care center using an architectural
style, choice of materials and color selections that are com-
patible with the base master plan and the adjacent environment.

b. Design the facility to reflect a residential
character by using residential scale doors, windows, roof formas,
landscaping and pathways.

c. Keep the- ceilings in the activity areas at approxima-
tely 10 feet high. If sloped roof shapes are used without

* dropped ceilings, consider using exposed trusses with the bottom
chords held at 10 feet, or banners flags, panels, hanging plants,
etc., to create an impression of a 10 feet high space. sold the
ceilings in other areas to 8 or 9 feet high.

d. Use :hild-scaled mter-.al and equfiment whenever
;0331ble in the acti'vity areas, toilets and otner area- fre-
quented by the children. These :hiLd-scsled elements ncl.de

Spl.;mbing fixtures, mirrors, wi.ndcws, d:inking fountan.."s, cu:bies,

furnit:.;e, chalk and zulletln tcarls, etc. rf adilt-sized equip-
Sent is otovided which must be jsed by the children, nake pCov1-
.i.nr, to 3cc.cdate tnis use.
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0 child care centers
Energy Conservation

(7 #Facilities should be designed, constructed and operated to con-
serve energy resources to the fullest extent possible, while pro-
viding developmentally-appropriate environments for children.
Use energy conserving techniques for both site development and
building design.. Consider solar orientation, building compact-
ness, and passive conservation measures as well as active
measures as appropriate for each individual project.

Building Envelope.

I. Design all walls to'conform to Air Force criteria for 'U*
values.

2. Provide minimum sized windows. Current window/wall ratic
criteria shall be used to determine amount of windows and
appropriate sizes. (Use of windows shall depend on prevailing
climate conditions.) (Fixed glass should extend as close to
floor as possible.)

3. Use overhangs, vestibules, angles, and shading devicez in
the design where applicable to reduce energy usage.

Design for the Physically Handicapped
1. All cnild care centers shall be designed to be barrier-

free and accessible to the physically handicapped in accordance
with DOD and ANSI criteria.

L. Design tne site and tne buil ing to permit the physically
handizapped persons to act independently and pursue opportunities
normally afforded able-oodied persons.

3. Minimize environmental barriers for handicapped children
and staff by making movement easy and barrier-free, by locating
objects within reach, and by designing the environment to be
easily "read."

4. If there are requirements to acccmmcdate severely physi-
cally handicapped children into the child care program, contact
te Mancower and ?ersonnel Center (HQ AFMPC/MPCSXC) for addi-
tional criteria.

Circulation Design
a. Design the circulation paths to be clear to the A

children, staff and parents. Use colors, textures and finish
materials on the walls and/or floors to define traffic patterns.
Use signs with words and symbols where appropriate.

b. All circulation paths shall be a minimum of 3 feet in
width and s.hall comply with the fire exit width requirements,

c. Calculate the amount of nonasslgnable space (interior
ci:ulation and interior and exterior walls) based on a minimum
of 20% of the net assignable space (primary and secondary acti-
vity areas, staff, service and 50% of the overhangs at the entry,
indcor activity areas, etc.).
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child care centers

Acoustics
a. Zone quiet activity spaces away from noisy activity 4$1d Y

areas. Provide an environment which permits sound control.

b. Examine noise relationships between activity areas 7 _T
and provide appropriate acoustic protection where needed. Sounds
can be used to heighten interest in activities and to relate
activities to space, e.g., a quiet space for resting, an acousti-
cally alive space for physical activity. Certain sounds are com-
forting and interesting to children while others produce
irritation, distraction and fatigue.

(1) The anticipated peak noise level in child care
centers is 70-80 dbA. The preferred sound criteria (PNC) should
be 35-45 dbA in primary and secondary spaces, less in napping
spaces.

(2) Limit the ambient noise level from mechanical

systems, outside noises and adjacent spaces to 30-40 dbA.

(3) Limit the reverberation time to 0.6-0.8 seconds
generally. Provide less in smaller spaces.

Construction/Material Selection
1. Consider the initial cost of construction and the cost of

operation, maintenance and custodial care projected over a
25-year life cycle when evaluating building system alternatives
dr4-g the design develcpment process. Provide an economic ana-
lysis for all major building components (foundations, structure,
electrical, mechanical, finishes, etc.), and evaluate at least
three alternatives when material or system options are available.

2. Select easy maintenance materials to help keep the
building looking bright and *new.' Finish all interior walls,
doors and trim with easily cleaned surfaces such as gloss or
semi-gloss epoxy or enamel; consider using darker colors on doors
and jambs to mask fingerprints, etc.

3. Hardware. Children will experiment with latches and
other hardware in their explorations of the facility. Hardware
shall not have sharp edges or protrusions. Consider safety in
the selection and placement of hardware.

a. In areas where children should not have access, place
locks and bolts out of children's reach.

b. Use hardware for chiLdren and adults that is operable
from either side and non-locking to prevent small children from
get ting -loced inside a space.

c. If dutch ocrs are used, the bottom portion may be
locked.

4. The use of accordian doors shall not be encou:aged during
the design process.
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Fi re Protection

Gereal:

3. W .en a acility or open space houses more than one age
group, the fire protection requirements for the younger children
shall apply.

2. Except as noted herein, the requirements of NFPA 101,
Life Safety Code (latest edition) apply.

3. Locate all child care facilities on the ground floor
regardless of building construction. Separate spaces for school
age children may be above the ground level if special construc-
tion standards or automatic fire suppression s~stems are
included.

4. Occupant load is based on 35 square feet of net floor
area per person.

5. All child care centers shall be of Type N construction. I, "

Fire Area Seoaration.

1. Hazard areas shall be separated from the rest of the
building by one hour fire rated walls. Walls separating dif-
ferent age groups shall be fire rated for one hour.

2. All doors in fire rated walls shall be self-closing and
equipped with automatic hold open devices. Any actuation of the
buildings' fire alarm system shall cause all doors to close.

3. Ccmpartmentad sleeping areas are required for multi-story
centers or centers located above the first floor.

4. Smoke divisions are required at 300 feet intervals.

Exit Criteria. .T@ID

1. Provide at least two fire exits from each activity space.
Cne of'these exits shall discharge directly to the outside and
shall not require travel through any other area to reach the exit NITY
dischar;e. In crib rooms, both exits shall discharge directly to
tne outside.

2. Circulation paths ised as fire exit paths shall be a
*minim. of four feet wide.

3. ,rravel distance to exits in modifled open plan centers

!or children three years of age and older shall not exceed 150
feet.

4. Exits from crib rooms shall be sufficient Qidth to accom-
modate a crib. Hold-open devices are required on these doors.
Exits opening above ground level require ramps; these ramps shall
be limited to a maximum slope of one foot in 20 feet. Ramps
shall not be less in width than the exit door leading to the
ramp. R?.ains shall have non-slip surface. Ramps exceeding one
fZot in het;ht at any point shall have ;uard rails. Ramps shall
have a 1amim 30 feet run to landings.
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INTERIOR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

1. Use comprehensive interior design services for child care
centers. Theae services may be provided by one of the MWR and
transient billeting interior design staffs at HQ AFM2C or several
MAJCOUS.

2. The interior design staff will work with the building
designer in selecting and coordinating structurally related

".ire-s, i.e., wall finishes, carpet, etc. Additionally, the
interior design staff will recommend furnishings. The fur-
nishings recommended will be from appropriate GSA or NA2 sources
dependent upon type of funds.

Interior Design Techniques
1 1. Perception of color dominates from early childhood, and

color is a strong visual cue. To be effective, color cues must
be at least partially appropriate to children's levels of percep-
tion. Large expanses of very vivid colors are not appropriate.
Rather, use smaller areas of bright color to highlight areas.

2. Emphasize expected activity levels or highlight a high-use
object by using bright, vivid colors appropriate to the activity:
red-orange-yellow hues for very active areas; blue-green-purple sha-
des for more quiet areas.

3. Choose neutral colors for large background areas and walls
used for display.

4. Textures help cue children in activity areas. Soft tex-
tjres help children to feel relaxed and quiet, while harder
finishes and surfaces make a space noisier and livelier. Floor
textures can be used to emphasize activity space boundaries since
children spend so much time on the floor.

5. Where appropriate, use color-texture graphics on the
floor and on the walls below 3 feet.

6. Leave some walls or the structural members semifinished
to encourage staff and children to paint them themselves, and to
De able to attach partitions or props against them.

7. The use of lead-based paint is prohibited in child care
facilities. In renovated facilities, test existing paint for
lead content (either by direct read-out instrucmentation or by
chemical analysis of samples). If lead paint is found, remove
it.

Interior Finishes
1. Interior finishing materials shall be class A only. All

materials shall have a flame spread rating of 25 or less and a
smc~e developed rating of 50 or less (ASTM E-84 Test).

2. Carpet shall comply with the requirements of AFM 8S-15.
Carpet used in the vertical c-<osition shall be considered as

.4e..,or finishinq material and shall meet the requirements of -1
azuve. Carpets shall comply with fire resistance requirements.

3. Special ;rot =ct ive elect:ical receptacle covers shall be
installed in all areas occupied by children under 5 years of age.
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Furnishings

1. Select the furnishings in a child care facility for their
flexibility, variety, safety, studiness and anthropcmetric suita-
bility. 3se the furnishings to define activity spaces and cir-
culatin paths. Ser. 3a e A-L.

a. Use furnishings and movable partitions which have
many uses and can be easily moved by staff to help define acti-
vity areas (e.g., storage units, display space, puppet stages,
etc.).

b. Size the furnishings to be comfortable for the
designated age group.

c. Select furnishings that do not have sharp corners or
edges, will not splinter, do not have toxic surfaces, or cannot
te easily tipped over.

d. Make floor level changes by means of movable platforms
rather than by actual level changes in the floor construction.

2. Establish furniture and equipment needs for each space.
Estimate costs for free-standing furniture and equipment based on
the GSA Federal Supply Schedules, Federal Prison, Industries
Schedule, and the general GSA Supply Catalogue. These sources
are mandatory Insofar as they meet requirements, and cost estima-
tes should be based on prices therein, escalated to time of
actual procurement. Certain products used by child care centers
are not available through normal mandatory services. These
should be obtained on the open market.

3. The following are typical furniture items:

a. desks, chairs, tables;

b. storage units, including movable storage units;

c. low, movable dividers;

d. audio-visual equipment;

e. bookshelves, racks, and open storage;

f. cots, mats and cribsi

g. infant changing tables;

h. sand and water tables, easels, etc.;

1. kitchen equipment;

j. nature and science equipment;

k. rugs, cushions, bean bags, stuffed chairs; and

I. outdoor play equipment.
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child care centers A-11

FUNCTIONAL Etry .......... .... .

r ! A REA Reception- .. J

FRequirementEntryivestible. 1Provide an entrance vestible for weather
protection. Provide two sets of outward swinging double doorswith closers and panic hardware.

a. Make the entrance to the building obvious to first
time users through the use of signs, overhangs, gates, paths,
planting and colors.

b. Provide a covered ent:yway large enough to serve as
an outdoor waiting area. In appropriate climates, extend this
roofed area sufficiently to offer protection for two to four cars
parked for a few minutes by parents picking up or delivering
their children. Provide a minimum of 300 SF for this extended
covered space. In calculating the gross footage of the child

* care center, calculate this area at 50%.

c. Provide views of the interior and outdoor activity
areas for the approaching children and parents whenever possible.
The desi;n shall be such that children will not have to walk
through traffic.

d. Design the pedestrian approach to the building so A00Y
that the pathway does not pass through any outdoor acti itrv
areas. This does not apply to separate front yard or front torch

play areas where children can play with their parents upon pickup
or delivery.

e. Use elements such as carpeting, warm colors, low
level lighting and soft, residential style furniture to provide
an inviting and reassuring reception for the children.

f. Design the entry and reception area to permit the
pacents to meet or say good-bye to their children, help them with u
their clothes and deliver them to their assigned areas without
disruption of the child care center operations.

g. Design the entry to provide the receptionist with a
clearly visible, controlled access point.

b.Lobby should be an informal, friendly and home-

like area adjacent to tne vestible and reception area. For pur-

poses of control, all child care center activities shall be

channeled through this area.

Seceotion. Provide a reception area adjacent to the
looy. Design the area to convey a sense of partial enclosure,
warmth and protection.

a. Provide a receptionist counter/desk to accommodate a
cssh register or cash drawer, telephone and reception-
secretlrtil-zcokkeepIng files and equipment.

b. Provide for a waiting area for the parents with
seating, a coat closet, access to a toilet and space for a pay
telephone. (Pay telephone space shall be adequate to accommodate
handicapped requirements.) (This space shall be located in the lobby.)
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Directors office ...........

ISFUNCTION ....................
AR EA Parentlstaff corner........j

ouf~i

acer/directo 'a office. Provide a manager/director's
office with closet. The director's office and related adminis- DIKET09.
trative areas should be visible and accessible to children andtra t ve 

0ol

parents, provide visual access to the entry area, and maintain -I

visual contact and access to main activity areas.

a. In addition to normal administrative work, the direc-

tor needs to be readily accessible to staff, children and

parentsl to have access to indoor and outdoor child activity

areasi and to meet with groups of staff, parents and consultants.

Design the office to provide for complete visual and acoustical

privacy when required.

b. Provide a window and natural ventilation, if-
ssible.

H.Staff, Provide a staff lounge/workroom that is comfor-
tab e and hurfered visually and acoustically from the activity Y
areas. A staff/public toilet should be nearby.

.. cv.e a c:"set with - hanging r.od 4nd 3helf for
staff garments.

b. Provide L6-24 cubic feet of secured storage for _1W&
ial ab e s.

*. r o v i d e s a n d a r d h e i h t w o r k - o e, s t r a e
-rv -- nd r '-ih.w r oun..r, storage for

eqi:;mn: (dupl1cator, tY=ewrl.t---, etc.) and snelving for -ooks
and ournals. Provide a tacktoard for notices. 

•

d. Provi~e a windco and natural ventilation, if
oosszie.

Sare-nt-stlft :-ne:r 1Provide a parent-staff area to
- acconmodate five ta seven seated adults. Locate this area adja-
cent to the administrative area, the staff room and the public
toilets.

a. In small centers with a maximum of 75 children, the
staff room shall be used for this function.

b. in the larger centers, provide a separate area of

approximately 100 SF.
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FUNCTIONAL Activity areas

EAR -general

Activity area design:

a. Provide for both small and large group activity
ONE pockets within-each age group activity area. Design these acti-

vity pockets so that they are open enough to permit children to
see the variety of play possibilities available to them, yet pro-
vide enough closure to protect the child from noises and visual
distractions.

b. Design the activity areas to encourage small group
interaction. Provide nooks for two through five children. The
maximum size group and the number of staff required for super-
vision are shown below for the various age groups.

Maximum Size Staff
Group of Group Required

Early infants (6 wk-6 mo.) 8 2
Older infants (6-18 mo.) 16 2
Toddlers (18-36 mo.) 20 2
Preschool age (3-6 yr.) 24 2
School age (6-11 yr.) 30 2

c. Minimize the number of children to which an indivi-
dual child is exposed to reduce the spread of disease. The dif-
ferent age groups ..h..ld not be combined for play activities -------
except in the outdoor play areas or in areas where a minimum of b__L
75 net SF per child is provided.

d. Provide adequate display spaces for children's art-
work, bulletin bords, chalkboards and other writing surfaces at
children's eye level heights, i.e., 20 to 34 inches high.

e. Use walls for storage and display and to provide
visual and tactile stimulation through the use of colors and tex-
tures. Half height walls can be used to provide spaces for
climbing, seating, plants, puppet stages, etc. Consider the use
of glass walls where acoustical but not visual separation is
required.

f. Use graphics, murals, display surfaces and shelves to
scale walls without textures down to the child scale.

g. Design the floors to be free of drafts and warm to
the touch. cv T

h. Select floor finishes that are appropriate for the TLP
* specific activity pockets, i.e., hard surfaces for wheel toy

pIay, etc. Choose rlni5..es that resist moisture and minlmize

mantenance. Use hard surfaces under areas used for eating,
painting, water play, etc.

i. Select soft floor coverings which are iperviousto
bacteria and fungus growth and :dcr :etenticn.

j. Provide as many soft things in the envir:tnment as
zcssiI.Le, i.e., flcor cushions, carpet, soft furniture, etc.
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AREA Acivity pockets

This section is devoted to the activity centers or pockets within
the activity rooms of child care centers that will be provided to
stimulate and encourage the emotional and physical growth of the
children. Activity centers or pockets are to be provided for
each age group as appropriate. Allow for storage, surface area,
eq-uipment, and-display within each center. Texture, color, and
task lighting shall be used to define spaces. The centers may beqI * used to define and articulate the modified span plan.

Activity Areas Spaces. Within every major activity room, con-
siler3tin should be given to including the following activity
centers:

1. quiet placeProvide a place for children to rest or
separate themselves from the group. These shall range from 6 to25 SF for 1 or 2 children, smaller for infants and toddlers,
larger for preschoolers.

a. Locate these spaces in quiet areas away from major
circulation routes. Keep them child-scaled and outside the
domain of adults. Adults should be able to reach hiding places(to intervene if necessary.

b. These spaces can be located in high places with steps
leading up to nooks at safe heights surrounded with protective
edges and places for the child to peer out.

c. These spaces should have the following
characteristics:

(1) low, dry place off the ground for sitting;

(2) single access that restricts circulation and may

be controlled by children (e.g., flaps, gates);

(3) direction that captures the light but can also
be darkened;

(4) variety of textures, colors, and shapes.

2. elevatedlsunken areas Provide opportunities for
children to engage in activities at a variety of levels or
heignts above tne ground. These spaces shall include graduated
safe challenges for children of different ages and motor abili- _
ties, but are safe.

a. Design high spaces so they ace safe for children,
e.g., gradual stairways imbedded in the rest of the building, no
large gaps in railings, no places where children can fall to the

gcdetz.

b. Cesign low spaces (e.g., those .nder 4 feet .nder
higner Plat!Drms) so that staff can see in and :an tave ic,".edate
access 'tt chi!Jren still have a sense ,-f privacy.
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C ~FUNCTIONAL -Activity pockets cnd)

I A RA

3.private places
Provide protected, private places where children can

retreat or break-away from activities and observe other children.
lnclde alternative exits from any activities which may be too
challenging for acme children. All retreat and observation
points snould be child-scaled, partially protected frcm other
activities, and yet have easy viewing access to other activities.
Consider small window seats, platforms, cubby-holes, nests,
spaces under ladders, or stairs, etc.

4. release area
Provi~e spaces for children to express and release emo-

tional anxities, such as anger, tension, or frustration with
trenselves, others, or the environment, or just to withdraw and

* cool off.

a. Provide secluded areas sheltered from sensory
overload.

b. Provide soft areas where children can kick and punch
away any violent aggressions.

C. Frcvide a pace for builain; t'here car!
cecome involved in b lilding, tearing down and rebuilding.

d. All time-out and emotional release areas shall double
funerion 30 that :hey would not become stigmatized with beha-
vioral problems, i.e., 'The room for bad children ....

e. Provide active and passive color schemes: earthy
reds and ochres are conducive to high activity; yellows are
bright and cheery; light blues and grays are quieting and

5.readingilistening area
* A reading and listening area should be provided in each

room ror children two and over. It should be an intimate, ;uiet
and zonfortable space, offering a variety of sitting and
reclining positions for individual and small group reading.
Fr,snishing should accc:mcdate storage and display of books and
mateials accessible to children. Lighting should reflect a home
a3tospnere with well shielded incandescent lamps.

a. Provide general ambient lighting at 30 ft., and task
li;nting on resources and special reading areas at 30 ft. Light
level controls are desirable.

o. Sound insulation is necessary. Carpet the area.Ambient noise should be a maximum-n of 30 dbA. Reebrto time"
3hO -Id _ea 3 aximwum of 0.6 secon's. Red,_ce internal noise toa

SPree::ed N;oise Criteria 1PNC) of 35 dbA.c. Provide storage and display space for reading

materiaI3 at child height. The reading area requires ;,fficient
JLS-03Y space for showing the front covers of 20 to 25 books.
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F UNCTIONAL Activity pockets (cont'd) -
AREAJ

6. dramatic play area
Provide a dramatic play or imaginative area of 48 SF

minimum non-objective setting for toddlers (minimum 3 SF/child)
and 60 SF minimum setting for preschoolers.

a. Locate these pockets in a relatively quiet zone away
from major circulation and concentrations of adults, but near the
music area.

q b. Consider a two-level dramatic play area, one level
shall be objective, and the other level non-objective.

c. Provide a variety of ambiguously shaped spaces, e.g.,
soaces which can be interpreted by the child or by a group of
children in a variety of evocative ways. Don't emphasize, there-
fore, spaces which can only be interpreted in one way, e.g., a
scastle,4 a *boat," a 'crow's nest," etc.

d. Consider building play frames with sliding panels.

e. Provide natural daylight. A view out is optional.

f. Provide 30 cubic feet of storage for props and play
(items at child height.

7. music center
Provide a music center with seating for four to five

children, storage for musical instruments, and carpeting.

a. Provide a minimum 36 SF for toddlers (minimum 2.25
SF/toddler) and a minimum of 60 SF for preschoolders (minimum 3
SF/preschooler).

b. Provide a minimum 65 SF for school age children
(minim-m 4 SF/cnild).

c. Locate the music center away from major circulation

paths, but close to compatible areas such as flexible motor

activities area which might be expanded to accorrmodate combined
music-dance activities.

d. Provide task lighting where appropriate, e.g., over
piano, highlighting instrument storage, etc., and general
lighting at standard levels.

e. A view out is optional.

f. Provide three child-proof 113-120V electrical
outlets.

3. dii-nl 3co 3 5ti:aI in= It in or 5.;a:atiOn
*. przvi~ed if a :4ano i3 ti-t 4 zed.

h. Allow arcut 4J) c ebiz E of storie.
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child care centers
AREA _____

FUN

FUNCTIO NAL Activity pockets (cont'd)

i. Provide child accessible storage for instr:ments,
us:= and e)ectronic equipment (phonographs, headsets). It
should oe zhild-accessible. An equal amount of teacher-only
storage should be provided for musical instruments and materials
not to be used at will by children, segregated by height and in a
variety of 3hapes and sizes to accommodate items.

8.audio-visual area
P ovide an acoustically buffered area for five to twenty

children whi:h is easy to darken for using audio-visual aids.
DouQble-Eunction this area with the music nook where appropriate.

a. In large module-plan centers, provide a minimum 200

SF space for all age groups to share.

* b. Locate near a central resources storage area.

c. Provide an antenna or cable hook-up for TV and video
tape player.

d. Provide task lighting. Lighting levels in this area
shou.d have controls to provide a range of darkness.

e. Frovide a 5crzee:nr a white wall.

9. artslcrafts area
erovide a separate arts and craft3 centir tor the

following groups in the quantities indicated-

a. Provide a minimum 4a SF for toddlers (mini.mum 3
SFioddler)

b. Provide a minimum 60 SF for preszhoolers (minimum 3
SF/preschcolers).

c. Provide a minimum l 0 SF for school age children
* (minimum 7 SF/school age child).

d. Provide natural light and a view out.

e. Provide a two child-safety 115-120V electrical
outlets.

f. ?:Provide sink with hot and cold water and counter
space.

q. ?rovide floor and wall surfaces impervious to clay,
=aint, etc.

. Provide storage for supplies, Ufinished work bo h I
- and -dmensional), and drying ac k. " ". .

i. Provide display space: tack _oard and snelves.
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FUNCTIONAL Activity pockets (cont'd)IAREA

j. Provide space for double easels and both horizontal
and vertical work surfaces for drawing and construction.

10. gameltoy area
Provide a. games and manipulative toy play area to meet

the following criteria.

a. For infants, provide a minimum 30 SF area for toysq (minimum 3 SF/infant). It can be an area where toys can be hung
or taken from low shelves, a surface adequate for push-pull toys,
and ample storage.

b. For toddlers, provide a minimum 36 SF area (minimum
2.25 SF/toddler). Provide a variety of floor surfaces as well astable tops for playing games, puzzles and small manipulables.

c. For preschoolers, provide a minimum 60 SP area(minimum 3 SF/child) , to accommodate a variety of games and
activities such as puzzles, peg boards, felt boards, manipulative
activities, etc. Include plenty of table and floor space for
both individuals and small groups.

d. Pwovide a semi-enclosed space that is protected from-- 'c'Zte'ous activit;es, yet allows for adult -u ervisin.

e. Design for peak noise levels up to a0 dbA, but reducegenerated and amoient noise to 40 dbA. Use sound absorbers
wnereer pcssible to help reduce noise levels, e.g., a firm car-
pet, soft wall hangings, cork display boards, etc.

f. Provide general ambient lighting at 50 fc with multi-
level switching to allow flexibility.

g. Provide a minimum of 20 cubic feet of easy-to-reachdispersed blzcc sora;e. Use materials carts or storage units on
wh-eels as dividers.

11 block play area
Provide block play accommodated in small areas where oneto four children can play with small blocks, and in an adjacent,

larger, multipurpose open space. Acoustic separation, plenty of
storage and the possibilities of sub-spaces are required.

a. For infants, provide an area of 20 SF (2 SF/infant)where lightweight blocKs can be manipulated (light wood, plastic,
or styrofoam).

b. Provide a minimum 48 SF area for toddlers (minimum 2SF/toddler).

c. The block play area may double-function with the
place for woodworking if only preschoolers are being planned for.Provide a minimum 60 SF block play area and adjacent to it, one
100 SF place for woodwring.
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FUNCTIONAL Activity pockets (cont'd)
r AREA

d. Separate block play from circulation and other activ-
ities by level change, low height barriers, raised platforms as
work areas, changing floor surface materials and other architec-
tural indicators.

12.science discovery area
Provide a science discovery area containing animals,

plants, and physical science materials organized in a manner con-

ducive to contemplative and participatory learning experiences in
a nat-urally lighted, quiet, protected setting. When this program
is included in the facility, the following criteria applies:

a. Size:

(I) Provide a minimum 40 SF for infants (minimum 4
Q SF/infant).

(2) Provide a minimum 48 S? for toddlers (minimum 3
SF/toddler).

(3) Provide a minimum 60 SF for preschoolers
(minimum 3 5F/preschooler).

(4) Provide a minimum 65 SF area for school aged
child (minimuam 4 SF/child)

b. Locate the nature d:scovery area on the east or
soutneast side in good natural light. It may even be a partial
greenhouse or plant sunroom.

c: ic. Separate this area from more active spaces and cir-culation paths.

d. The science discovery area must be visible and
accessible to older infants and tc4dlers in areas only where
adult sipervision is adequate.

* e. The science discovery area may be located in porches
and decks where climate permits.

E. The assortment of plants and animals should have all
around viewing. in addition to stand-up displays, seating areas
and comfortable pillows should be around the plants and animals
to encourige children to enjoy them with minimal disturbance.

q. Natural light Is essential. Control light levels
with screens or shades.

h. Provide :ask lighzing at standard level (fc).
i. Provide a view out. "'I

* j. Providp two child-safe 115-12CV electrical outlets.
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FUNCTIONAL Activity pockets (cont'd)r I AREA
oi

I

k. Provide a child-accessible washbasin with hot and
cold water.

1. Provide a child-accessible counter and work space
with storage underneath. Counters shall be 20 inches high.

13.water area
*Provide a protected, naturally-lighted water play area

with a variety of immersible props and a generous water surface.
Provie water-proof wall and floor materials and proper drainage.
When this program is included in the facility, the following cri-
teria appliesi

a. Provide a minimum 20 SF for infants (minimum 2
SF/infants).

b. Provide a minimum 36 SF for toddlers (minimum 2.25
SF/toddler).

c. Provide a minimum 60 SF for preschoolers (minimum
SF/preschooler).

( d. This activity pocket may double-function with sand
play area for toddlers and preschoolers.

(1) Locate water play area conveniently to wash
rooms, towels, storage for water play objects and outdoor play
areas.

(2) Locate away from circulation and quiet areas.

(3) Locate water play area adjacent to sand play
area if they are not double-functioned, and with close proximity
to nature area.

(4) Provide task lighting at 50 fc with multi-level
switching to allow flexibility. This area should also have

* natural light and preferably a view out.

(5) Provide sink with cold and hot water and a floor
drain.

(6) Provide non-slip surfaces impervious to water
and dampness (e.g., a wooden grid set on floor with drain below).

(7) Water play props might include a spray flow from
one height to another, pools eight inches or so deep for floating
ob~ects, and possibly a movable light source (battery operated)
and wind source.

(8) Locate the surface of water at child height.
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SFUNCTIONAL 
Activity pockets (cont'd) "

IARE A

14.sand area
Provide one or more sand play areas near water play

areas. They should be on an abrasion resistant, cleanable floor
surface. When this program is included in the facility, the cri-
teria shall be as follows:

a. In medium-sized centers, the sand play area can
q double-finction with the water play area.

b. In large centers, provide a minimum 36 S? for
toddlers (minimum 2.25 SF/toddler).

c. Provide a minimum 60 SF for preschoolers (minimum 3
SF/preschooler).

d. A window with direct sunlight is required to dry and
purify the sand.

e. Sand play area should be adjacent or close to a water
source for play use and clean-up.

f. Provide task lighting at the standard level (fc).

g. 4hen water is present, a floor drain is requircd.

h. Provide a floor surface that is easy to clean, not
s.sceptible to damage from sand, and as seamless as possible.

15.woodwork area
Provide a place for woodworking and other tool activities

within C:.e block play area. When a woodworking space is inlcuded
in the facility, the following criteria applies:

a. For preschool, double-function the place for wood-
wor<ing with block play area in medium size facilities. in large
-nodule plan centers, provide a minimLm 60 SF area for 20 pre-
schoolers (3 SF/child. For school-age children, provide a
minimum 100 SF area (7 SF/child).

b. This area should be separated from quiet zones.

c. Separate this space from circulation. A semi-
enclosed space may even be desirable.

d. Natural light should be provided.

e. Generated peak noise level can be SO db. Reduce
ambient and internal noise to 40 db.

f. Provide storage for extra materials, display for

materials in use, and storage for tools at child's reach.
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FUNCTIONAL Early infant area-- _

A REA Older infant area....

7arIl -infant area. I Create a special place with areas for
r 3s, £cod warmtng, storage, diapering crawing, nursing and

pockets to support activities like looking at books, exploratory
play, etc. The early infant area should be separated, but not
totally isolated, from the older infant, toddler and preschooler
areas. Link the indoor infant area with the outdoor infant acti-

qvity area.

a. Size the early infant area based on 35 SF of usable
space per infant, exclusive of fixed equipment and storage. See
Appendix C for the total space requirements.

b. Provide a series of non-hazardous developmentally
graded, textured crawling areas with different levels, textures

* and colors.

(1) Size the textured crawling area based on 5 SF
per infant, but provide a minimum size of 50 SF.

(2) Carpet the crawl area.

(3) Limit rises between levels to three to four
i.Ich-s. 1-cnzt uct the level changes using non-permanent
construction materials, i.e., carpet covered movable wood plat-
forms or cushions vice poured-in-place concrete.

c. Provide some areas that are walled and create wall
areas of tactile and visual interest by using colors, textures,
faorlcs and carpeting. Locate these interest areas at heights of
6 inches to 23 inches above the floor (or from the eye level of a
crawling infant to the average eye level of a standing infant).

d. Provide railings or other support devices to stabi-
lize infant walking efforts in the older infant area only.

e. Provide some unca:peted areas for wheeled toy activi-
ties and for feeding. Size this area to accomtodate no more than
six nigh chairs (this should not exceed 65 SF).

f. Provide ambient lighting of 50 fc with multi-level
switching to allow for lighting flexibility.

g. Install all electrical outlets at 54 inches above the

flocr.

h. Design the diapering area to be efficient, protected

from drafts, quiet and intimate. Locate the diapering area adja- tijpV (
cent to t.e sheltered crib area an! so that the caregiver can

observe other children while diapering.

(1) Size the diapering area based on 2 SF per
infant, but provide a minimum size of 15 SF.
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FUNCTIONAL Early infant area.-.._
A R A E 'A Older infant area ....

(2) Provide a countertop with a sink for diaper

changing and infrequent bathing. The countertop should be 34

incnes high, 24 inches to 30 inches deep and a minimum of 60
inches to 72 inches long with a 3 inch to 4 inch raised edge on
tnhree sides for safety. Finish all surfaces with self-edging
laminated plastic or other similar materials that are washable
and warm to the touch. Provide a recessed porcelain sink with

qhot and cold water controlled by a single mixer faucet.

(3) Provide shelves and storage above and below the
diapering surface and/or imediately adjacent to the changing
area for diapering supplies and the infants' personal supplies.
Proviie an enclosed space for a container to hold soiled diapers.
See Appendix F for additional storage requirements.

i. Provide space for a food warming area. Provide a
self-edging laminated plastic countertop with backsplash, 34
inches high, 24 inches deep and 36 inches to 48 inches long for
food preparation and warming.

(1) Provide four 115V electric outlets.

((2) Provide 50 fc task lighting.

(3) Provide space for a small under counter refri-
gerator.

j. Provide a staff toilet with a water closet and a
lavatory witn not and cold water.

(1) Provide a mirror and medicine cabinet.

(2) Provide soap/towel/napkin dispensers.

(3) Provide a mechanical exhaust fan (two cfm =er
SF).

X. Provide a nursing area with a curtain that can "e
drawn shut. This area will te used by nursing mothers. It shall
be comfortable and quiet and shall not exceed 60 SF.

net ra. tProvide a separate space forthe oler
infnza, based on the =riteria for the early infant area. %
Storage
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FUNCTIO 
Toddler-- area.............

Requirements
I Toddler area. Provide a toddler environment with acti-

* vity areas, storage, diapering area, feeding and a toddler toilet

room. Provide activity centers for two to five children for each

major activity which is to be a part of the toddler curriculum,

e.g., language development, arts and crafts, fantasy play, nature

st-.dy, group games, reading, music, sand play, physical play,

q . etc. See Appendix D for the total activity requirements.

a. Size the toddler area based on 35 SF of usable space

p er toddler, exclisive of fixed equipment, storage and the
itoilet. See Appendix C for the total space requirements. -[OL. -

b. Provide some uncarpeted areas for wheeled toy activi-

ties and for feeding. The size of this area shall be 1/3 of the

usuable room space.

c. Provide clusters of child-size tables and chairs to

use for eating and play activities.

d. provide some wall areas of tactile and visual
interest by usLig colors, textures, fabrics and carpeting.

Locate some of these interest areas at heights of approximately

28 in-.ch. above the floor (or at the average eye level of a

standing toddler).

e. Provide the toddler activity area with direct access

to the toddler outdoor activity area; this outdoor activity area

should be easily accessible to the infanL and preschooler

(outdoor) activity areas.

*f. Design the diapering area to be efficient, protected
from drafts; quiet and intimate. Locate the diapering area adja-

cent to the sheltered toddler crib area and so that the caregiver
can observe other children while diapering.

(1) Size the diapering area based on I SF per
toddler, but provide a minimum size of 10 SF.

(2) For other requirements, refer to the require-
ments for the early infants diapering area.

t. Rrovlde a toddler toilet room with space for an adult
to assist a child. Provide one child-size water closet per 15
children and space for one potty chair per four children. See

the section on Children's Toilets for additional design criteria.Storage
Z L.F oe
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FUNCTIONAI.. Preschool area.......__
IAR EA Central storage.....

P|aI Provide an environment for the
preschool age children h activity areas, storage and a
preschooler toilet. Provide activity centers for two to five

children for each major activity which is to be a part of the

preschooler curriculum, e.g,, arts and crafts, nature study,
reading, music, etc.

U a. Size the preschooler area based on 35 SF of usable
space per preschooler, exclusive of fixed equipment, storage and
the toilet. So: A.~JiA C f z th. L.Al : r,~i .

b. Provide at least one area for large groups of up to
15 preschoolers. This area will be used for dance and other
group activities and should be designed to be easily divided Into
smaller areas to pernit greater use flexibility.

c. Provide the preschool age activity area with direct
:access to the preschool outdoor activity area.

d. Provide a preschooler learning toilet with Space for

an adult to assist a child. Provide one child-size water closet
Per 15 C'i1d:-e, See the section on Children's Toilet's for
,addit3nal design criteria.

Storage

* Pv~de. f o, tr/ +.o z4"
, a~1-vi% c ev erc.

4 x I " (cs4a,.) wit x o .A
2~Thn teA~e.. rovi J e 'rc~i~

4 2t-al Storaqe. Provide a centrally Iccated general
purpose cscm -or stocage of books, audio-visual equipment and
other resource materials.

a. Size the storage area based on A cubic feet per
child, but provide a minimnum size of 40 5F.

b. Control children'3 access to mateiela where
necIsaCr "With IOC-wable cab'-net3, etC.
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(FUNCTIONAL School age area..........
AR E A _-Di ning/mult ipurpose..

Scol ace area. The multipurpose rocm shall be used to
accommoda:e t ne schoo age children and a separate area shall not
be provided. See the requirements for the Dining/Multipurpose
Area.

I.I :inin 'multi urpcse area. Provide a dining area that
shall also serve as a multipurpose area and double function as a
space for school age children. The use of this area as a dining
space is to be minimized. It is intended that the majority of
the feeding occur in the activity rooms. However, this approach
is dependent on an individual base's needs and requirements. The
space shall be sized as a minimum, either to accommodate the
various activities that occur in the multipurpose room or to
.accommodate the school age children or to feed a certain number
of children at a given time, whichever is larger.

a. For school age area, provide a minimum of 35 SF of
usable primary activity space per child for reading, mustc, arts
and crafts and nature study. Provide storage for belongings and
an unfinished space of 130 SF per 15 children (minimum 9 SF per
child).

b. When space is to be used for dining, it shall be sized
at a minimum to accommodate 1/3 of the children over 2 years old.

c. Provide a toilet adjacent to the dining/multipurpose
area. This toilet will be used by both sexes and shall serve as
public/staff toilet.

(1) Size the toilet on the basis of 3 S? per child,
but provide a minimum sized area sufficient for one water closet
and one lavatory for up to 15 children. The 3 SF rule shall be
used for over 15 children.

dn wt (2) Size the n.=ber of plumbing fixtures in accor-

dance with AFM 88-8, Chapter 4. Provide standard-size fixtures,
including water closets and lavatories with hot and cold water.

(3) Provide a mechanical exhaust fan (two cfm per

SF).

(4) Provide soap and towel dispensers and mirrors.

d. Provide a drinking fountain.

e. Provide storage for coats and personal belongings.
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(FUNCTIONAL Kitchen ................
ARIAREA

Kitchen. Provide a kitchen with food preparation and

related stotage-areas. Food preparation and storage should be

centrally located and should contain four work centers:

receiving, food storage, cooking and clean-up. 
The for: work

stations should be plannned so that dry storage and receving

areas are closest to the exterior door while clean-up should be

located closest to the serving line and have easy access to the

other interior activity areas.

a. Provide space for two 30 by 30 by 48 inch food

carts in the receiving area. Provide a telephone and one 11V

electrical outlet.

b. Dry food storage:

(1) Design dry food storage with no windows but with

adequate ventilation, protected from rodent infestation and

lockable. These areas shall not be subjected to freezing,

excessive heat or dampness and shall not be used for storage of

non-focd items such as mops, brooms, etc.

(2) Provide 21 inch deep shelving with a minimum

10 inches ciear between shelves and with the lowest shelf 6 inches

azove the floor. if large storage containers for flour, sugar,

etc., a:e to be used, provide a minimum of 36 inches clear bet-

ween the lzwest shelf and the next higher shelf.

(3) Uae slotted, louvered or wire construction metal

Shelving vice solid shelving to provide better air circulation

and maintenance. All metal shelving shall have a rust preven-

tative finish and be fabricated in accordance with National

Sanitation Foundation standards.

(4) If base cabinets are used for dry storage, pro-

vide :abinets 30 to 34 inches high, a minimum of 18 inches deep

and with shelving spaced to acccmmodate no. 10 cans. All door

openings shall be a minimum of 12 inches wide.

c. Cooking and clean-up:

(1) Use commercial grade kitchen equipment.

(2) P:ovide space for a t:ash container and for the

storage of two food carts, 30 inch by 30 inch by 48 inches.

(3) Provide storage for dishes and for clean-up

supolies Keep this storage separate from the dry food storage.
It may be in a sepa:ate closet or upright cabinets.
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child care centers
solation room........FU NCTIO NAL Staff toilet .................... _

I A EA Children's toilet...........

I solation.) Provide an isolation room to isolate and
observe a sick child. Locate the room adjacent to the reception
area and isolated from other children. The desk attendant should
be able to supervise, observe and control access to the isolation
room without leaving the desk area.

q a. Size the room to accommodate a cot or crib.

b. Provide a toilet with a water closet and a lavatory
with hot and cold water and a drinking bubbler.

c. Provide a soap/towel dispenser. When used as a com-
bined staff/isolation toilet, a mirror and medicine cabinet shall
be provided.r- :_0 r :oaft ., Provide toilets for the staff and the
enerapulic. (These toilets need not be separated by sex.)

Desi;n to acco.mmodate the physically handicapped.

a. Size the number of plumbing fixtures in accordance
with A.M 38-3, Chapter 4.

V o. Provide water closets and lavatories wich >t and
cold water (Lavatories may be incorporated into ccuntertops.)

c. Provide mirror@, medicine cabinets and soap/towel/
napkin dispensers.

,idren's toprts. orovide toilets easily accessible to
te activity spaces and outdoor play spaces. One toilet room
snall ze shared by two activity spaces (at a minimum). This

i toilet sharing shall be limited to toddler and preschool areas.

a. The toilets shall =e shared by both sexes and shall
ac:zmmcdate the physically handicapped.

b. Use child-scaled fixtures. Provide stools or steps
in cases where children must use adult-scale fixtures. One area
within toilet room shall be set aside for potty chairs.

c. Provide one water closet per 15 children.

d. Provide one lavatory with hot and cold water per 15
children and locate in activity space for visual control oy
staff. Limit the water -e7 erature to 110 degrees. Provide a2f.in'eng outbler.

e. Pr o)v de easy-access tr3ps for re cv n , cw s .... ys,
etc.

f. Provil toilet paper hol ers, towel dispens Rc andpaper stc:ae.
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(FUNCTIONAL Toilets(cont'd)........

AREA Laundry .........

g. Provide floor drain and slope floor to drain.

h. Provide seamless wall and floor surfaces which are
non-slip, non-abrasive and easily cleaned. Avoid sharp corners
and ceramic tile finishes.

Toilet Ootions.1 The school age toilets shall be used by
star and public. In centers not serving school age children,
the following options shall be used:

a. In centers under 10,000 SF, the isolation toilet
shall be used for staff toilet.

b. Staff toilets shall be combined with public toilet in
centers over 10,000 SF.

teIv.ndrv room. Provide a laundry room close to the
in ants and toddlers activity areas and convenient to the food
preparation area. The laundry room shall have adult-controlled
access and be isolated from the activity areas as much as
pcszible to minlmiz noise and safety problems.

9 e e A ppeA44-C-frto ~ r~~~~~

b. Provide one washer and one electric dryer. The
equipment shall be commercial grade. Provide a washer plumbing
box with hot and cold water faucets and a standpipe for the
washer; provide a vent with an easily accessible lint trap for
the dryer. Provide 115V and 220V electrical outlets for the
washer and dryer, respectively. Provide appropriate connections
for gas dryer if applicable.

c. Provide a single compartment laundry tub with hot
and cold water.

d. Provide a self-edged laminated plastic countertop, 34
inches high, 24 inches deep and 48 inches to 72 inches long, for

foijing Laundry, etc. Provide two 11357 elect:ic cutlets above
ocnter 3zs.

C. ?r.:vie secured storage for laundry supplies and open
stoa;e for :lean and dirty laundry.

a 'Locr drain; slope floor to drain.

g. Provision of a tnermostat-cont:lled exha-.ust fan is
optiornal.

n .L i i t e 3:7 i =-27... no ise lev e l to " J A .

. f the need exists for -ore than one washec and
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FUNCTIONAL Janitor closet......

AREA Mechanical room.....___

Janit:r closet. Provide a janitor closet with a slop
S,n wtIn not and =ld water and storage for mops, pails, vacuum
cleans and related cleaning and maintenance supplies and equip-
ment.

3. Provide approximately 12 SF for storage of one
]anizor's cart, plus an additional 20 SF supply storage for each
75 children module.

b. Provide open shelving and wall-mounted cabinets to
store maintenance-related tools and supplies.

c. Provide Keyed locks on the janitor's closet door and
on the cabinet doors.

* d. Provide a floor drain; slop the floor to the drain.

a eui~ment room. JProvide space for mechanical
and electrica equipment. Isolate this space from other spaces as
much as possible.

a. Install sensors and controllers for the EMCs to moni-
t:Dr =linate zontrol and the operation of the mechanical equip-
Ten" -z -*......--_--_ t rol room -quipment., if

b. Mechanical equipment room shall open directly to the
exterior of tne zuilding. Provide double doors.

c. Provide outside air supply and exhaust for the fan

J. ?rovide szace for electrical distribution panels.

h. Limit the peak noise levels to 85 dbA within the room
and to 25 dbA to the administration and activity areas. Minimize
vibration transmission to these areas as well.

f. All fuel storage shall meet five safety codes.

1
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child care centers

(FUNCTIONAL Outdoor activity
X AREA areas (general)

Outdoor playgrounds. Children's play is critical to

psychomotor, intellectual and social development. Adventure

play, creative play and environmental play should be emphasized. LJin child care playgrounds.

Provide outdoor playgrounds which

are planned as a seces of separated but linked activity areas

with clear circulation and designed in accordance with design S
principles for indoor activity areas. provide three distinct

a:eas for the following age groups: 3 and under; 3 to 5; and 5

and older. All playground's fences shall be a minimum of 5 feet

hi;h. Avoid fencing materials that encourage climbing or produce 4p A4MU
splinters. Develop the play areas to permit some cross-age

groupings on a limited scale.

I. General Design Guidelines:

4 a. Zone the playground in response to site onditions,

3ge groups and activity.

b. Scale the site and the play equipment appropriately

for each age group.

c. provide proper drainage on the site to extend the

( 3escn f use and to 311cw outdoor play soon after inclement

weather.

d. Playgrounds should ze close to restrooms and outdoor

water fcuntains.

e. If an outdoor use space must be created on a

northeast or northwest side of the site, keep the building on the

north side of the site as low as possible to minimize the shade

created by the building.

E. Consider surfacing materials that dry ;uickly

(paving, s~nzalt) for porches and wheel toy circulation paths and

:ads. tne use of this type of material to the aroremen-

tloned a:eas only. A mixture of various surfacing materials sch

as ;rass, sand, artificial turf and others snall :te tilized as

a= : r te .

g. Design the indoor play areas and other spaces which

rely on visual connection to the outdoors so that children do not

have to look into the sun. Overhangs and other natural shading

fea::~:e -i-a reduce the solar heat load.

h. 'he same party responsible for the facility design

Snal ' Sign the plaYgro-und equipment and suppor t/foundations.

ALL eruinPent foundations shall conform to :zrrent safei stan-

:.Site tne -1 ;door 0-ay afe33 to ;er-nit adeq-uate s ;Per-
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child care centers

(FUNCTIONAL Outdoors (cont'd)
IAREA Infants

2. Pornes and Decks. Consider the use of porches and decks
as part of o-tdoor activity spaces. If these are included in the

rdesign, apply the following criteria:

a. Provide approximately 1 SF per child for porches and
decks as activity spaces with a minimum area of 50 SF. In calcu-
lating building gross square footage, calculate these areas at
50%.

b. Locate porches on the most sheltered side of the
building in hot climates, and on the sunny side, away from pre-
vailing winds in colder climates.

c. Relate the porch directly to the appropriate indoor
activity areas and to the architecture of the building.

d. Provide close proximity to a clean-up area and toilet
rooms.

e. Provide a minimum width of 7 feet for a porch or deck
space.

f. The play areas will be most usable when the more
sheltered areas are next to the building and the more open areas
are blended with the outdoor playgrounds.

g. Ensure the porch drains easily and has a quxck-drying
s urface.

infants
a. For the 3 years and under group, provide clearly

defined infant and toddlers areas conforming to the following
-1 g-judelines:

Cl) These two areas are separate but not isolated

from eacn :t-er and other age groups. Connect the infant area
to nador infant spaces.

(2) Create soft, multi-textured, crawling surfaces
4 4h warm materials, and play spaces which are infant-scaed but

safi for ;se by infants and young toddlers. Include small steps,
siopes, climbing camps, slight barriers, and slides in this area.

(3) Provide an outdcor area for toddlers responsive
to tne needs of their physical, social, and ccgnitive develoc-
nent. A ow for individual and small-group activities.

(4) Size the activity area based on 50 SF per infant
and 1i0 SF per toddler, but provife no less than 2100 SF for the
total area.

(5) Provide direct access to infant indocor activity
azaces. 00 not ise steps.

(j ninfant areas, providJe a variety 01 SJ~face

naterials snch as wcod and .-nasz ,oc push or ciie toys and
Cass anj said for zvli4g.
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child care centers

FUNCTIONAL Outdoors (cont'd)
( IToddlerAREA Other _

toddler
For toddler areas, provide a variety of areas

and surfaces such as protected sand and dirt play, informal
playing areas, open grassy playing areas, and designated play
structires. Provide areas to support social play and peer
intractio.ns, e.g., nests for quiet play and small arts and
crafts nooks. Provide areas that support cognitive development,
such as children's gardens.

* s For the 3 to 5 year old group, provide outdoor acti-
vity spaces.

(1) Provide a variety of activity areas. Areas
s,ould be sized to handle both individual and group activities.

(2) See the activity area based on 100 SF per
preschooler.

(3) Provide spaces for activities in open grassy
play areas, informal paved areas, and designated play structures.

(4) Provide 3 minimum of 200 cubic feet of outdoor
storage. This storage should be child-accessible, vandal-proof,
and weatherti;ht. Locate the storage units throughout the play

t soace to hold items needed for scecial activities, e.g., in the
irts ind crafts area, blocks in a creative play area, etc.

other
For the five year old and older children, provide a spe-

cial outdoor activity area. This area should allow for explora-
t.:n, znal lenge, and codifiaticn, and support individual or
zroup activities which promote cooperation.

tl) Size tne activity area based on 100 SF zer child.

(2) 'ocate this area close to coi~unity-shared public
par4 space and playing fields near the facility for overlap use.

(3) Provide a variety of activity spaces that offer
challenge without extreme competitiveness, e.g., single basket-
.ball hoops rather than entire courts, small baseball and soccer

areas, and climbing elements like good climbing trees or built
strictires.

(4) Provide areas for environmental yards, adventure play
areas, s;pervised fire and cooking areas, picnic areas, covered
play paviLons, fenced animal areas, and children's gardens.

(5) Provide outdoor storage as appropriate for special
areas, e.g., tool shed for envi:onmental yard and children's ga:-
des, supply shed for adventure play areas, etc. All of this
storage mhcui: De accessible to school-aged children, and be
lockable, "weatne: t igh t and vandal-proof.
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c chi car. centers
(' lGHTING

1 . General:

3. Combine natural and artificial light to provide ade-
g.a:e task and gleneral lighting which can be modified to respond
.to changing needs.

b. Daylight from windows and skylights should be used
when appropriate.

2. Criteria:

a. Maintain illumination levels at 50 fc for task
lighting on all activities requiring perceptual acuity treading,
drawing, color 'and shape discrimination tasks, staff administra-
tion work, testing, etc.) and 30 fc for background lighting and

all other activities not requiring close perceptual acuity.

b. Provide brightness ratios of 3:1 between task and
background. In addition to controlling artificial lighting
ratios, use siting baffles, roof overhangs, shades, etc., to
control the natural light brightness ratios. Provide adequate
lighting in entry spaces to permit gradual adaptation to outdoor-
indoor ratios much greater than the interior.

c. Control lateral differences in illumination, espe-
cially those created by strong side natural lighting in an acti-
vity space. Use sun shades, light attenuation devices, etc., and
orient activity pockets, work surfaces and storage units so that
light comes from behind most activities and children.

d. Provide sufficient controls over the natural and
artificial lighting sources to give lighting flexibility. Use
multi-ballast switches, di.mmer switches, track lighting, movable
lights, etc.

e. Provide high shielding luminaries with a cutoff angle
of azcut 30" for task lighting areas.

f. Equip child care centers with an internal communica-
tions system. Control panel at reception desk with hands-off
instr.uments in all care areas and playground.

g. Provide night lighting in non 24-hour centers in
lobby and,'or cash areas that are visible from outside.6

h. Where flourescent fixtures are required, use broad
spectr;m fluorescent lamps. Narrow spectrum flourescent bulbs
are not to ze used. Designs shall employ a mix of flourescent,
incandeszent and natural lighting.

Backup generators are recommended for all child care

4facilities to operate lighting during power failure.

Where backup generators are not provided, other emergency
lighting is required in all means of egress.
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child care centers
POWER

1. General: Sufficient electrical outlets, out of
children's reach should be available throughcut all primary and
secondary spaces to provide for ;cwer and lighting needs.

2. Criteria:

a. Each primary and secondary activity space should have
one 115V convenience outlet every 12 feet along perimeter walls.

b. Consider integrating lighting and electrical systems
into floor or ceiling grids and into movable working walls to
provide future flexibility.

c. Keep all outlets in spaces accessible to children out
of their reach. Height of outlets should be minimum 54 inches above
finished floor. In child accessible areas where and if necessary
to locate receptables lower than 54 inches from finished floor
(e.g., 18 inches above finished floor), the receptacles shall
have a cover that must be twisted prior to inserting plug.

3. Where necessary, provide pad-mounted exterior transformers in
dead front enclosures.

4

UTILITIES
1. Electric wiring shall be installed in accordance with the

National Electric Code, NFPA 70.

2. Equipmen. Itilizing gas and related ; a7 s p ; shall ho
installed in accordance with National Guel Gas Code, NFPA 54.

3. Air conditioning, heating, and ventilating ductwork and
related equipment shall be installed in accordance with the
azzlica._ standard on Air Conditioning and Ventilating Systems,
either NFPA 90A or 90B.

FIRE PROTECTION
3. The oower supply for fire alarm and detection systems

snall be connected in the following manner: Ccmnercial/backao
power ---- battery charger - battery - detection circuit.

The system 3hall operate from battery power constantly, thus
eliminatlng power interruptions.

3. An 3nnuciator panel shall be installed in the main
entrance (lotzy) area which indicates exact room of alarm.
Sprinkler alarm is :iot required to be listin;uished by area/room.
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child care centers
ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS
BY AREA

tJ4TRYJ LOW
Provide ambient lighting of 20 fc

with multi-level switching to allow for lighting flexibility.

Provide task lighting of 100 fc over work spaces and

ambient lighting of 50 fc elsewhere with multi-level switching to

allow for lighting flexibility.

P.Oc/IDI 4T LMeS)T TI..4 rLrC7K1C4M
:VTLtETS AMO A Hocc4<4o tmoF A t A~y 7tLt!HOK_.

Provide a telephone and four standard 115V electrical
outleta.

Provide ambient lighting of 50 fc and task lighting
of 100 fe.

STA1r KO OMr
Provide 3 inimun of two 113V electrical outlets, a

telephone, an antenna or cable hookup for TV, an electric clock
and space for a video-tape machine.

Provide ambient lighting of 50 fc with multi-level
swiL.hing to allow for lighting flexibility.

ACTIT~~Y A~r-A~

Provide ambient lighting of 50 fc with multi-level
switching to allow for lighting flexibility.

DiNK16/MULTI flum!"o-O ROOMD gOOM

Provide task lighting of 20 fc with multi-level
switching to allow for lighting flexibility.

Provide a wall-mounted extension phone.

I.ITC H -1

Provide ambient lighting of 100 f.

Provide ambient lighting of 15 fc ar.d 5J fc task
lignting over 4cr'e co.nters.

i:o LAT I
Provide 30 fc dimmable incandescent lighting.
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child care centers - M-
HVAC_

1. General.

a. Design the heating, ventilating and air quality
systems to be responsive to children's needs. Zone for different
comfort needs in different activity spaces.

b. Small children's physiological response to tem-
perature, humnidity, and air quality are different from adult
needs and will vary according to the level and type of activity.
Children spend much time on the floor and near the floor; con-
sider the temperature and air quality at this level.

2. Criteria:

a. Standardize design temperatures in all rooms occupied
by children at 68" F. in the winter and no higher than 78. F. in
the summer, measured within 1 foot of the floor. Exceptions to
this standard are given in appropriate spaces.

b. Zone active spaces for lower temperatures and
quieter, sedentary spaces for higher temperatures.

4 c. Site the building for passive energy conservation,
insulate well and design for active solar gain where appropriate.

d. Provide for relative humidity of 40-50% in all spaces
used by children.

e. I-rovide a minimum of 5 cubic feet per minute of out-
door air per occupant, with six to eight air changes per hour,
unless otherwise indicated.

f. Provide uniform air velocities of 25-40 feet per
minute, 1 foot from the floor, unless otherwise noted.

g. Provide tamper-proof thermostats in all primary and
secondary activity spaces, located 36 inches from the floor.

h. Provide mechanical exhausts for all kitchens,
toilets, laundries, dining, and food preparation spaces.

PLUMBING
I. Design the plumbing in child care facilities for easy

use by children. Provide individual shut-off valves for each
fixture, and floor drains in each area., Fixtures shall be sized
for the a;e ; oup served, except in areas reserved for adults.

2. rn addition to bathrooms, provide hot and cold water and
wash :asins in activity spaces as required.

3. Provie foor drains in all toilets, laundries, janitor
closets, kitcher, and water play areas to prevent flooding.
Provide deep seal traps in areas that do not normally stay wet.

4. Maxmum water temiperature should be 110 degrees. Provide
apr~prate measures in all child accessiole areas :o prevent
children from being exposed to scalding water.

5. Provide drinking fountains in each major care area for
chldren 3 years and ler and on the playrunds.
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child care centers
Water Supply and Fire Hydrants

1. water supply for installed fire suppression systems shall
be required as a part of the project for new facilities. water
supply requirements are contained in AFM 88-10 and NFA 13.

2. Fire hydrant spacing shall be in accordance with AFM
88-10. At least one hydrant shall be within 200 feet of the
facility.

- Fire Protection Systems
U 1. An automatic fire alarm and detection systems (FADS) is

required in all areas of the child care center. In sprinklered
areas, the sprinkler system serves as the FADS as well as the
suppression system.

2. The FADS shall consist of an automatic smoke detection
system in all sleeping areas, and an automatic heat detection

* system in all other areas. All areas except sleeping area that
are sprinklered do not require a smoke and heat detection system.r

3. All child care centers require an automatic wet or dry
pipe sprinkler system in all hazard areas. Hazard areas include
kitchens, utility/boiler/mechanical rooms, closets, storage
rooms, lounges, offices and laundry rooms.

4. A manual fire and evacuation alarm is required.

5. All FADS must transmit a signal to the fire department
serving the center.

6. All facilities that are not single story, slab on grade
construction, require total protection with automatic sprinklers.

7. Kitchen range hoods shall be equipped with a dry chemical
type automatic extinguishing system when the hood serves a deep
fat fryer or open burners.

. Fire department connections to support sprinkler systems
shall be accessible. They shall not te located inside fenced

* areas, or otner locations requiring special procedures to gain
access.
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child care centers ..

REQUIREMENTS BYARA

* Provide eight to ten air changes per hour.

* Provide a separate thermostat for the kitchen

and limit the temperature range to between 62 degrees F and the

standard temperature levels.

o Provide a forced air exhaust with a grease

filter.

o Provide 10-12 air changes per hour.

0 Provide a thermometer with a temperature range

frcm minus 20 degcees F to plus 120 degrees F in 2 degree divi-

sions. Control the temperature range in the storage area,

ncwever, to Zetween 50 and 70 degrees F.

o Provide for relative humidity of 20% with

separate controls and a separate thermostat.

o Provide four air changes per hour.

5TAPF TOILT

* Provide a mechanical exhaust fan (two cfm per SF).'

This area will be shared with other toilets. See

section on toilet options.

CHILD TOILETS

* Oesign tempe:atureS shall be 68 degrees 14n-mum in

tne dinter and 78 deg:ees maximum in the summer, neasured at a

-e"* I 4oo t above tne flzo:.

9 Provide a .. hanical exhlaust fan (two cfm :er SF)

LAumcmy

e ro-ve t-r-ee to Eive air changes pe, hour.

10 LATI O 
U

* Provide 10 to 12 air changes per hour.
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* -child care centers)

rSITE SPECIFIC INFORMATION
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child care centers-
Air Force Referencesr Ar-M 5610 IATF ---UFr~y
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child care centers U-
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Evaluation of the FTIP

The evaluation of the proposed facility type informa-

tion package includes an evaluation of the processes

involved in its development and use. The evaluation con-

sists also of a comparison with previous Air Force methods

of transmitting design information. The criteria to be used

in the evaluation are those identified in Chapter III. The

°evaluation discussion will examine each of the major cate-

gories shown in Table 3.6. Table 4.2 is a reprint of Table

3.6 and has been reproduced at the end of this chapter to

summarize the evaluation.

Uses

The proposed FTIP contributes significantly to all

four of the identified uses of facility type information

packages. The evaluatory use is slightly limited due to the

absence of the behavioral criteria mentioned earlier. The

hierarchical presentation aids the delivery of both educa-

tional and informational facts, while the wide use of gra-

phics and the incorporation of example floor plans encourage

the promotional use of the FTIP. The evaluatory process is

aided by the provision of a checklist of required items.

Users

The proposed FTIP contains information presented

both technically and nontechnically. The division of the
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facility type information into packages allows appropriate

information to be delivered to each of the primary users.

The previous methods of transmitting facility type

information were oriented primarily for the designers of Air

Force facilities.

Content

The proposed FTIP meets a majority of the content

criteria shown in Table 4.2. The criteria not fully met

will be discussed to highlight areas for future improvement.

Improvement is recognized as an on-going evolutionary

process. The first criterion that is somewhat deficient is

the area of cost information. The ability to maintain

current and accurate cost estimates for facility components

in a facility type information package is affected by the

updating cycles of the packages and the general distribution

of the package. The distribution of a facility type

information package to various areas can affect the accuracy

of cost information contained in the package.

The guide for site specific information provided in

the FTIP is a simplistic example. A more elaborate

checklist would also contain more of the areas addressed in

a Project Book.

* As mentioned earlier, the identification of behav-

ioral criteria is still in its infancy. As methodq for

behavioral evaluation are developed, they should be incor-

0 porated into FTIPs.
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A comparison of the FTIP with previous methods indi-

cates that both the FTIP and the design guides provided more

of what was wanted in the area of content. The highlights

of the FTIP are a method for allowing and choosing different

types of information detail levels, the beginning of cost

incorporation into facility type information packages and

better listed criteria.

Communication

The primary effort of this research was how to best

transmit facility type information. Any time information is

transmitted or transferred, communication occurs. Table 4.2

displays the area of communication improvements. Seven of

the nine communication criteria were improved upon. The

improvement in the reaching of criteria translates into

better communication of information, which ultimately trans-

lates into dollar savings.

Accessibility

The distribution of facility information to meet

user requests affects the accessibility of the information

and the costs of information delivery. By delivering infor-

mation on an "as needed" basis, information and the costs of

information delivery are less costly. By delivering informa-

tion on an "as needed" basis, information is more

efficiently and probably more effectively transmitted.

Comparison with previous methods indicates an
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improvement. The design guides will possibly be distributed

on an "as needed" basis as is suggested for the FTIP, but at

the time of this report, the design guides were still in

development, and distribution procedures were not indicated.

Evaluation and Update

The provisions for evaluation and update of the FTIP

are a much simpler and a more readily available process than

anything previously used. The provision of user evaluation

forms in each package promotes user feedback. The simple

updating process used for the design guides was retained in

FTIP development.

Costs

It seems quite common to end an evaluation or compar-

ison of various systems by looking at the costs of each.

Sometimes this comparison of costs neglects a parallel analy-

sis of benefits. Benefits that can translate into cost

savings over the life of the system may not be readily appar-

ent during the development of the system. The evaluation

and comparison of the costs of FTIP's with the previous

methods of transmitting facility type information will

include an examination of both benefits and costs. Costs

are an accounting of what it takes to get a package, and

benefits are an accounting of what will be lost if a package

is not implemented. If a benefit-to-cost ratio is improved

by implementation of the proposed FTIP, then cost savings
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are realized. Costs will be examined first, followed by an

examination of both the quantifiable and some of the unquan-

tifiable benefits provided by the proposed Facility Type

Information Package (FTIP).

The costs of an FTIP are divided into the same

subsidiary costs discussed for Definitive Designs and

design guides. Figure 4.5 compares the relevant costs.

The other area of concern in this analysis is
potential benefits. Benefits are defined here as advantages

over the design guides. Benefits are commonly ignored if

the benefit is unquantifiable. The benefits of implementing

the FTIP are both quantifiable and unquantifiable.

Quantifiable benefits are those which can be trans-

lated into dollar savings. One such benefit is the poten-

tial reduction in design time. The formating and presenta-

tion of the proposed FTIP accomplishes part of the

architect's work--the transformation of information into a

format useable in design and, in the case of a category one

FTIP, provides the necessary floor plan. If FTIPs are

provided to an AE design firm, then less production time is,

theoretically, necessary. Another potential benefit of the

proposed FTIP is a decreased chance of information omissions

which can be attributed to the hierarchical format and

graphic reminders. Deletion of important issues can result

in substantial correction costs at a later date.

1
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DpDesign FTIP

Development Guide -3
(a)

cost per page ......... 1000 1234
X average # of pages.... 35 18.8

TOTAL.... 35,000 23,200
X number of facility types 250 250(c)

TOTA.L DEVELPCrTENT COST .... 8,750,000 5,800,000

Reproduction
Ajerace nurber of paces/facility 35 18.8
X number of facility types... 250 250

TOTAL PAGES/SYSTEM ..... 8750 4700(d)

U Printing cost per 1000 pages. 20 20

TOTAL REPRCDUCTION COST... 175 94

Distribution
Reproduction cost/system 175 94

* X total number delivered. 150 7 5(e)
TOTAL DISTRIBUTION COST ..... 26,250 7050

Updating
Updating cost per page.. 2 0 (f) 55 ( g )

Estimated 1% update/5 year period 88 47
U TOTAL UPDATING COST ....... 1760 2585

TOTAL 8,778,010 5,809,635

(a) Based on an average of categories from Table 4.1.
(b) Based on average # of pages, given FTIP categorization.

. [BxC]

(c) Assuming same number of facilities as in design guides.
(d) Total of columns (BxC) in Table 4.1 [ z (BxC)].
(e) Author estimate of "as-needed" distribution based on

distribution of partial packages as the only "as-
* needed" requirement.

(f) Author estimate.

FIGURE 4.5: Design Guides Versus FTIPs (costs)
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The provision for variances in package development

proposed in the FTIP system allows another benefit: it

allows the contents (and subsequent costs) of a package to

vary with the required design flexibility. Table 4.1

illustrates the potential savings.

The discussion of benefits and costs of the FTIP

system allow for a benefit/cost (B/C) ratio to be examined.

The B/C "way of thinking" mentioned earlier in Chapter III

can be used when all benefits are not quantifiable. The

costs compared in Figure 4.5 show a reduction in costs from

adoption of the proposed FTIP. That point alone increases

the B/C ratio. If you combine the cost savings with the

increased benefits, the B/C ratio rises again.

( This chapter has presented some guidelines for

development and use of a facility type information package,

an example of the package, and a comparison of the proposed

FTIP with the previous methods of transmitting facility type

information. This evaluation is summarized in Table 4.2.

Table 4.1 Cost Savings from FTIP Categorization

CATEGORY COST/PAGE # FACILITIES (**) # PAGES TOTAL ALL CATEGORY

I 6000 50* 2 600,000 III OR IV
II 4000 50* 2 400,000 250 FACILITIES(**)
III 1000 100* 30 3,000,000 X 30 Pages Each
IV 1200 50* 30 1,800,000 XI100 Avg. Development

Cost/Page

25 C 5$8,250,00025C 800000 -5,800,000

*Author estimate a5,0
**Same # of facilities as i s a v n Q s 3,450,000

design guides
I
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ACHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

The conclusions of a report are usually author infer-

ences from the research or summarizations of the research.

The criteria listed at the end of Chapter III are inferences

from the initial research. The inferences from the liter-

ature review and other sources have found their expression

in the design information package presented. In that sense

they were conclusions drawn from the first research stage

which became assumptions for package development. Conse-

quently, it is appropriate to restate the azsumptions as a

general summary of the ideas conveyed.

The research and development process involved with

the proposal of the Facility Type Information Package led to

several conclusions. These were:

1. ?acility type information packages have been and will

continue to be used for more than providing design *idaTor-

mation they were originally to provide. A secondary usage

is the providing of Air Force programming information. This

information is more general in nature than what is needed

for design. Another use of FTIPs is to aid the evaluation

decisions taking place in design and in post-occupancy

evaluations. The use of Facility Type Information Packages
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is not only informational. An FTIP is also a promotional,

educational, and evaluatory package.

2. The organization and presentation of information is as

important as the information itself.

3. The use of a Facility Type Information Package is part

of an evolutionary process and necessary changes may already

need to be incorporated.

4. The users of facility type information are different inU
their educational and social orientation. Any package whose

purpose is to transmit information to these users must

consider and accomodate these differences.

5. The characteristics of a good method of transmitting

facility type information can be divided into five cate-

gories--content, communicability, accessibility, evaluation

and updating ability, and costs.

a. The contents of a facility type information package

should include what is needed by each respective user.

It should contain general information for Air Force

desio: -, and criteria for those who evaluate

facilities.

b. The communication of facility type information

should provide information only as needed, be presented

* hierarchically, be simple, be prescriptive in nature,

and above all use graphics.
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C. The accessibility of information should be related

to the frequency of use of the particular information

and the time necessary to distribute the required

information.

d. The evaluation and updating procedure for a facility

type information package is necessary for the success of

the package. The procedures should be simple and

readily accessible to package users.

e. The costs of providing information must be analyzed

with the benefits of providing the information. If the

benefits provide costs savings greater than the infor-

mation procurement costs, then the proposal is a good

investment. The costs of a facility type information

package include development, reproduction, delivery, and

updating costs. The benefits are decreased time

necessary for design, more accurate information, less

chance of information deletion, and better evaluation of

existing and new facilities on how well they include the

requirements of a particular facility type.

6. The us- of a facility type information package must be

presented in the form of guidelines which state the intended

use of the provided information.

.The development of Facility Type In formation Packages

U",TIPs) should be organized according to the complexity and

people orientation of a facility type. Four categories are

suggested which account for these concerns ranging from use
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of the old definitive plan concept to the outlining of

functional, technical, and behavioral criteria.

8. The Facility Type Information Package that is presented

in this thesis is proposed for implementation because of its

advantages over the previous methods of transmitting

facility type information. Table 5.1 is a reprint of the

Chapter IV evaluation of the proposed FTIP. The greater

number of criteria met by the use of FTIPs increases the

value of a facility type information package.

The eight conclusions listed above are supporting

* conclusions which led to the development and proposal of the

FTIP concept.

Other conclusions were also made during this

research effort. The first was that packagB titles may

affect the designer's flexibility in the use of the package.

The term "definitive" appears more restrictive than a

"guide" or "information package." The variations in the

words used in past package titles may indicate the amount of

design control wanted by the issuing agent.

Another factor which can influence design flexibil-

ity is the wording used in the regulations which refer to

the use of facility type information packages. Inconsistency

of verbage may mean inconsistency in design flexibility.

The result of this thesis is a proposal for a new

package to transmit facility type information. This package

is called a Facility Type Information Package (FTIP). This
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package recognizes the existence and promotes the use of

behavorial factors. These factors, if sufficiently

documented in an information package, increase the chances

of obtaining good architecture. The architect with

behavioral information is better equipped to provide more

livable facilities which ultimately impact upon individual

productivity.

Recommendations

The primary recommendation of this report is to

implement the proposed Facility Type Information Package

(FTIP) concept. It provides more benefits at less cost.

A secondary, ecoiiIendation is to coordinate all regu-

(lations and manuals to ensure consistency in the referral to

facility type information packages. Inconsistencies in the

referrals to AFM 88-2, Definitive Designs of Air Force

Structures, were noted earlier.

It is also recommended that all regulations should

contain an index of referenced regulations and manuals.

This procedure would allow more complete information

gathering and a more accurate and timely updating of ideas

referred to in several regulations.

4 Recommendations for Further Study

There are several suggested areas which could use

further examination or expansion. These are:
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1. Distribute and test the effectiveness of the proposed

FTIP in the field.

2. Evaluate the effect of the amount and kind of informa-

tion presented to an AE firm and the subsequent cost of the

firm's services.

3. Expand upon the idea of Facility Type Information Cate-

gories to include more detailed criteria for categorization

and a list of all potential facility types in each category.

4. Provide an example from each of the proposed FTIP

categories.

5. Examine the possible statistical methods, such as

analysis of semantic differential scales, to evaluate a

customer's architectural preferences and evaluate prefer-

( ences for particular facility types.
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APPENDIX A

EXAMPLES FROM AFM 88-2: DEFINITIVE DESIGNS
OF AIR FORCE STRUCTURES
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20332

I AUG 1982

* Lt Chris Basham
112 Iroquois Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 45405

* Dear Lt Basham

The Air Force is currently searching for a method to transmit
design data previously conveyed through the Definitive Drawings
(AFM 88-2). A better communicator of design data is required
in order to alleviate general problems inherent in the current
process and procedures. These include but are not limited to;
a very high cost to develop, deliver and update AFM 88-2, and
the perception by most designers that definitives must be
followed completely without any deviation or alteration to
accommodate site specific requirements.

With regards to costs, AFM 88-2 is the most expensive document
* produced by the Air Force . The average cost per sheet in 1982
* dollars is $6,000. These costs include procuring the services

of an architect-engineer firm to develop and design the facility
(concept design) and provide the Air Force with a finished 30
inch by 40 inch drawing. It does not include the cost of reducing
this drawing via contract to a 11 inch by 15 inch reproducible
by ozalid process paper and the distribution of the document
as well as the cost for salaries etc of Air Force personnel
involved in the process. If the size of the drawings could be
reduced to a standard 8X11 inch size the cost could be greatly
reduced. Accomplishing this would required a complete analysis
of the definitive program including an indepth look at the
kinds of data being presented. As currently structured the
original 30 inch by 40 inch drawings are not Legible when
reduced to a 8X11 inch size.

with regards to designer perceptions, despite strong wording in
the manual that the drawings are for general guidance only,zap-
proximately eight out of every ten facilities designed via
AFM 88-2 are almost identical. This has occurred despite the
fact that eight out of the ten sites were not identical along
with differences in Base architectural style, etc. The goal
of AFM 88-2 has been to provide basic design data concerning
how a facility functions and to provide the designer with a
vocabul:: y of data to use in designing this type of facility
for a specific site.
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Efforts to resolve some of the issues outlined above have pro-
gressed from the use of bubble diagrams to our current efforts
to develop design guides. These efforts have met with limited

success while at the same time new problems have surfaced.

Bubble diagrams have communicated more design flexibility by
not using hardline floor plans and have also yielded less de-
velopment and delivery costs due to decreased sheet size. Un-
fortun~ately use of these diagrams by the field has revealed
that while this approach is adequate for conveying design re-
quirements to technical personnel it is totally inadequated as
a vehicle for selling non technical personnel on the need for
a facility. In particular, it is very difficult to brief aq A wing commander on a facility when graphically all that can be
shown to this individual is a series of circles (bubbles).

Design guides our latest efforts are currently being tested in
the field and hopefully will alleviate some of the past problems.
Attached is an example of one of these guides.

A
While it is hopeful that the design guides will improve our
current system of conveying design data, this approach is new
and as such is untested. Additionally an analysis needs to
be made of the definitive progranL which will define the purpose,
the ultimate objective and suggest means of bridging this gap.
Any research which you can initiate on how best to communicate
fac-ility type information considering the development costs,
delivery, and update would be beneficial and appreciated.

Sincerely

1 Atch ibtr~ ; ;gf~i. :zJ rvs
Design Guide

2
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APPENDIX C

LISTING OF FACILITY TYPES AND SCOPES
IN AFM 88-2: DEFINITIVE DESIGNS OF

AIR FORCE STRUCTURES
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AFM 88.2

F T F- - F A C H -1 F S C O P F *

Admin Base Supply, Type B . .. .. . .. 11,520

Adnnin Base Supply, Type C .... ........ 15,640
Admin Base Supply, Type D .. ....... ... 19,440
Aircraft Barrier, Runway Overrun

A/C Corrosion Control, Covered ... .... 3S,190
Aircraft Maint Shop, Field (General Purpose) 20,110
Aircraft M,1aint Shop, General Purpose

(Multi-Function). . .... ....... .... 27,065
Aircraft Maint Shop, Organizational, Type A 2,500

A Aircraft Maint Shop, Organizational, Type B 3,300
Aircraft Maint Shop, Organizational, Type C "5, 700
Aircraft Maint Shop, Organizational, Type D 8,100
Aircraft Maint Shop, Organizational, Type E 10,220
Aircraft Maint Shop. Organizational, Type F 14,700
Air Navigational Aids, Class "B" VOR

(TVOR) ....... .................
Air Navigational Aids, Mobile Tacan
Air Navigational Aids, VHF-OMI.N-Range,

AN/FRN-12A (Addn) Types A&B
Air Navigational Aids, VHF-O.\MN-Range,

AN/FRN-1 9 (Counterpoise) . --
Air Police Control and Identification, Type A 600
Air Police Control and Identification, Type B 900
Air Police Hdqtrs Base Unit (Opns), Type I 2,650
Air Police Hdqtrs Base Unit (Opns), Type II 3,000
Air Police Hdqtrs Base Unit (Opns), Type III 3,500
Air Police Station (Security Force) . . . 1,270
Alert Aircraft Shelter Area Echelon Arrange
Anmo Maint. Shop . ...... 2,370
Ammo Storage Area (ADC Typ) (3/Shts) 2,3"
Ammo Storage Area (Sac Type) (1/Sht)
Ammo Storage Base (Above Ground) Type A 1,800
Ammo Storage Base (Above Ground) Type B 5,500
Ammo Storage Base (Above Ground) Type C 6,600
Ammo Storage Base 'Multi-Cubicle

Magazine, Type I (SAC) ............. ... 4,157
Ammo Storage Base Seg. Mag., 3 Bay .... 205
Ammo Storage Base Seg. Mag., 6 Bay ... 410
Ammo Storage Base Seg. Mag., 8 Bay . ... 545
Ammo Storage, Site Layout, SAC Type ....V Ammo Storage, Site Layout, Joint SAC-ADC

Type ........ ............... .
Ammo Storage, Spares, Inert . ....... . 2,500

-- Armament & Electronics Shop .....
(for F 105 A/C) .... ..... 15 600

-__ Armament and Electronics Shop, Ty-pe . -

(SAC) ..... ............... ... 12,650
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C - Armament and Electronics Shop, Type B (ADC) 12,290
Armament and Electronics Shop, Type D (SAC) 25,281
Assembly and Checkout Building
Automotive Maintenance Shop, 10-30 Vehicle

Equivalents. ................ 1,485
Automotive Maintenance Shop, 31-50 Vehicle

Equivalents .............. . . . . . . . 1,875
Automotive Maintenance Shop, 51-150 Vehicle
- Equivalents, Type "A" . ......... 5,500
Automotive Maintenance Shop, 101-150 Vehicle

Equivalents, Type "B" . . . . . . . . .. 6,800
Automotive Maintenance Shop, 151-250 Vehicle

Equivalents .................... 13,330
Automotive Maintenance Shop, 251-350 Vehicle

Equivalents (A&B) . . . . . . . . . . .. 19,720
Automotive Maintenance Shop, 351-450 Vehicle -

Equivalents (A&B).... . . . 23,360
Automotive Maintenance Shop, 451-65o0ehicle 9- 9

Equivalents (A&B) ...... ..-. . ..... .27,000
Automotive Maintenance Shop Refueling

Units, Scheme A .... ............. ... 4,500
Automotive Maintenance Shop, Refueling

Units, Scheme B ............... 3,600
Automotive Maintenance Shop, Refueling

Units, Scheme C....... ........... ... 2,700
Automotive Storage, Heated (Maint. Garage),

30-300 Vehicles Varies
Banking Facilities, Types I Thru V

.Type I ................. 1,280
Type II ... ................. . 1,900
Type IllI ..... ................... 3,130
Type IV ........ ................. 5,200
Type V .......... ......... ... 7,800

Bowling Alleys 2 Thru 32 Lanes --
Blast Deflector, Jet

- 4 Cold Storage, Base (Types A, B, C, D, E,
F and G) .......... .......... .Varies

Communications Bldg, Base, Type A ..... ... 6,880
& Communications Bldg, Base, Type B ....... 8,050

Communications Bldg, Base, Type C ..... ... 8,950
Communications Bldg, Base, Type D . . . . 10,410

* Confinement Facility, 12 Men . ....... ... 2,470
Confinement Facility, 15 Men ....... ... 3,460

fl Confinement Facility, 20 Men ........ ... 4,400
Confinement Facility, 32 Men .. ......... 5,740
Confinement Facility, 57 Men .. ........ . 9,150

- Corrosion Control, A/C ..... ........... 38, 190
I
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" Confincrient Facility, 32 Men ......... ... 5, 747
Confinement Facility, 57 Men ......... ... 9,150

2 Corrosion Control, A/C 38, 190
Dining Fac. Enlisted, 500 Mn ........
Dining Fac. Enlisted, 1000 Mn. ............
Dining Fac, Enlisted, 1500 Mn ...........
Dock-A/C Fuel System Maint. -Lg. A/C . 17,580
Dock-A/C Maint. Lg. A/C .. ........ 26,790
Dock-A/C Maint, Small A/C ........ ---

Dormitories, Air Conditioning .......... ---
Dormitories, Air Conditioning ........... ---

Dormitories, Air Conditioning .......... ---

Education Center .... . 6,000
Ele Emergency Power Bldg, NavAids, Type 1 186
Ele Emergency Power Bldg, NavAids, Type 2 7295
Ele Emergency Power Bldg, NavAids, Type 3 403
Electric Power Bldg. 400/650 KW Unit 2,700
Engine Inspection and Repair Shop, Scheme JA 6,800
Engine Inspection and Repair Shop

Scheme JB..... .... ......... 11,02 0
Engine Inspection and Repair Shop,

Scheme JC ....... ........... 15,640
Engine Inspection and Repair Shop,

Scheme RA .......... ...... 7,000
Engine Inspection and Repair Shop,

Scheme RB.. ....... ....... 15,640
Engine Inspection and Repair Shop, Combin-

ation 1 (RA and JC)........ ..... . 21,630
Engine Inspection and Repair Shop, Combin-

ation 2 (RA and JB) ....... ......... 17,800
Engine Inspection and Repair Shop, Combin-

~ation 3 (RB and JA) . . .. . 20,2800

ation 3 (RB and JA).................. 20,280

Fire Station, Bldg. Type A (2 Stalls) .. ..... 4,582
Fire Station, Bldg, Type A (3 Stalls) .. ..... 5,510
Fire Station, Bldg, Type A (4 Stalls) .. ..... 6,438
Fire Station, Bldg, Type A (5 Stalls) .. ..... 8,410
Fire Station, Bldg, Type A (6 Stalls) .. ..... 9,686
Fire Station, Bldg. Type A (7 Stalls) ..... .. 10,614
Fire Station, Bldg. Type A (8 Stalls) . . .. 12,122
Fire Station, Bldg. Type A (9 Stalls) ..... .. 13,050
Fire Station, Bldg. Type A (10Stalls) ....... 13,975
1000" Firing-In-Butt, Typc A1 (Semi-

Inclosed) Type B (Open) ........
Flight Simulator Trng., Bomber and Cargo

Type A/C, 1 Simulator ..... ....... 4.S97
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Flight Simulator Trng., Bomber and Cargo

Type A/C, 2 Simulators .. ........ .. 8,368
Flight Simulator Trng., Bomber and Cargo

Type A/C, 3 Simulators ...... ..... 11,874
Flt Simulator Trng., RB-66B or B-47B,

1 Simulator .............. 4,413
Flt Simulator Trng. , RB-66B or B-47B,

2 Simulators ........ . .... ... 7,411
Fit Simulator Trng., RB-66B or B-47B

3 Simulators ..... ............. ... 10,433
Flt Simulator Trng., Fighter Type A/C, -1

Simulator. ............ .. 5,733
Flt Simulator Trng., Fighter Type A/C, -2

Simulators **.*.*.............. . . 10,040
Flt Simulator Trng., Fighter Type A/C, -3

Simulators ..... ............. . 14,206
Flight Training, Basic ... ........... ... 29,600

4 Gate House .... --

Ground Powered Equipment (Maint. ) Shop . 5,720
Guard House Security .. ........... ... 737
Gymnasium ........ ........... 11,000

4 Gymnasium . . . *........... . . . 21,000
Gymnasium and Pool w/Combined Locker

Room (See Sht 4) of AD 31-06-18) 35,300
Hangar, A/C Maint. Field ... ..... ... 66,849
Hangar, A/C Maint. Field, w/leanto . . 77,212
Hangar, A/C Maint. (Organizational Pull-

Thru), w/o Shops .... ......... 28,913
Hangar, A/C Maint. (Organizational Pull-

Thru), Shops Only Both Sides... . .. 12,416
Hangar, A/C Maint. (Organizational Pull-

Thru), -w/Shops One Side .. ........ . 35,865
Hangar, A/C Maint. (Organizational Pull-

Thru), w/Shops Both Sides .. ...... . 41,329
Hangar, Alert (Fighter A/C) . ....... . 22,440
Headquarters Bldg, Type I . ....... 3,680
Headquarters Bldg, Type II ....... . 7,360.

4. Headquarters Bldg, Type II ... ....... 16,560
Headquarters Bldg, Type IV ....... .... .24, 030
Headquarters Bldg, Type V . . ..... 29,700
Headquarters Bldg, Type VI ....... 36,560
Instrument Landing System (ILS) NavAids
Igloo, Storage, Type A .......... . 1,230
Igloo, Storage, Type B .... .......... . i. 1, 920
Igloo, Storage, Type C ... ........... ... 2,410
Igloo, Stg-ADC Type - Primary & Secondary --

Igloo, Stg-ADC Type - Secondary ...... . 744
Igloo, Stg-ADC Type - Primary ...... 137
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Si- Igloo, Storage Steel Arch-Earth Mounded
(SAC Type) .......... .......... 1,590

I- Igloo, Storage Steel Arch-Under Pass-
Earth Mounded .......... . . . ...

Kennel, Canine (Support Bldg).... . . . 420
" Laboratory Precision Measurement, Type A 1,792

Laboratory Precision Measurement, Type B 2,640
Laboratory Precision Measurement, Type C 3,488
Laboratory Precision Measurement, Type D 4,336
Library Buildings, Types I Thru IX --Liquid Oxygen, Bulk Storage . .......

Maintenance Shop - Composite . . . . . . . 5,260
Medical Food Inspection Facility ....... .. 1,100
Mobile Trng. Unit Facility (Detachment) 11,340
Modulator, WVX Bldg for AN/CPS-9 .. ..... 344
Navigational Aids Bldg. , Type "0" . . . . 168
Navigational Aids Bldg., Type "1!' ..... 344
Navigational Aids Bldg., Type "2" .... 452
Navigational Aids Bldg., Type "3" ..... 561
Navigational Aids Bldg., Type "00". . . . 64
Officers' Qrtrs. Cent. Corr. Plan (40 Officers) 18, 150
Officers' Qrtrs, Open Balc. Plan, (40 Officers) 16, 850
Officers' Qrtrs, Air Conditioning
Open Mess, NCO, 50 to 240 NCO's ..... . 4,400
Open Mess, NCO, 251 to 400 NCO ..... . 6,500
Open .Mess, NCO, 401 to 750 NCO's ....... 10,000
Open Mess, NCO, 751 to 1,500 NCO's . . . 14,000
Open Mess, Officers', 50 to 250 Men .... 6,500
Open Mess, Officers', 251 to 400 Men . . . . 10,000
Open Mess, Officers', 401 to 750 Men . . . . 14,000
Open Mess, Officers', 751 to 1,500 Men . . . 22,000
Open Mess, Officers', 1,501 to 3,000 Men . . 27,800

C Operations Bldg (Special), Type 'Q' . . . . . 3,200
Operations Bldg (Special), Type 'B' ..... ... 2,625

4|Operations Bldg (Special), Type 'I' ..... .. 2,550
Operations Bldg (Special), Type 'R' . . . . 3,200
Parachute and Dinghy, Base Shop w/Dinghy..

Shop Unit, Type A ..... ....... .... 6,470
Parachute and Dinghy, Base Shop w/Dinghy

Shop Unit, Type B ....... .... . i.10,700
4Parachute and Dinghy, Base Shop w/Dinghy

Shop Unit, Type C ... ............ .. 17,400
Parachute and Dinghy, Base Shop w/o Dinghy

Shop Unit, Type A ........... ...... 5,510
Parachute and Dinghy, Base Shop w/o Dinghy

Shop Unit, Type B .. ........... 8,540
Parachute and Dinghy, Base Shop w/o Dinghy

Shop Unit, Type C ... .......... .. 15,400
Power Check Pad .... ............ --

POL Operations & Quality Control ... ...... 1, 6U0
Radar Approach Control Facility Bldg.,

1 Story .... .... ......... 6,035
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CAT15CF.Y
FACILITY SCOPE*

2 Radar Approach Control Facility Bldg.,
r 2 Story ..... .............. 9,605

Radar Facilities (FD) AN/FPS-35 and

AN/FPS-24 ........ ....... ... 20,175
Radar Facilities (FD) AN/FPS-7 ........ ... 6, 633
Radar Facilities (FD) AN/FPS-26 ...... ... 6,615
Radar Facilities (FD) AN/FPS-27 ....... .12,292
Range, High Power Rifle (50 positions,

2z outdoor). .. ............... 1,620
Range, Target, Pistol (100 positions,

Outdoor) ........... .... ... 1,640
Range, Target, Small Arms (10 positions,

Indoor) .......... ..... .. 2,875
Range, Target, Small Arms, (20 positions,

Indoor). .......... .. . .. . 5,180
Range, Target, Small Bore Rifle and Carbine

(100 positions, Outdoor) ..... ........ 1,740
Readiness Crew ..... .............. 26,708
Refueling Units, Scheme A (Maint. Shop) . . . 3,200
Refueling Units, Scheme B (Maint. Shop) . . 2,560
Refueling Units, Scheme C (Maint. Shop) . . 1,920
Rocket Assembly, Base Storage, Unit A . . . 2,305
Rocket Assembly, Base Storage, Unit B . 8,080
Rocket Assembly, Base Storage, Unit C . . . 9,305
Rocket Assembly, Base Storage, Unit D .. 10,385
Rocket Assembly, Base Storage, Unit E . . . 11,610
Security Sentry House (Ammo) . ...... ... 1,324
Service Club-501 to 1,000 Men ........ ... 7,000
Service Club-1, 001 to 2,000 Men ...... ... 12,70Q_
Service Club-2,001 to 4,000 Men ... ..... 19, S00
Service Club-4001 to 5,000 Men ...... ... 27,720
Shed, Storage ........ ........... ... 40,000
Shelter, A/C...--
Shelter, A/C WPNS Calib., (Open Facility) --
Shelter, A/C WPNS Calib., (Closed Facility) --

* Shelter, Fallout ........... ..... 1,400
Special Weapons Training (Tech) (SAC) 3,770
Squadron Hq Bldg (ADC) N.JMLDjZ .......... 1,467r Squadron Operations, Type A, 1/2 Sqdn,

KC 135 ........ ............. 8,700
Squadron Operations, Type B, C-124--C-133 3,400
Squadron Operations, Type C, Fighter . . .. 5,300
Squadron Operations, Type D, C-130 3,400
Squadron Operations, Type E, Adv. Trng.

Ftr./Interceptor ........ ........ S,400
Squadron Operations, Type H, 20 KC 135 . . 12, 900
Swimming Pool-Indoor (25-Meter) .. ..... 15, 212

5cy,4 Swimming Pool-Outdoor, S-Lane, 25-Meter-
Bathhouse ..... ............... ... 3,1390

Swimming Pool-outdoor, 6-Lane, 25-Meter-
Bathhouse .... ............. .... 5, -2')
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0i FACILITY 5COPE,

%Warehouse, Supplies and Equipment Base,
Type A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,905

Warehouse, Supplies and Equipment Base,
Type B ................ 41,105

Warehotse, Supplies and Equipment Base,
Type C ..... .... ....... ..... 81,805

Warehouse, Supplies and Equipment Base,
Type D ....... ._.... .. ...... 122,505

Warehouse, Supplies and Equipment Base,
Type E ..... ..... ..... .. 163,205

'2 Warehouse, Supplies and Equipment Base,
Type F.......... . . ..... 4,000

Warehouse, Supplies and Equipment Base,
Typ e G .... ........._ ... 6,000

Warehouse, Supplies and Equipment Base,
Type H. . .. .... .......... .... 8,000

r Warehouse, Supplies and Equipment Base,
Type. I ....... ........... .... 10,000

Wash Rack, A/C, Type A . ......... 4,540SYK Wasp- Rack, A/C, T3pe B . ........ . 2,740SY
Wash Rack, A/C, Type C .... ........ S03SY
Wash Rack, A/C, Utilities Control Center . 240
Weather Facility, Rawinsonde ... ...... 1,755
Weather Observation Station (Representative) 182

. Swimming Pool--Outdoor, 10-Lane, 50-Meter-
Bathhouse ...... . ....... ...... 7,020

Target Intelligence..... ............ .9,445
Theater, 350 Seats .... ............. 6,500

4 Theater, 500 Seats ... ............ . 10,270
Theater, 750 Seats .... ............ ... 13,460
Theater, 1,000 Seats ... ........... ... 16,700

3- Tower Control I each
S- Trailer Court Fac. (Site and Community Bldg.,

4 Perm., 50 Spaces) .. .......... . 1,775
Transmitter-Receiver Bldg., 30 KWV Gen. Rm. 1,150
Transmitter-Receiver Bldg., 60 KW Gen. Rm. 1,200
Transmitter-Receiver Bldg., 150 1KW Gen. Rm 1,265
Transmitter-Receiver Bldg., Type A, 1 Gen 1,060

53, Transmitter-Receiver Bldg. Type A, 2 Gen 1,190
4 Transmitter-Receiver Bldg., Type A, 3 Gen 1,325

Transmitter-Receiver Bldg., Type B, 1 Gen 1,320
Transmitter-Receiver Bldg., Type B, 2 Gen 1,450
Transmitter-Receiver Bldg., Type B, 3 Gen 1,585
Transmitter-Receiver Bldg., Ground/Air . . 2,800
Tropospheric Scatter, 1 KW Station. . . . . 3,660

4 Tropospheric Scatter, 10 KW Station . . . . 4,076
2-- Tropospheric Scatter, 50 KW Station . . . . 4,874

Tropospheric Scatter, 10 KW Station . . . . 4,076
Tropospheric Scatter, 50 KW Station . 4,S74

*All scopes in square feet unless otherwise noted.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

A. Purpose. This Design Guide provides the basic criteria to
evaluate, plan, program and design child care centers, includLng
new construction, major or minor renovation and changes to
existing facilities.

B. References:

1. AFM 86-2, Standard Facility Requirements.

2. AFM 88-10, Water Supply.

- 3. AFM 88-15, Air Force Design Manual, Criteria and
,' Standards for Air Force Construction.

4. AFP 88-40, Sign Standards.

5. AFP 88-41, Air Force Interior Design Pamphlet.

6Q 6. AFR 215-1, Air Force Morale, Welfare and Recreation (MWR)
Programs and Activities.

7. AFR 215-27, Child Care Development Program.

8. AFR 216-6, MWR and Transient Billeting, Construction,
Architecture, Kitchen and Interior Design Programs.

9. Annual Air Force Pricing Guide.

10. DOD 4270.1M, Construction Criteria Manual.

11. NFPA 54, National Fuel Gas Code.

12. NFPA 70, National Electric Code.

13. NFPA 90A, Air Conditioning Systems.

14. NFPA 90B, Warm Air Heating and Air Conditioning.

15. NFPA 96, Commercial Cooking Equipment, Vapor Removal.

16. NFPA 101, Life Safety Code.

17. USPH, PHS Publication 1934, Food Service Sanitation
Manual.

C. Scope and Obiectives. This document is applicable for all
construction projects for child care centers. It applies to all
sizes of child care facilities and to the design of both indoor
and outdoor spaces. This document is not intended to provide all
of the information needed to identify project requirements or
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7 successfully prepare project designs. Additional information
shall be obtained from the installation pertaining to the unique
requirements of the loczation.

D. Philosophy.

1. Importance of child care. A child care facility has con-
siderable responsibility in the community. Its role is to offer
a developmentally sound program which goes beyond caretaking.
The first experiences for young children in group situations
should be ones which develop a sense of joy, wonder, and
*curiosity in the world around them. One of the most important
objectives of a good program is to assist children to develop a
positive self-concept. when children feel good about what they
can do, when they recognize the love and friendship of caregivers
and other children, and when they have confidence in themselves,q they will be more receptive to other learning opportunities.

2. Child development and child care.

a. Much of the child's development occurs-spontaneously
from unstructured activities--play where the child is learning
and growing from his or her own initiative, exploration, and
discovery. Learning also occurs from structured and semi-
structured situations. Optimal early childhood development is
enhanced by a complementary balance of unstructured play
experiences interspersed with structured learning.

b. Child development occurs by adding knowledge
or abilities and by passing through a series of stages or major
periods of development. Stages evolve in a fixed order of suc-
cession and follow an invariant sequence for all children.
Each stage is characterized by behavior that is different from
that of the preceeding stage. Each stage also integrates all
behavio~rs possible at previous stages, consolidates them, and
prepares for development toward the next stage.

(1) Infancy, from birth to about 18 months, is the
period when rapid changes of a child can be noted in terms of

4 intellectual as well as physical development. This period is
characterized by the sequential acquisition of abilities such as
locomotion and grasping. An infant's behavior is centered around
manipulation of objects and the performance of activities for the
simple sensation and pleasure of it.

4 (2) The change from infancy to~to~dlerhood, between
18 months and 3 years, is a period when the major signs of
development are the increase of physical capabilities, the use of
language and the ability to internalize thoughts. During this
period, a child establishes walking and running, begins to
explore and experiment with the environment, and increases social
experiences such as talking and seeking the attention of others.
Toddlers begin to develop personality and establish likes and
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dislikes. Play for these children is beginning to move into fan-
tasy and parallel play, where although often in groups, toddlers
play without much interaction with other children.

(3) The preschool age child, between 3 and 6 years,
( has increased control of fine motor skills, a large vocabulary,

and often engages in cooperative play. Fantasy play, including
frequent daydreaming, occupy much time, and ambiguous and nonob-
jective settings and props offer varied play possibilities.

(4) From about 5 or 6 until 10 to 12 years of age,
the school age child is passing through many intellectual, social
and emotional changes. The child no longer confuses his or her
own viewpoint with that of others and is able to differentiate
and coordinate different points of view. The school aged child
begins to engage in complex social relationships and toq understand rules of games, morality and ethics.

3. Range of child care programs.

a. Air Force child care programs accept children from 6
weeks through 10 years of age. Most programs accept children
whose parents are not at home before and after school hours or
who wish to place children in a situaticn between school and
family-gathering time.

b. There are three basic scheduling patterns:

( (1) Children attending for a full day, e.g., as many
as 10 hours.

(2) Children attending for part of a day, typically
a half day on a regular, scheduled basis.

(3) Children attending on an hourly non-scheduled
basis.

c. There are three types of separation and mixing to be
considered in the context of child care centers:

(1) The demands of full day, part-day, and hourly
children are somewhat different and will require programs, staff,
space and entries for scheduled care versus hourly care.

(2) The need to provide somewhat separate spaces and
program options for older versus younger children and also pro-
vide opportun~ities for overlap of different ages with the proper
super vision.

(3) School age program should have a separate sipace
with a different character from the rest of the child care opera-
tions.
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4. Center size. The number of children to be accommodated
in one facility is one of the more important decisions to be made
when planning and programming child care centers. Maximum center
size should be limited to 75 children. when a center is required
to serve more than 75 children, use a modular arrangement in the
design with the maximum size for each module limited to 75

( children.reThe modules may house either one type of program or
one or moeprograms for a variety of age groups. The modules
shall be visually and acoustically separate, however, where
feasible, provide proximity and interim circulation between dif-
ferent modules and programs. Provide for support functions such
as -administrative space, resource library, toy-lending library,
space for itinerant staff, centralized bookkeeping, kitchen,
receiving in the central core. Provide shared utility walls bet-
ween modules where feasible.

a. Design the child care centers, based on the following
group sizes:

(1) 0 to 75 children (small)

(2) 76 to 150 children (medium)

*(3) 151 to 225 children (large)

(4) 226 to 300 children (outsized)

b. Any request to erect a center to serve more than 300
children will require special attention and shall be handled on a

Ccase by case basis.
c. See Appendix H for prototype plans for the different

size child care centers. These plans are based on the designs of
recent child care centers and are intended to serve a design
guidance, not definitive designs.

d. The design of child care centers shall be based on 75
gross SF per child.

5. Outdoor playgrounds. Children's play is critical to
* psychomotor, intellectual and social development. Adventure

play, creative play and environmental play should be emphasized
in child care playgrounds.

E. Preliminary PlanningGuidance.

* 1. The following chapters discuss the functional and tech-
nical requirements essential to the design and construction of
child care centers.

2. The appendices at the end of this design guide present
additional and more detailed design guidance and equipment lists.
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CHAPTER II

Architectural

A. Purpose. The primary purpose of child care centers is to
serve the developmental needs of children of different ages and
cultural backgrounds, and this must be the dominant objective of
their architecture.

B. Users. The primary users of the child care centers are:

1. Children:

a. Early infants (6 weeks to 6 months).

b. Older infants (6 to 18 months).

c. Toddlers (18 to 36 months).

d. Preschool age (3 to 6 years).

e. School age (6 to 11 years).

2. Staff:

a. Director.

b. Desk clerk/receptionist.

c. Program director/assistant director.

d. Caregivers.

e. Food service workers.

f. maintenance.

C. General Design Criteria.

1. Architectural style and scale:

a. Design the child care center using an architectural
style, choice of materials and color selections that are comn-

-~patible with the base master plan and the adjacent environment.

b. Design the facility to reflect a residential
character by using residential scale doors, windows, roof forms,

4 landscaping and pathways.

c. Keep the ceilings in the activity areas at approxima-
tely 10 feet high. If sloped roof shapes are used without
dropped ceilings, consider using exposed trusses with the bottom
chords held at 10 feet, or banners flags, panels, hanging plants,
etc., to create an impression of a 10 feet high space. Hold the
ceilings in other areas to 8 or 9 feet high.
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4 d. Use child-scaled materials and equipment whenever
possible in the activity areas, toilets and other areas fre-
quented by the children. These child-scaled elements include
plumbing fixtures, mirrors, windows, drinking fountains, cubbies,
furniture, chalk and bulletin boards, etc. If adult-sized equip-
ment is provided which must be used by the children, make provi-
sions to accommodate this use.

2. Entry design:

a. Make the entrance to the building obvious to first
time users through the use of signs, overhangs, gates, paths,
planting and colors.

b. Provide a covered entryway large enough to serve as
an outdoor waiting area. In appropriate climates, extend this
roofed area sufficiently to offer protection for two to four cars
parked for a few minutes by parents picking up or delivering
their'children. Provide a minimum of 300 SF for this extended
covered space. In calculating the gross footage of the child
care center, calculate this area at 50%.

c. Provide views of the interior and outdoor activity
I areas for the approaching children and parents whenever possible.

The design shall be such that children will not have to walk
through traffic.

d. Design the pedestrian approach to the building so
that the pathway does not pass through any outdoor activity
areas. This does not apply to separate front yard or front porch
play areas where children can play with their parents upon pickup
or delivery.

e. Use elements such as carpeting, warm colors, low
level lighting and soft, residential style furniture to provide
an inviting and reassuring reception for the children.

f. Design the entry and reception area to permit the
parents to meet or say good-bye to their children, help them with
their clothes and deliver them to their assigned areas without
disruption of the child care center operations.

g. Design the entry to provide the receptionist with a
clearly visible, controlled access point.

3. Circulation design:

a. Design the circulation paths to be clear to the
children, staff and parents. Use colors, textures and finish
materials on the walls and/or floors to define traffic patterns.
Use signs with words an,- symbols where appropriate.

b. All circulation paths shall be a minimum of 3 feet in
width and shall comply with the fire exit width requirements
described in Chapter V, Fire Protection.
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c. Calculate the amount of nonassignable space (interior
circulation and interior and exterior walls) based on a minimum
of 20% of the net assignable space (primary and secondary acti-
vity areas, staff, service and 50% of the overhangs at the entry,

I' indoor activity areas, etc.).

4. Activity area design:

a. Provide for both small and large group activity
pockets within-each age group activity area. Design these acti-
vity pockets so that they are open enough to permit children to
see the variety of play possibilities available to them, yet pro-
vide enough closure to protect the child from noises and visual
distractions. See Appendix D for more detailed criteria.

b. Design the activity areas to encourage small groupq interaction. Provide nooks for two through five children. The
maximum size group and the numk~er of staff required for super-
vision are shown below for the various age groups.

Maximum Size Staff
Group of Group Required

Early infants (6 wk-6 mo.) 8 2
Older infants (6-18 mo.) 16 2
Toddlers (18-36 mo.) 20 2
Preschool age (3-6 yr.) 24 2
School age (6-11 yr.) 30 2

c. Minimize the number of children to which an indivi-
dual child is exposed to reduce the spread of disease. The dif-
ferent age groups should not be combined for play activities
except in the outdoor play areas or in areas where a minimum of
75 net SF per child is provided.

d. Provide adequate display spaces for children's art-
work, bulletin bords, chalkboards and other writing surfaces at
children's eye level heights, i.e., 20 to 34 inches high.

4 e. Use walls for storage and display and to provide
visual and tactile stimulation through the use of colors and tex-
tures. Half height walls can be used to provide spaces for
climbing, seating, plants, puppet stages, etc. Consider the use
of glass walls where acoustical but not visual separation is

4 required.

f. Use graphics, murals, display surfaces and shelves to
scale walls without textures down to the child scale.

g. Design the floors to be free of drafts and warm to
the touch.

h. Select floor finishes that are appropriate for the
specific activity pockets, i.e., hard surfaces for wheel toy
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play, etc. Choose finishes that resist moisture and minimize
maintenance. Use hard surfaces under areas used for eating,
painting, water play, etc.

i. Select soft floor coverings which are impervious to
bacteria and fungus growth and odor retention.

j. Provide as many soft things in the environment as
possible, i.e., floor cushions, carpet, soft furniture, etc.

k. Design modified open space within the activity rooms.

5. Acoustics:

a. Zone quiet activity spaces away from noisy activity
areas. Provide an environment which permits sound control.

q b. Examine noise relationships between activity areas
and provide appropriate acoustic protection where needed. Sounds
can be used to heighten interest in activities and to relate
activities to space, e.g., a quiet space for resting, an acousti-
cally alive space for physical activity. Certain sounds are com-

A forting and interesting to children while others produce
irritation, distraction and fatigue.

(1) The anticipated peak noise level in child care
centers is 70-80 dbA. The preferred sound criteria (PNC) should
be 35-45 dbA in primary and secondary spaces, less in napping

( spaces.

(2) Limit the ambient noise level from mechanical
systems, outside noises and adjacent spaces to 30-40 dbA.

(3) Limit the reverberation time to 0.6-0.8 seconds
generally. Provide less in smaller spaces.

D. Functional Requirements. Provide the following functional
spaces. See Appendix C for the total space requirements.

4 1. Entry/vestible. Provide an entrance vestible for weather
protection. Provide two sets of outward swinging double doors
with closers and panic hardware.

2. Lobby. Lobby should be an informal, friendly and home-
like area adjacent to the vestible and reception area. For pur-
poses of control, all child care center activities shall be
channeled through this area, Provide ambient lighting of 20 fc
with multi-level switching to allow for lighting flexibility.

3. Reception. Provide a reception area adjacent to the
lobby. Design the area to convey a sense of partial enclosure,
warmth and protection.

a. Provide a receptionist counter/desk to accommodate a
cash register or cash drawer, telephone and reception-
secretarial-bookkeeping files and equipment. Provide two
electrical outlets. 204



b. Provide for a waiting area for the parents with
seating, a coat closet, access to a toilet and space for a pay
telephone. (Pay telephone space shall be adequate to accommodate
handicapped requirements.) (This space shall be located in the lobby

A c. Provide task lighting of 100 fc over work spaces and
ambient lighting of 50 fc elsewhere with multi-level switching to
allow for lighting flexibility.

*4. Isolation. Provide an isolation room to isolate and
observe a sick child. Locate the room adjacent to the reception
area and isolated from other children. The desk attendant shculd
be able to supervise, observe and control access to the isolation
room without leaving the desk area.

a. Size the room to accommodate a cot or crib.

b. Provide a toilet with a water closet and a lavatory
with hot and cold water and a drinking bubbler.

c. Provide a soap/towel dispenser. When used as a com-
bined staff/isolation toilet, a mirror and medicine cabinet shall

6 be provided.

d. Provide 30 fc dimmable incandescent lighting.

e. Provide 10 to 12 air changes per hour.

5. Manager/director's office. Provide a manager/director's
office with closet. The director's office and related adminis-
trative areas should be visible and accessible to children and
parents, provide visual access to the entry area, and maintain
visual contact and access to main activity areas.

MR a. In addition to normal administrative work, the direc-
tor needs to be readily accessible to staff, children and
parents; to have access to indoor and outdoor child activity
areas; and to meet with groups of staff, parents and consultants.
Design the office to provide for complete visual and acoustical

* privacy when required.

b. Provide a window and natural ventilation, if
possible.

c. Provide a telephone and four standard 115V electrical
* outlets.

d. Provide ambient lighting of 50 fc and task lighting
of 100 fc.

6. Staff. Provide a staff lounge/workroom that is comfor.-
* table and buffered visually and acoustically from the activity

areas. A staff/public toilet should be nearby.
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a. Provide a closet with a hanging rod and shelf for
staff garments.

b. Provide 16-24 cubic feet of secured storage for
valuables.

c. Provide standard height work counter, storage for
equipment (duplicator, typewriter, etc.) and shelving for books
and journals. Provide a tackboard for notices.

d. Provide a window and natural ventilation, if
possi bl1e.

e. Provide a minimum of two ll5V electrical outlets, a
telephone, an antenna or cable hookup for TV, an electric clock
and space for a video-tape machine.

f. Provide ambient lighting of 50 fc with multi-level
switching to allow for lighting flexibility.

* 7. Staff toilets. Provide toilets for the staff and the
general public. (These toilets need not be separated by sex.)
Design to accommodate the physically handicapped.

a. Size the number of plumbing fixtures in accordance
with AFM 88-8, Chapter 4.

b. Provide water closets and lavatories with hot and
cold water (Lavatories may be incorporated into countertops.)

c. Provide mirrors, medicine cabinets and soap/towel/
napkin dispensers.

d. Provide a mechanical exhaust fan (two cfm per SF).

e. This area will be shared with other toilets. See
section on toilet optioni.

8. Central Storage. Provide a centrally located general
purpose room for storage of books, audio-visual equipment and
other resource materials.

a. Size the storage area based on 4 cubic feet per
* child, but provide a minimum size of 40 SF.

b. Control children's access to materials where
necessary with lockable cabinets, etc.

c. See Appendix E for the total storage requirements.
S

d. Adjustable shelving may be provided.

9. Early infant area. Create a special place with areas for
cribs, food warming, storage, diapering, crawling, nursing and
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pockets to support activities like looking at books, exploratory
play, etc. The early infant area should be separated, but not
totally isolated, from the older infant, toddler and preschooler
areas. Link the indoor infant area with the outdoor infant acti-

* vity area.

a. Size the early infant area based on 35 SF of usable
space per infant, exclusive of fixed equipment and storage. See
Appendix C for the total space requirements.

b. Provide a series of non-hazardous developmentally
graded, textured crawling areas with different levels, textures
and colors.

(1) Size the textured crawling area based on 5 SF

q per infant, but provide a minimum size of 50 SF.

(2) Carpet the crawl area.

(3) Limit rises between levels to three to four
inches. Construct the level changes using non-permanent
construction materials, i.e., carpet covered movable wood plat-
forms or cushions vice poured-in-place concrete.

c. Provide some areas that are walled and create wall
areas of tactile and visual interest by using colors, textures,
fabrics and carpeting. Locate these interest areas at heights of
6 inches to 20 inches above the floor (or from the eye level of a
crawling infant to the average eye level of a standing infant).

d. Provide railings or other support devices to stabi-
lize infant walking efforts in the older infant area only.

e. Provide some uncarpeted areas for wheeled toy activi-
ties and for feeding. Size this area to accommodate no more than
six high chairs-(this should not exceed 65 SF).

f. Provide ambient lighting of 50 fc with multi-level
switching to allow for lighting flexibility.

g. Install all electrical outlets at 54 inches above the
floor.

h. Design the diapering area to be efficient, protected
from drafts, quiet and intimate. Locate the diapering area adja-
cent to the sheltered crib area and so that the caregiver can
observe other children while diapering.

(1) Size the diapering area based on 2 SF per
infant, but provide a minimum size of 15 SF.

(2) Provide a countertop with a sink for diaper
changing and infrequent bathing. The countertop should be 34
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b. Provide some uncarpeted areas for wheeled toy activi-
ties and for feeding. The size of this area shall be 1/3 of the
usuable room space.

C c. Provide clusters of child-size tables and chairs to
use for eating and play activities.

d. Provide some wall areas of tactile and visual
interest by usiLng colors, textures, fabrics and carpeting.
Locate some of these interest areas at heights of approximately
28 inches above the floor (or at the average eye level of a
standing toddler).

e. See Appendix E for the storage requirements.

f. Provide the toddler activity area with direct access
*to the toddler outdoor activity area; this outdoor activity area

should be easily accessible to the infant atid preschooler
(outdoor) activity areas.

g. Provide ambient lighting of 50 fc with multi-level
* switching to allow for lighting flexibility.

h. Design the diapering area to be efficient, protected
from drafts, quiet and intimate. Locate the diapering area adja-
cent to the sheltered toddler crib area and so that the caregiver
can observe other children while diapering.

(1) Size the diapering area based on 1 SF per
toddler, but provide a minimum size of 10 SF.

(2) For other requirements, refer to the require-
ments for the early infants diapering area.

i. Provide a toddler toilet room with space for an adult
to assist a chi-ld. Provide one child-size water closet per 15
children and space for one potty chair per four children. See
the section on Children's Toilets for additional design criteria.

12. Preschooler Area. Provide an environment for the
preschool age children with activity areas, storage and a
preschooler toilet. Provide activity centers for two to five
children f 'or each major activity which is to be a part of the
preschooler curriculum, e.g., arts and crafts, nature study,

* reading, music, etc. See Appendix D for the total activity
requirements.

a. Size the preschooler area based on 35 SF of usable
space per preschooler, exclusive of fixed equipment, storage and
the toilet. See Appendix C for the total space requirements.

b. Provide at least one area for large groups of up to
15 preschoolers. This area will be used for dance and other
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inches high, 24 inches to 30 inches deep and a minimum of 60
inches to 72 inches long with a 3 inch to 4 inch raised edge on
three sides for safety. Finish all surfaces with self-edging
laminated plastic or other similar materials that are washable
and warm to the touch, Provide a recessed porcelain sink with
hot and cold water controlled by a single mixer faucet.

(3) Provide shelves and storage above and below the
diapering surface and/or immediately adjacent to the changing
area for diapering supplies and the infants' personal supplies.
Provide an enclosed space for a container to hold soiled diapers.
See Appendix F for additional storage requirements.

i. Provide space for a food warming area. Provide a
self-edging laminated plastic countertop with backsplash, 34
inches high, 24 inches deep and 36 inches to 48 inches long for
food preparation and warming.

(1) Provide four 115V electric outlets.

(2) Provide 50 fc task lighting.

(3) Provide space for a small under counter refri-
gerator.

j. Provide a staff toilet with a water closet and a
( lavatory with hot and cold water.

(1) Provide a mirror and medicine cabinet.

(2) Provide soap/towel/napkin dispensers.

(3) Provide a mechanical exhaust fan (two cfm per
SF).

k. Provide a nursing area with a curtain that can be
drawn shut. This area will be used by nursing mothers. It shall

4 be comfortable and quiet and shall not exceed 60 SF.

10. Older infant area. Provide a separate space fo the older
infants, based on the criteria for the early infant area.

11. Toddler area. Provide a toddler environment with acti-
4 vity areas, storage, diapering area, feeding and a toddler toilet

room. Provide activity centers for two to five children for each
major activity which is to be a part of the toddler curriculum,
e.g., language development, arts and crafts, fantasy play, nature
study, group games, reading, music, sand play, physical play,
etc. See Appendix D for the total activity requirements.

a. Size the toddler area based on 35 SF of usable space
per toddler, exclusive of fixed equipment, storage and the
toilet. See Appendix C for the total space requirements.
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group activities and should be designed to be easily divided into
smaller areas to permit greater use flexibility.

access. Provide the preschool age activity area with direct
acces tothe preschool outdoor activity area.

d. See Appendix E for the storage requirements.

e. Provide a preschooler learning toilet with space for
an adult to assist a child. Provide one child-size water closet
per 15 children. See the section on Children's Toilet's for
additional design criteria.

13. School age area. The multipurpose room shall be used to
accommodate the school age children and a separate area shall not
be provided. See the requirements for the Dining/Multipurpose
Area.

14. Children's toilets, provide toilets easily'accessible to
the activity spaces and outdoor play spaces. One toilet room

* shall be shared by two activity spaces (at a minimum). This
toilet sharing shall be limited to toddler and preschool areas.

a. The toilets shall be shared by both sexes and shall
accommodate the physically handicapped.

( b. Use child-scaled fixtures. Provide stools or steps
in cases where children must use adult-scale fixtures. One area
within toilet room shall be set aside for potty chairs.

c. Provide one water closet per 15 children.

d. Provide one lavatory with hot and cold water per 15
children and locate in activity space for visual control by
staff. Limit the water temperature to 110 degrees. Provide a
drinking bubbler.

etc e. Provide easy-access traps for removing towels, toys,

f. Provide toilet paper holders, towel dispensers and
paper storage.

4 g. Provide floor drain and slope floor to drain.

h. Provide seamless wall and floor surface's which are
non-slip, non-abrasive and easily cleaned. Avoid sharp corners
and ceramic tile finishes.

4 i. Design temperatures shall be 68 degrees minimum in
the winter and 78 degrees maximum in the summer, measured at a
height I foot above the floor.

j. Provide a mechanical exhaust fan (two cfm per SF).
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15. Dining/multipurpose area. Provide a dining area that
shall also serve as a multipurpose area and double function as a
space for school age children. The use of this area as a dining
space is to be minimized. it is intended that the majority of
the feeding occur in the activity rooms. However, this approach
is dependent on an individual base's needs and requirements. The
space shall be sized as a minimum, either to accommodate the
various activities that occur in the multipurpose room or to
accommodate the school age children or to feed a certain number
of children at a given time, whichever is larger.

a. For school age area, provide a minimum of 35 SF of
usable primary activity space per child for reading, music, arts
and crafts and nature study. Provide storage for belongings and
an unfinished space of 130 SF per 15 children (minimum 9 SF per

q * child).

b. When space is to be used for dining, it shall be sized
at a minimum to accommodate 1/3 of the children over 2 years old.

c. Provide a toilet adjacent to the dining/multipurpose
area. This toilet will be used by both sexes and shall serve as
public/staff toilet.

(1) Size the toilet on the basis of 3 SF per child,
but provide a minimum sized area sufficient for one water closet
and one lavatory for up to 15 children. The 3 SF rule shall be
used for over 15 children.

(2) Size the number of plumbing fixtures in accor-
dance with AFM 88-8, Chapter 4. Provide standard-size fixtures,
including water closets and lavatories with hot and cold water.

(3) Provide a mechanical exhaust fan (two cfm per
SF).

(4) Provide soap and towel dispensers and mirrors.

d. Provide a drinking fountain.

e. Provide storage for coats and personal belongings.
See Appendix E for requirements.

f. Provide a wall-mounted extension phone.

g. Provide task lighting of 20 fc with multi-level
switching to allow for lighting flexibility.

h. Provide eight to ten air changes per hour.

16. Kitchen. Provide a kitchen with food preparation and
related storage areas. Food preparation and storage should be
centrally located and should contain four work centers:
receiving, food storage, cooking and clean-up. The four work
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stations should be plannned so that dry storage and receving
areas are closest to the exterior door while clean-up should be
located closest to the serving line and have easy access to the
other interior activity areas.

a. Provide space for two 30 by 30 by 48 inch food
carts in the receiving area. Provide a telephone and one 115V
electrical outlet.

b. Dry food storage:

(1) Design dry food storage with no windows but with
adequate ventilation, protected from rodent infestation and
lockable. These areas shall not be subjected to freezing,
excessive heat or dampness and shall not be used for storage of
non-food items such as mops, brooms, etc.

(2) For kitchens serving up to 75 children, provide
45 SF of space with 75 LF of shelving.

0(3) For kitchens serving from 76 to 150 children,
provide 60 SF of floor space with 150 LF of shelving.

(4) For kitchens serving from 151 to 225 children,
provide 80 SF of floor space with 225 LF of shelving.

((5) For kitchens serving from 226 to 300 children,
provide 95 SF of floor space with 300 LF of shelving.

(6) Provide 21 inch deep shelving with a minimum
10 inches clear between shelves and with the lowest shelf 6 inches
above the floor. If large storage containers for flour, sugar,
etc., are to be used, provide a minimum of 36 inches clear bet-
ween the lowest shelf and the next higher shelf.

(7) Use slotted, louvered or wire construction metal
shelving vice solid shelving to provide better air circulation

* and maintenance. All metal shelving shall have a rust preven-
tative finish and be fabricated in accordance with National
Sanitation Foundation standards.

(8) If base cabinets are used for dry storage, pro-
vide cabinets 30 to 34 inches high, a minimum of 18 inches deep

* and with shelving spaced to accommodate no. 10 cans. All door
openings shall be a minimum of 12 inches wide.

(9) Provide ambient lighting of 15 fc and 50 fc task
lighting over work counters.

* (10) Provide a thermometer with a temperature range
from minus 20 degrees F to plus 120 degrees F in 2 degree divi-
sions. Control the temperature range in the storage area,
however, to between 50 and 70 degrees F.
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(11) Provide for relative humidity of 20% with

separate controls and a separate thermostat.

(12) Provide four air changes per hour.

c. Cooking and clean-up:

(1) Size the kitchen area based on Appendix C.

(2) Use commercial grade kitchen equipment. See
Appendix G for the eguipment requirements.

(3) Provide space for a trash container and for the
storage of two food carts, 30 inch by 30 inch by 48 inches.

I - (4) Provide storage for dishes and for clean-up
supplies. Keep this storage separate from the dry food storage.
It may be in a separate closet or upright cabinets.

(5) Provide ambient lighting of 100 fc.

* (6) Provide a separate thermostat for the kitchen
and limit the temperature range to between 62 degrees F and the
standard temperature levels.

(7) Provide a forced air exhaust with a grease
filter.

(8) Provide 10-12 air changes per hour.

(9) See Appendix H for suggested kitchen layouts.

17. Laundry room. Provide a laundry room close to the
infants and toddlers activity areas and convenient to the food
preparation area. The laundry room shall have adult-controlled
access and be isolated from the activity areas as much as
possible to minimize noise and safety problems.

a. See Appendix C for the space requirements.

b. Provide one washer and one electric dryer. The
equipment shall be commercial grade. Provide a washer plumbing
box with hot and cold water faucets and a standpipe for the
washer; provide a vent with an easily accessible lint trap for

4 the dryer. Provide 115V and 220V electrical outlets for the
washer and dryer, respectively. Provide appropriate connections
for gas dryer if applicable.

c. Provide a single compartment laundry tub with hot
and cold water.

d. Provide a self-edged laminated plastic countertop, 34
inches high, 24 inches deep and 48 inches to 72 inches long, for
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folding laundry, etc. Provide two l15V electric outlets above
counter tops.

e. Provide secured storage for laundry supplies and open
U storage for clean and dirty laundry.

f. Provide a floor drain; slope floor to drain.

g. Provision of a thermostat-controlled exhaust fan is
optional.

h. Limit the ambient noise level to 50 dbA.

i. Provide three to five air changes per hour.

j. If the need exists for more than one washer and
dryer,-then the base laundry facilities shall be used.

18. Janitor closet. Provide a janitor closet with a slop
sink with hot and cold water and storage for mops, pails, vacuum
cleans and related cleaning and maintenance supplies and equip-

* ment.

a. Provide approximately 12 SF for storage of one
janitor's cart, plus an additional 20 SF supply storage for each
75 children module.

( b. Provide open shelving and wall-mounted cabinets to
store maintenance-related tools and supplies.

c. Provide keyed locks on the janitor's closet door and
on the cabinet doors.

d. Provide a floor drain; slop the floor to the drain.

19. Mechanical equipment room. Provide space for mechanical
and electrical equipment. Isolate this space from other spaces as
much as possible.

4 a. See Appendix C for the space requirements. The total
mechanical and electrical equipment floor area is not calculated
as part of the gross building area.

b. Mechanical equipment room shall open directly to the
4 exterior of the building. Provide double doors.

C. Provide outside air supply and exhaust for the fan
room.

d. Provide space for electrical distribution panels.

4 e. Install sensors and controllers for the EMCs to moni-
tor climate control and the operation of the mechanical equip-
ment; connect to the base master control room equipment, if
applicable.
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f. All fuel storage shall meet five safety codes.

g. Provide general lighting of 20 fc.

h. Limit the peak noise levels to 85 dbA within the room
and to 25 dbA to the administration and activity areas. Minimize
vibration transmission to these areas as well.

* 20. Parent-staff corner. Provide a parent-staff area to
accommodate five tQ seven seated adults. Locate this area -'dja-
cent to the administrative area, the staff room and the public
toilets.

a. In small centers with a maximum of 75 children, the
staff room shall be used for this function.

F b. In the larger centers, provide a separate area of
approximately 100 SF.

21. Toilet Options. The school age toilets shall be used by
staff and public. In centers not serving school age children,
the following options shall be used:

a. In centers under 10,000 SF, the isolation toilet
shall be used for staff toilet.

b. Staff toilets shall be combined with public toilet in
centers over 10,000 SF.

E. Construction/Material Selection.

* 1. Consider the initial cost of construction and the cost of
operation, maintenance and custodial care projected over a
25-year life cycle when evaluating building system alternatives
during the design development process. Provide an economic ana-
lysis for all major building components (foundations, structure,
electrical, mechanical, fi: 'shes, etc.), and evaluate at least
three alternatives when material or system options are available.

2. Select easy maintenance materials to help keep the
building looking bright and Rnew." Finish all interior walls,
doors and trim with easily cleaned surfaces such as qloss or
semi-gloss epoxy or enamel; consider using darker colors on doors
and jambs to mask fingerprints, etc.

4 3. Hardware. Children will experiment with latches and
other hardware in their explorations of the facility. Hardware
shall not have sharp edges or protrusions. Consider safety in
the selection and placement of hardware.

a. In areas where children should not have access, place
locks and bolts out of children's reach.

b. Use hardware for children and adults that is operable
from either side and non-locking to prevent small children from
getting locked inside a space. 215
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c. If dutch doors are used, the bottom portion may be
locked.

4. The use of accordian doors shall not be encouraged duringCthe design process.

F. Design for the Physically Handicapped.

1. All child care centers shall be designed to be barrier-
* free and accessible to the physically handicapped in accordance

with DOD and ANSI criteria.

2. Design the site and the building to permit the physically
handicapped persons to act independently and pursue opportunities
normally afforded able-bodied persons.

3. Minimize environmental barriers for handicapped children

and staff by making movement easy and barrier-free, by locating
objects within reach, and by designing the environment to be
easily 'read."

* 4. If there are requirements to accommodate severely physi-
cally handicapped children into the child care program, contact
the Manpower and Personnel Center (HQ AFMPC/MPCSXC) for addi-
tional criteria.
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CHAPTER III

( Mechanical

A. Heating, Ventilation and Cooling.

1. General.

a. Design the heating, ventilating and air quality
systems to be responsive to children's needs. Zone for different
comfort needs in different activity spaces.

b. Small children's physiological response to tem-
perature, humidity, and air quality are different from adult4- needs and will vary according to the level and type of activity.
Children spend much time on the floor and near the floor; con-
sider the temperature and air qiality at this level.

2. Criteria:

a. Standardize design temperatures in all rooms occupied
by children at 68* F. in the winter and no higher than 78- F. in
the summer, measured within 1 foot of the floor. Exceptions to
this standard are given in appropriate spaces.

b. Zone active spaces for lower temperatures and
quieter, sedentary spaces for higher temperatures.

c. Site the building for passive energy conservation,
insulate well and design for active solar gain where appropriate.

d. Provide for relative humidity of 40-50% in all spaces
used by children.

e. Provide a minimum of 5 cubic feet per minute of out-
door air per occupant, with six to eight air changes per hour,
unless otherwise indicated.

f. Provide uniform air velocities of 25-40 feet per
minute, 1 foot from the floor, unless otherwise noted.

g. Provide tamper-proof thermostats in all primary and
secondary activity spaces, located 36 inches from the floor.

h. Provide mechanical exhausts for all kitchens,
toilets, laundries, dining, and food preparation spaces.

B. Plumbina.

1. Design the plumbing in child care facilities for easy
use by children. Provide individual shut-off valves for each
fixture, and floor drains in each area. Fixtures shall be sized
for the age group served, except in areas reserved for adults.
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2. In addition to bathrooms, provide hot and cold water and
wash basins in activity spaces as required.

3. Provide floor drains in all toilets, laundries, janitor
closets, kitchens, and water play areas to prevent flooding.
Provide deep seal traps in areas that do not normally stay wet.

4. Maximum water temperature should be 110 degrees. Provide
appropriate measures in all child accessible areas to prevent

*children from being exposed to scalding water.

5. Provide drinking fountains in each major care area for
children 3 years and older and on the playgrounds.
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CHAPTER IV

Electrical

A. Lighting.

1. General:

a. Combine natural and artificial light to provide ade-
quate task and general lighting which can be modified to respond
to changing needs.

b. Daylight from windows and skylights should be used
when appropriate.

2. Criteria:

a. Maintain illumination levels at 50 fc for task
lighting on all activities requiring perceptual acuity (reading,
drawing, color and shape discrimination tasks, staff administra-
tion work, testing, etc.) and 30 fc for background lighting and
all other activities not requiring close perceptual acuity.

b. Provide brightness ratios of 3:1 between task and
background. In addition to controlling artificial lighting
ratios, use siting baffles, roof overhangs, shades, etc., to
control the natural light brightness ratios. Provide adequate
lighting in entry spaces to permit gradual adaptation to outdoor-
indoor ratios much greater than the interior.

c. Control lateral differences in illumination, espe-
cially those created by strong side natural lighting in an acti-
vity space. Use sun shades, light attenuation devices, etc., and
orient activity pockets, work surfaces and storage units so that
light comes from behind most activities and children.

d. Provide sufficient controls over the natural and
artificial lighting sources to give lighting flexibility. Use
multi-ballast switches, dimmer switches, track lighting, movable
lights, etc.

e. Provide high shielding luminaries with a cutoff angle
of about 30" for task lighting areas.

f. Equip child care centers with an internal communica-
tions system. Control panel at reception desk with ha"'-off
instruments in all care areas and playground.

g. Provide night lighting in non 24-hour centers in
lobby and/or cash areas that are visible from outside.

* h. Where flourescent fixtures are required, use broad
spectrum fluorescent lamps. Narrow spectrum flourescent bulbs
are not to be used. Designs shall employ a mix of flourescent,
incandescent and natural lighting.
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B. Power.

1. General: Sufficient electrical outlets, out of
children's reach should be available throughout all primary and
secondary spaces to provide for power and lighting needs.

2. Criteria:

a. Each primary and secondary activity space should have
one 115V convenience outlet every 12 feet along perimeter walls.

b. Consider integrating lighting and electrical systems
into floor or ceiling grids and into movable working walls to
provide future flexibility.

c. Keep all outlets in spaces accessible to children out
of their reach. Height of outlets should be minimum 54 inches above
finished floor. In child accessible areas where and if necessary
to locate receptables lower than 54 inches from finished floor
(e.g., 18 inches above finished floor), the receptacles shall
have a cover that must be twisted prior to inserting plug.

3. Where necessary, provide pad-mounted exterior transformers in
dead front enclosures.
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CHAPTER V

Fire Protection

A. General:

1. When a facility or open space houses more than one age
*i group, the fire protection requirements for the younger children

shall apply.

2. Except as noted herein, the requirements of NFPA 101,
Life Safety Code (latest edition) apply.

3. Locate all child care facilities on the ground floor
regardless of building construction. Separate spaces for school
age children may be above the ground level if special construc-
tion standards or automatic fire suppression systems are
included.

4. Occupant load is based on 35 square feet of net floor
area per person.

5. All child care centers shall be of Type N construction.

B. Fire Protection Systems:

1. An automatic fire alarm and detection systems (FADS) is
required in all areas of the child care center. In sprinklered
areas, the sprinkler system serves as the FADS as well as the
suppression system.

2. The FADS shall consist of an automatic smoke detection
system in all sleeping areas, and an automatic heat detection
system in all other areas. All areas except sleeping area that
are sprinklered do not require a smoke and heat detection system.

3. All child care centers require an automatic wet or dry
pipe sprinkler system in all hazard areas. Hazard areas include
kitchens, utility/boiler/mechanical rooms, closets, storage
rooms, lounges, offices and laundry rooms.

4. A manual fire and evacuation alarm is required.

5. All FADS must transmit a signal to the fire department
serving the center.

6. All facilities that are not single story, slab on grade
construction, require total protection with automatic sprinklers.

7. Kitchen range hoods shall be equipped with a dry chemical
type automatic extinguishing system when the hood serves a deep
fat fryer or open burners.
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8. The power supply for fire alarm and detection systems
shall be connected in the following manner: Commercial/backup
power -)- battery charger --- battery --- detection circuit.

( The system shall operate from battery power constantly, thus
eliminating power interruptions.

9. An annuciator panel shall be installed in the main
entrance (lobby) area which indicates exact room of alarm.
Sprinkler alarm is not required to be distinguished by area/room.

10. Fire department connections to support sprinkler systems
shall be accessible. They shall not be located inside fenced
areas, or other locations requiring special procedures to gain
access.

q C. Fire Area Separation.

1. Hazard areas shall be separated from the rest of the
building by one hour fire rated walls. Walls separating dif-
ferent age groups shall be fire rated for one hour.

2. All doors in fire rated walls shall be self-closing and
equipped with automatic hold open devices. Any actuation of the
buildings' fire alarm system shall cause all doors to close.

3. Compartmented sleeping areas are required for multi-story
centers or centers located above the first floor.

4. Smoke divisions are required at 300 feet intervals.

D. Exit Criteria.

1. Provide at least two fire exits from each activity space.
One of'these exits shall discharge directly to the outside and
shall not require travel through any other area to reach the exit
discharge. In crib rooms, both exits shall discharge directly to
the outside.

4 2. Circulation paths used as fire exit paths shall be a
minimum of four feet wide.

3. Travel distance to exits in iodified open plan centers
for children three years of age and older shall not exceed 150
feet.

4. Exits from crib rooms shall be sufficient 4?idth to accom-
modate a crib. Hold-open devices are required on these doors.
Exits opening above ground level require ramps; these ramps shall
be limited to a maximum slope of one foot in 20 feet. Ramps
shall not be less in width than the exit door leading to the
ramp. Ramps shall have non-slip surface. Ramps exceeding one
foot in height at any point shall have guard rails. Ramps shall
have a maximum 30 feet run to landings.
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5. Panic hardware is required on all exit doors.

6. Backup generators are recommended for all child care
U facilities to operate lighting during power failure.

7. Where backup generators are not provided, other emergency
lighting is required in all means of egress.

8. Fences shall be provided with gates.

9. All fenced areas shall include gates which will permit
occupant egress/removal to an open area.

10. Doors shall swing in the direction of exit travel.

* E. interior Finishes.

1. Interior finishing materials shall be class A only. All
materials shall have a flame spread rating of 25 or less and a
smoke developed rating of 50 or less (ASTM E-84 Test).

2. Carpet shall comply with the requirements of AFM 88-15.
Carpet used in the vertical position shall be considered as
interior finishing material and shall meet the requirements of El
above.

3. Special protective electrical receptacle covers shall be
installed in all areas occupied by children under 5 years of age.

* F. Water Supply and Fire Hydrants.

1. Water supply for installed fire suppression systems shall
be required as a part of the project for new facilities. water
supply requirements are contained in AFM 88-10 and NFPA 13.

2. Fire hydrant spacing shall be in accordance with AFM
88-10. At least one hydrant shall be within 200 feet of the
facility.

* G. Utilities.

1. Electric wiring shall be installed in accordance with the
National Electric Code, NFPA 70.

2. Equipment utilizing gas and related gas piping shall be
* installed in accordance with National Guel Gas Code, NFPA 54.

3. Air conditioning, heating, and ventilating ductwork and
related equipment shall be installed in accordance with the
applicable standard on Air Conditioning and Ventilating Systems,
either NFPA 90A or 90B.
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CHAPTER VI

Energy Conservation

( Facilities should be designed, constructed and operated to con-
serve energy resources to the fullest extent possible, while pro-
viding developmentally-appropriate environments for children.
Use energy conserving techniques for both site development and
building desigk. Consider solar orientation, building compact-
ness, and passive conservation measures as well as active
measures as appropriate for each individual project.

A. Building Envelope.

1. Design all walls to conform to Air Force criteria for "U'

q values.

2. Provide minimum sized windows. Current window/wall ratio
criteria shall be used to determine amount of windows and
appropriate sizes. (Use of windows shall depend on prevailing
climate conditions.) (Fixed glass should extend as close to
floor as possible.)

3. Use overhangs, vestibules, angles, and shading devices in
! L the design where applicable to reduce energy usage.

LB. Site.

1. Use landscaping, earth berms, etc., where appropriate.

2. Orient the facility to take advantage of or decrease
the impact of the following characteristics:

a. Sun angles and average number of sunny days per
season.

b. Wind directions and velocities per season.

c. Precipitation amounts per season.

d. Shadow lines from adjacent buildings.

e. Wind buffers (orient with a closed side facing winterI winds and an open side facing cooling summer breezes).
3. In temperate and cold climates, use deciduous trees

(rather than evergreens) within the outdoor play area and near
the building; they will provide shade in summer and will not
block the sun in winter. Use areas of partial shade as
appropriate. They should only be dominant in hot and humid cli-
mates and should be used in conjunction with shade and natural
ventilation.
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4. Consider the use of trees, shrubs, and grass to provide
significant cooling through evaporation.

5. Vine coverings on walls and trellises can serve as tern-
U perature control devices and can help control daylighting
* intensities.

6. Use earthforms, dense evergreens, and existing building
as windbreaks on the side of the outdoor area facing prevailing
winds.

7. In colder regions, use windbreaks to trap snow and pre-
vent build-up on the roads and walks of the site. Windbreaks or
shelter belts are most effective when placed perpendicular to
prevailing winds.

C. Building Systems. The proper design and construction of
* building support systems, i.e., heating, cooling, ventilation,

and electrical is one of the most significant ways of reducing
energy consumption. The type system selected, therefore, should

* be based on sound economic and energy decisions.

1. Consider the use of active and passive solar systems.
All facilities should have some aspects of passive solar incor-
porated into the design. Active solar systems should be con-

* sidered for facilities with large domestic hot water consumption
and air conditioning load in excess of 50 tons. It should be

( considered for heating when the payback period is 25 years or
less.

2. Give consideration to features/systems that are known to
be low energy users and have low cost operating features. Some
features/systems to be considered are:

a. Integrated heat of light - illumination systems.

b. Water side heat pump.

c. Multizone systems.

d. Variable air volume systems.

e. Night/weekend thermostat setback.

f. Connection to base EMCS.

3. Electrical designs shall complement features that incor-
porate reduced energy usage. Consider a combination of general
and task lighting.
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CHAPTER VII

Site Development

A. Building Site Selection.

1. General. The site or sites for child care service faci-
lities are shown on the Installation Master Plan. These sites
should be reviewed relative to the following criteria, or, if
sufficient si-tes are not shown, they should be chosen in accor-
dance with these criteria. Major criteria include adequate size,
location on the seams between housing areas, desirable proximi-
ties, and favorable features of the site as detailed below.

a. The site must be large enough to accommodate the
building, outdoor playgrounds, vehicular areas and parking, set-
backs and open spaces.

b. Locate the child care centers as near as practicable
on the seams of two or more family housing areas. They also
should be close to other community resources.

6 c. Provide a minimum of 700 SF per child, or 0.02 acres
per child for the building, playgrounds, vehicles, setbacks and
open spaces.

d. The following is a list of features which can aid
staff and children in utilizing the outdoors and which should be
considered in selecting a site:

(1) Locate child care centers near places of natural
interest to children to encourage the use of natural environment
as a learning environment and for field trips (e.g., near natural
areas, fields, rock outcroppings and woods.)

(2) Locate child care centers near other children
facilities, and consider the possibilities of sharing facilities
or programs (e.g., preschools, youth activity centers, innovative
play environments).

6
e. Avoid locating facility near the following hazards

and nuisances:

(1) Odors or smoke.

(2) Heavy traffic.

(3) Dust and pollution.

(4) Security areas.

(5) Railroads.
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(6) Aircraft runways.

(7) Other safety hazards.

Uf. Site the facility so that the building:

(1) is clearly visible to cars and pedestrians
coming to the facility (consider that children have smaller,
lower angle of vision);

(2) is in relation to natural features so that views
from the public domain will be framed, but not obstructed by

* trees and other elements;

(3) can afford viewers glimpses of outdoor play
U activities. However, do not create a fish-bowl out of either the

outdoor yards or any indoor space;

(4) does not destroy any favorable features on the
site for children, e.g., a stand of trees, a hill for climbing,
rolling, winter tobogganning, or a good view of interesting

* nearby features;

(5) is able to capture sunny exposures in the spring
* and fall and so that indoor spaces will open directly onto sunny

outdoor spaces, with adequate sun filtering in hot climates.

C g. in colder climates, provide a sun/shade mixture in
summer and full sun in winter.

B. Module Site Selection/Design. The following shall be con-
sidered for large installations that require one large centra-
lized facility subdivided into semi-autonomous modules of 60-75
children each. Site modules:

1. or buildings so that each module has its own playgrounds
for each age group served;

2. so that any equipment for which there is a sizable
economy saving through sharing can be shared by all the modules
(e.g., common delivery and service area, common kitchen).

C. Parking and Walks. Provide safe points of facility access
for children and adults which are separate from automobile cir-

* culation. Design drives and walks which preserve and utilize the
natural landscape.

1. Walks:

a. Provide a sheltered walkway leading directly from the

* drop-off point to the building.
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b. Connect the building to the public sidewalk system,
to parking, and to the covered drop-off porte cochere with
pedestrian walks. Minimum width should be 4 feet.

c. Create interesting pathways which meander and curve,
which go through natural areas wherever possible, and which
overlook interesting sights including the playgrounds.

2. Parking:

durnga. Analyze the parking areas and access roads carefully
durngthe design process to prevent them from becoming a major

focal point of the facility. Share parking with others where
practical.

b. The drop-off point for cars or buses should be close
to the entrance.

c. Locate parking for parents, staff, and visitors near
the building with a view to the entry. Separate and visually
screen vehicular access, service areas and parking from the play
areas.

d. Provide a service vehicle apron.

e. Provide bus access if applicable.

parkin ;Allow between 150 and 200 SF/car for circulation in
parkng reasanddrives plus an additional 660 SF minimum for

the drop-off and porte cochere.

g. Two-way approach drives should be 20 feet wide,
single lanes require 12 feet in width.

h. Allow minimum of 200 SF per car for parking only and
396 SF per car for parking and drives.

i. Provide one parent/visitor space per 12 children,
handicapped spaces in accordance with ANSI criteria and one staff
space per 1.25 staff.

j. Provide short term/drop-off parking spaces (5
minutes) duration, based on 1 space per 20 children.

4 3. Roadways:

a. Provide adequate lighting for all roads; lighting is
required for the approach drive and parking areas.

b. Four basic functions require service access to a
* typical child care facility. Regular food deliveries to the
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0 storage an~d kitchen area; occasional supply deliveries (furni-
ture, laundry, books, toys, etc.); mechanical room-related
deliveries (fuel, maintenance equipment); and garbage pickup.
The following should be provided:

(1) Service access area should accommodate a largeU truck (delivery van size).

(2) A back-up spur should be provided for dead-end
and service drives which exceed 100 feet in length.

(3) Access should be close to the serviced areas;
i.e., kitchen, garbage storage (either indoor or outdoor), mecha-
nical room, arnd service entry, if one is designated.

d. Screen the service area from public use areas with
fences, depressions, plants, shrubs, trees and berms. Provide
physical barriers to separate outdoor child care areas from all
service areas.

e. Avoid service access through playgrounds.

D. Outdoor Activity Spaces. Provide outdoor playgrounds which
* are planned as a series of separated but linked activity areas

with clear circulation and designed in accordance with design
principles for indoor activity areas. Provide three distinct
areas for the following age groups: 3 and under; 3 to 5; and 5
and older. All playground's fences shall be a minimum of 5 feet
high. Avoid fencing materials that encourage climbing or produce
splinters. Develop the play areas to permit some cross-age
groupings on a limited scale.

1. General Design Guidelines:

a. Zone the playground in response to site' conditions,
age groups and activity.

b. Scale the site and the play equipment appropriately
for each age group.

* c. Provide proper drainage on the site to extend the
season of use and to allow outdoor play soon after inclement
weather.

d. Playgrounds should be close to restrooms and outdoor
water fountains.

6
e. If an outdoor use space must be createcf on a

northeast or northwest side of the site, keep the building on the
north side of the site as low as possible to minimize the shade
created by the building.

4 f. Consider surfacing materials that dry quickly
(paving, asphal.t) for porches and wheel toy circulation paths and
pads. Limit the use of this type of material to the aforemen-
tioned areas only. A mixture of various surfacing materials such-
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as grass, sand, artificial turf arnd others shall be utilized as

appropriate.

rlong. Design the indoor play areas and other spaces which
rel onvisual connection to the outdoors so that children do not

have to look into the sun. Overhangs and other natural shading
features will reduce the solar heat load.

h. The same party responsible for the facility design
shall design the playground equipment and support/foundations.
All equipment foundations shall conform to current safety stan-
dards.

i. Site the outdoor play areas to permit adequate super-
vision.

2. Porches and Decks. Consider the use of porches and dec-ks
as part of outdoor activity spaces. If these are included in the
design, apply the following criteria:

a. Provide approximately 1 SF per child for porches and
decks as activity spaces with a minimum area of 50 SF. In calcu-
lating building gross square footage, calculate these areas at
50%.

b. Locate porches on the most sheltered side of the
building in hot climates, and on the sunny side, away from pre-
vailing winds in colder climates.

c. Relate the porch directly to the appropriate indoor
activity areas and to the architecture of the building.

d. Provide close proximity to a clean-up area and toilet
rooms.

e. Provide a minimum width of 7 feet for a porch or deck
* space.

f. The play areas will be most usable when the iuore
sheltered areas are next to the building and the more open areas
are blended with the outdoor playgrounds.

g. Ensure the porch drains easily and has a quick-drying
* surface.

3. Children Outdoor Activity Areas:

a. For the 3 years and under group, provide clearly
defined infant and toddlers areas conforming to the following
guidelines:

(1) These two areas are separate but not isolated
from each other and other age groups. Connect the infant area
to indoor infant spaces.
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(2) Create soft, multi-textured, crawling surfaces
with warm m iterials, and play spaces which are infant-scaled but
safe for use by infants and young toddlers. include small steps,
slopes, climbing ramps, slight barriers, and slides in this area.

(3) Provide an outdoor area for toddlers responsive
to the needs of their physical, social, and cognitive develop-
ment. Allow for individual and small-group activities.

* (4) Size the activity area based on 50 SF per infant
and 100 SF per toddler, but provide no less than 2100 SF for the
total area.

(5) Provide direct access to infant indoor activityq - spaces. Do not use steps.

(6) In infant areas, provide a variety of surface
materials such as wood and asphalt for push or ride toys and
grass and sand for crawling.

(7) For toddler areas, provide a variety of areas
and surfaces such as protected sand and dirt play, informal
playing areas, open grassy playing areas, and designated play
structures. Provide areas to support social play and peer
interactions, e.g., nests for quiet play and small arts and
crafts nooks. Provide areas that support cognitive development,
such as children's gardens.

b. For the 3 to 5 year old group, provide outdoor acti-
vity spaces.

(1) Provide a variety of activity areas. Areas
should be sized to handle both individual and group activities.

(2) See the activity area based on 100 SF per
preschooler.

(3) Provide spaces for activities in open grassy
play areas, informal paved areas, and designated play structures.

(4) Provide a minimum of 200 cubic feet of outdoor
storage. This storage should be child-accessible, vandal-proof,
and weathertight. Locate the storage units throughout the play
space to hold items needed for special activities, e.g., in the
arts and crafts, area, blocks in a creative play area, etc.

c. For the five year old and older children, provide a spe-
cial outdoor activity area. This area should allow for explora-
tion, challenge, and modification, and support individual or
group activities which promote cooperation.

(1) Size the activity area based on 100 SF per child.
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(2) Locate this area close to community-shared public
park space and playing fields near the facility for overlap use.

1 (3) Provide a variety of activity spaces that offer
challenge without extreme competitiveness, e.g., single basket-
ball hoops rather than entire courts, small baseball and soccer
areas, and climbing el .tnts like good climbing trees or built
structures.

(4) Provide areas for environmental yards, adventure play
areas, supervised fire and cooking areas, picnic areas, covered
play pavilions, fenced animal areas, and children's gardens.

(5) Provide outdoor storage as appropriate for special
areas, e.g., tool shed for environmental yard and children's gar-
dens, supply shed for adventure play areas, etc. All of this
storage should be accessible to school-aged children, and be
lockable, weathertight and vandal-proof.

2

I

6
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CHAPTER VIII

Interior Design/Color

A. Interior Design Requirements.

1. Use comprehensive interior design services for child careF centers. These services may be provided by one of the MWR and
transient billeting interior design staffs at HO AFMPC or several
MAJCOMs.

2. The interior design staff will work with the building
designer in selecting and coordinating structurally related
items, i.e., wall finishes, carpet, etc. Additionally, the

* interior design staff will recommend furnishings. The fur-
nishings recommended will be from appropriate GSA or NAP sources
dependent upon type of funds.

B. Interior Design Techniques.

* 1. Perception of color dominates from early childhood, and
color is a strong visual cue. To be effective, color cues must
be at least partially appropriate to children's levels of percep-
tion. Large expanses of very vivid colors are not appropriate.
Rather, use smaller areas of bright color to highlight areas.

2. Emphasize expected activity levels or highlight a high-use
object by using bright, vivid colors appropriate to the activity:
red-orange-yellow hues for very active areas; blue-green-purple sha-
des for more quiet areas.

3. Choose neutral colors for large background areas and walls
used for display.

4. Textures help cue children in activity areas. Soft tex-
tures help children to feel relaxed and quiet, while harder
finishes and surfaces make a space noisier and livelier. Floor

* textures can be used to emphasize activity space boundaries since
children spend so much time on the floor.

5. Where appropriate, use color-texture graphics on the
floor and on the walls below 3 feet.

* 6. Leave some walls or the structural members semifinished
to encourage staff and children to paint them themselves, and to
be able to attach partitions or props against them.

7. The use of lead-based paint is prohibited in child care
facilities. In renovated facilities, test existing paint for

* lead content (either by direct read-out lnstrucmentation or by
chemical analysis of samples). If lead paint is found, remove
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C. Furnishings.

1. Select the furnishings in a child care facility for their
uflexibility, variety, safety, studiness and anthropometric suita-

bility. Use the furnishings to define activity spaces and cir-
* culation paths.

a. Use furnishings and movable partitions which have
many uses and can be easily moved by staff to help define acti-

* vity areas (e.g., storage units, display space, puppet stages,
etc.).

b. Size the furnishings to be comfortable for the
designated age group.

c. Select furnishings that do not have sharp corners or
edges, will not splinter, do not have toxic surfaces, or cannot
be easily tipped over.

d. Make floor level changes by means of movable platforms
rather than by actual level changes in the floor construction.

2. Establish furniture and equipment needs for each space.
Estimate costs for free-standing furniture and equipment based on
the GSA Federal Supply Schedules, Federal Prison Industries
Schedule, and the general GSA Supply Catalogue. These sources
are mandatory insofar as they meet requirements, and cost estima-
tes should be based on prices therein, escalated to time of
actual procurement. Certain products used by child care centers
are not available through normal mandatory services. These
should be obtained on the open market.

3. The following are typical furniture items:

a. desks, chairs, tables;

b. storage units, including movable storage units;

*c. low, movable dividers;

d. audio-visual equipment;

e. bookshelves, racks, and open storage;

*f. cots, mats and cribs;

g. infant changing tables;

h. sand and water tables, easels, etc.;

*i. kitchen equipment;

j. nature and science equipment;
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k. rugs, cushions, bean bags, stuffed chairs; and

1. outdoor play equipment.

4. Carpets shall comply with fire resistance requirements.

2

(

I
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ALPPOIDgX A

HaJor Progra Detervinants and Opttion

Proposed Decision fchedulo

3ubJect Dteriantaa Optima

A. Scope of Project seo population receiving • Stay within AP riteria
direct inatWlotion support
(AFM 86-2)
V ating list
3po s901 ituatLions

4 * Goo of other facilitiea for
Child care

S. Location C n housing area support a Satellito centers iLn/nar
whole neater considering Ito housing and min center In
child population? central lcation

* Portion of patrons coming Hain oenter L one
from off-base loation (SOe C)

" Pkior destination of patronsU after leaving children
* Land availability

l otal bass size
3 taff Im.is

C. Large Central Location * .iLmt4 * Separated building Is
* Poa operation aopus plan Withcc

facilities In oe of th
* buildings

Large building with module@
spnnoted With circulation
spine

NOTI: There are several other dOciLsons that aet be mad* eoerning other subjects that will affect
the designer'S approach such as the treatment of hourly care childrn. adult-child ratio. play'ground
design approach, 24 hour care, food service, procedure, etc.
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a. Gas (LPG, natural, special)

b. Steam

c. Other (fill in)

2. Heating plant and/or ventilation and air conditioning
information.

a. Location

b. Type

c. Current and expected loads

q d. Controls and EMCS capability

3. Power:

a. Power service characteristics

b. Stand-by power capability

c. Sub-station adequacy

d. Outage duration limitation

e. EMCS connections and controls

4. Water supply:

a. Identify source

b. Identify treatments

D. Miscellaneous.

1. Identify fill sites and landfill areas.

2. Identify operating hours.

3. Indicate labor and water availability.

4. Provide pertinent DD Form 1391 statements.
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APPENDIX B

Checklist For Local Site Conditions

The following is a list of items that should be considered in
preparing the statement or scope of work that will be furnished to
designer of the facility.

All areas that -are pertinent to the individual project shall be
addressed. These items should also be considered where
appropriate in following the propo~ed decision schedule in
Appendix A. This list is not to be considered all inclusive,
but as a guide to those areas which significantly impact the
design, therefore base personnel are encouraged to expand upon it
where necessary.

A. Site Plan.

1. Indicate existing access to site of proposed facility.

2. Indicate existing grades and contours (try to avoid
* locating centers in areas with abrupt grade and/or contour

changes).

3. Identify existing utilities and structures in vicinity of
new facility.

( 4. Avoid locating facility near those types of structures as
listed in Chapter VII.

5. Avoid locating in flood hazards plain.

6. Identify utilities the new facility will require noting
those that are not available in area.

7. Identify parking and paving needs.

8. Identify utility distribution network.

9. Identify prominent site features such as trees, swales,
etc.

* B. Facility.

* 1. Identify seismic zone, typhoon-hurricane-wind/snow load
design criteria (note high loss vs low loss potential).

2. Identify architectural style predominate on the base. If
facility is to be an addition, indicate style of present
building.

C. Facility Support Systems.

1. Energy Source (note which type).
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APPIDIX C

6 R~immded Spec Allocations for Typical Child Care Centers

The following are suggested 1niaLu square fOotjLSo allocations for specific areas within the facility. In Cer-

tain oases aximum needs will be given. This will be clearly noted. For purposes of "is chart, certain aasu=-

tions were made as to breakdowm of ages or the Children using this facility in order to ast-alish square feotaGes

for the individual activity romms. This chart is to be considered a guide only for What ight be considered 6

typical. Each Air Force b&ase 1st consider It$ particular Individual needs and requLrsmentS in eotab2l.ilf t

alse of the *enter, the numoer and age group of children to be served. The footnote$ at W'Art headings will

$Iwe the assumed groupings by age and number of children to be Served,

center Size 3mall Centers Medium Centoers Large Centers Outsize Centers

Room Name up to 75 Children up to 150 children up to 225 children up to 300 childrer

A. Interior Spaces 1 2 3 a

1. CAry/ Vest.ib~ 8 6595 130
2. Lobby 120 230 380 455

3.Rcpin105 155 225 29531 . Recetion 1055'

8. Isolation s 1055 1055

S. Isolation Toilet 35 35 356 356

6. Qlrector's Office 70 100 120 220

7. Staff Room 170 280 335 445

S. 3tff Boom Toilet
7  

2s

9. Staff Closet 15 20 20 20

10. Central Storage 80 so 120

11. Zarly Infants T858

a. Food varung t 553 Z I
b. Diapering/storage 203 - -
0. Crawl [1753 00 c
4. Cribs [V753 "
e.lIursing [ 603

12. Infant Staff Toilet 28

13. Older Infants 259

a. Food warning 
1  

553 I5 ,'
b. Diapering/storage 9 203 - C

b. Crawl [1753 6 9
d. CribS 113'

18. Infant Staff Toilet 20
15. Toddlers 70010 a a0

Diapering 20 10
16. Toddler Storage 1  

.5) o 5
17. Toddler Loearning Toilet

1 2  
35 .

18. Preschoolers 70013 40 -

19. Preschool Learnin,& TOilet
12 35

20. Preschool Storage1 l L0

(T~ca) 60 M86/81 172€)_

21. Dining/Multipurpose 765 1530 2295 3060

a. School a9 ares t5253 [0503 [1575 t,003

b. Unassigned arse 0303 t 2601 t 3903 t 5203

e. School age toilet K S02 t 1003 t 1503 t 2003
d. School age storage [ 603 1201 180 SO] 2803

22. Parent-Staft Corner - I0 0 001oo e 100

23. Kitchen 360 890 560 630

24. i ithen S .a.4 85 60 so

25. Laundry (Maximum Site ) so0 s0 so s

26. Janitor Closeti 20 80 60 80
27. Drop-off Zone1 7  700 ?O1000 1000

Total Se /flldg.
(Typical) 8860 8806 12618 16782

Circulation 670 1760 2560 3350
Other 95 588 1501 2408
Mechanical Equipment

1 8  
180 260 385 Soo 0

Total Max. Allotted
SFBlg.5625 11250 16875 22500Z4

1
Ifo se ois geared for 20 iWants (10 early, 10 older), 20 toddlers. 20 prosaooleru and 15 sabool agd

children.4
2
ThisaSize is geared for 40 iants (20 early, 20 alder), 80 toddlers, 40 preschoolers and 30 school aged

3
Thi3size Is g red for 60 infants (30 early, 30 oder), 60 toddlers., 60 prescholer and 85 school aged

children. 0J
ThS tlle is etaet for 90 infuse (t early, t lder), SO toddlers, N pschoolers and 60 School ad

children.
SProvide two separate rooms.
6Isolation toilet shal be Shared wherever possible. If act possible, then provide two seParate isolation

Corbine this space with School ag toilets.
Bserad 0o 10 Infants.

'Eased on 10 infants.
t0 Desid on 20 toddlers.
11
5es Appendix E.

12combte toddler and preschool Leto mne toilet roo per 75 child moduale.
13
9&sod on 20 preschoolers.

1
4Fo TPLarger cen1ters, one dining room is preferred. bovever, if noeesary, two reoms my be provided.

"30this Six@ Center, combine Spece with staff clung.
1
6 
Provide ane closet per two modules.

17 
Arta tar this 2Pece Counts &s 5C O ac stual room square footage. 239

l8Sj $Pace does not Count toward~s the "aicn -ross sar ootag.



Center Size Small Cnters Medium Centers Large C nters Outsize Centers
0 Rcc Name up to 75 children up to 150 children up to 225 children up to 300 children

B. Exterior Spaces
1. Playground 19

a. Want 1000 2000 3000 4000
b. Toddler 2000 4000 6000 8000
O. Preschool 2000 400 6000 8000
d. School-age 1500 3 6000

Totals 650-0 13000 19500 2300
A7, 2.Playground Storage2 0

3. Parking Spaces
a. Visitors/parents 7 13 19 25
b. Staff 8 14 21 27
a. Short term 10

Total Spaces 25

19This represents total minimum apace to be provided. The number of Individual areas in left to the designer's
discretion.
20S.e Appendix E.

I
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APPENDIX D

Additional Activity Area Requirements

This section is devoted to the activity centers or pockets within
the activity rooms of child care centers that will be provided to
stimulate and encourage the emotional and physical growth of the
children. Activity centers or pockets are to be provided for
each age group as appropriate. Allow for storage, surface area,
equipment, and-display within each center. Texture, color, and
task lighting shall be used to define spaces. The centers may be
used to define and articulate the modified span plan.

Activity Areas Spaces. Within every major activity room, con-
sideration should be given to including the following activity
centers:

1. Quiet places. Provide a place for children to rest or
separate themselves from the group. These shall range from 6 to
25 SF for 1 or 2 children, smaller for infants and toddlers,
larger for preschoolers.

a. Locate these spaces in quiet areas away from major
circulation routes. Keep them child-scaled and outside the
domain of adults. Adults should be able to reach hiding places
to intervene if necessary.

b. These spaces can be located in high places with steps
leading up to nooks at safe heights surrounded with protective
edges and places for the child to peer out.

c. These spaces should have the following
characteristics:

(1) low, dry place off the ground for sitting;

(2) single access that restricts circulation and may
be controlled by children (e.g., flaps, gates);

(3) direction that captures the light but can also
be darkened;

(4) variety of textures, colors, and shapes.

2. Elevated and sunken areas. Provide opportunities for
children to engage in activities at a variety of levels or
heights above the ground. These spaces shall include graduated
safe challenges for children of different ages and motor abili-
ties, but are safe.

a. Design high spaces so they are safe for children,
e.g., gradual stairways imbedded in the rest of the building, no
large gaps in railings, no places where children can fall to the
ground, etc.
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b. Design low spaces (e.g., those under 4 feet under
higher platforms) so that staff can see in and can have immediate
access but children still have a sense of privacy.

C 3. Provide protected, private places where children can
retreat or break-away from activities and observe other children.
Include alternative exits from any activities which may be too
challenging for some children. All retreat and observation
points should be child-scaled, partially protected from other
activities, and yet have easy viewing access' to other activities.
Consider small window seats, platforms, cubby-holes, nests,
spaces under ladders, or stairs, etc.

4. Provide spaces for children to express and release emo-
tional anxities, such as anger, tension, or frustration withq themselves, others, or the environment, or just to withdraw and
cool off.

a. Provide secluded areas sheltered from sensory
overload.

* b. Provide soft areas where children can kick and punch
away any violent aggressions.

c. Provide a place for building where children can
become involved in building, tearing down and rebuilding.

d. All time-out and emotional release areas shall double
function so that they would not become stigmatized with beha-
vioral problems, i.e., "The room for bad children

e. Provide active and passive color schemes: earthy
reds and ochres are conducive to high activity; yellows are
bright and cheery; light blues and grays are quieting and
soothing.

5. A reading and listening area should be provided in each
room for children two and over. It should be an intimate, quiet

* and comfortable space, offering a variety of sitting and

4 reclining positions for individual and small group reading.
Furnishing should accommodate storage and display of books and
materials accnessible to children. Lighting should reflect a home
atmosphere with well shielded incandescent lamps.

4 a. Provide general ambient lighting at 30 fc., and task
lighting on resources and special reading areas at 50 fc. Light
level controls are desirable.

b. Sound insulation is necessary. Carpet the area.
Ambient noise should be a maximum of 30 dbA. Reverberation time

4 should be a maximum of 0.6 seconds. Reduce internal noise to a
Preferred Noise Criteria (PNC) of 35 dbA.
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c. Provide storage and display space for reading
materials at child height. The reading area requires sufficient
display space for showing the front covers of 20 to 25 books.

'A 6. Provide a dramatic play or imaginative area of 48 SF
minimum non-objective setting for toddlers (minimum 3 SF/child)
and 60 SF minimum setting for preschoolers.

a. Locate these pockets in a relatively quiet zone away
from major circulation and concentrations of adults, but near the
music area.

b. Consider a two-level dramatic play area, one level
shall be objective, and the other level non-objective.

c. Provide a variety of ambiguously shaped spaces, e.g.,
spaces which can be interpreted by the child or by a group of
children in a variety of evocative ways. Don't emphasize, there-
fore, spaces which can only be interpreted in one way, e.g., a
Mcastle," a boat, a crow' s nest," etc.

* d. Consider building play frames with sliding panels.

e. Provide natural daylight. A view out is optional.

f. Provide 30 cubic feet of storage for props and play
items *at child height.

7. Provide a music center with seating for four to five
children, storage for musical instruments, and carpeting.

a. Provide a minimum 36 SF for toddlers (minimum 2.25
SF/toddler) and a minimum of 60 SF for preschoolders (minimum 3
SF/preschooler).

b. Provide a minimum 65 SF for school age children
(minimum 4 SF/child).

4 c. Locate the music center away from major circulation
paths, but close to compatible areas such as flexible motor
activities area which might be expanded to accommodate combined
music-dance activities.

d. Provide task lighting where appropriate, e.g., over
4 piano, highlighting instrument storage, etc., and general

lighting at standard levels.

e. A view out is optional.

f. Provide three child-proof 115-120V electrical
4 outlets.
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g. Additional acoustical insulation or separation
should be provided if a piano is utilized.

h. Allow about 40 cubic feet of storage.

i. Provide child accessible storage for instruments,
music and electronic equipment (phonographs, headsets). It

* should be child-accessible. An equal amount of teacher-only
storage should be provided for musical instruments and materials
not to be used at will by children, segregated by height and in a
variety of shapes and sizes to accommodate items.

8. Provide an acoustically buffered area for five to twenty
children which is easy to darken for using audio-visual aids.
Double-function this area with the music nook where appropriate.

a. In large module-plan centers, provide a minimum 200
SF space for all age groups to share.

b. Locate near a central resources storage area.

c. Provide an antenna or cable hook-up for TV and video
tape player.

d. Provide task lighting. Lighting levels in this area
should have controls to provide a range of darkness.

e. Provide a screen or a white wall.

9. Provide a separate arts and crafts center for the
following groups in the quantities indicated:

a. Provide a minimum 48 SF for toddlers (minimum 3
SF/toddler).

b. Provide a minimum 60 SF for preschoolers (minimum 3
SF/preschoolers).

* c. Provide a minimum 100 SF for school age children
(minimum 7 SF/school age child).

d. Provide natural light and a view out.

e. Provide a two child-safety 115-120V electrical
* outlets.

f. Provide sink with hot and cold water and counter
space.

g. Provide floor and wall surfaces impervious to clay,
* paint, etc.
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h. Provide storage for supplies, unfinished work (both

2- and 3-dimensional), and drying racks.

i. Provide display space: tackboard and shelves.

j. Provide space for double easels and both horizontal
and vertical work surfaces for drawing and construction.

10. Provide a. games and manipulative toy play area to meet
the following criteria.

a. For infants, provide a minimum 30 SF area for toys
(minimum 3 SF/infant). It can be an area where toys can be hung
or taken from low shelves, a surface adequate for push-pull toys,
and ample storage.

b. For toddlers, provide a minimum 36 SF area (minimum
2.25 SF/toddler). Provide a variety of floor surfaces as well as
table tops for playing games, puzzles and small manipulables.

c. For preschoolers, provide a minimum 60 SF area
* (minimum 3 SF/child), to accommodate a variety of games and

activities such as puzzles, peg boards, felt boards, manipulative
activities, etc. Include plenty of table and floor space for
both individuals and small groups.

d. Provide a semi-enclosed space that is protected from
( loud boisterous activities, yet allows for adult supervision.

11. Provide block play accommodated in small areas where one
to four chi-dren can play with small blocks, and in an adjacent,
larger, multipurpose open space. Acoustic separation, plenty of
storage and the possibilities of sub-spaces are required.

a. For infants, provide an area of 20 SF (2 SF/infant)
where lightweight blocks can be manipulated (light wood, plastic,
or styrofoam).

* b. Provide a minimum 48 SF area for toddlers (minimum 2
SF/toddler).

c. The block play area may double-function with the
7lace for woodworking if only preschoolers are being planned for.
Provide a minimum 60 SF block play area and adjacent to it, one
100 SF place for woodworking.

d. Separate block play from circulation and other activ-
ities by level change, low height barriers, raised platforms as
work areas, changing floor aurface materials and other architec-
tural indicators.
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e. Design for peak noise levels up to 80 dbA, but reduce
generated and ambient noise to 40 dbA. Use sound absorbers
wherever possible to help reduce noise levels, e.g., a firm car-
pet, soft wall hangings, cork display boards, etc.

f. Provide general ambient lighting at 50 fc with multi-
level switching to allow flexibility.

g. Provide a minimum of 20 cubic feet of easy-to-reach
dispersed block storage. Use materials carts or storage units on
wheels as dividers.

12. Provide a science discovery area containing animals,
plants, and physical science materials organized in a manner con-
ducive to contemplative and participatory learning experiences in

*1 a naturally lighted, quiet, protected setting. When this program
is included in the facility, the following criteria applies:

a. Size:

(1) Provide a minimum 40 SF for infants (minimum 4
* SF/infant).

(2) Provide a minimum 48 SF for toddlers (minimum 3
SF/toddler).

(3) Provide a minimum 60 SF for preschoolers
-C (minimum 3 SF/preschooler).

(4) Provide a minimum 65 SF area for school aged
child (minimum 4 SF/child)

b. Locate the nature discovery area on the east or
southeast side in good natural light. It may even be a partial
greenhouse or plant sunroom.

c. Separate this area from more active space, and cir-
culation paths.

d. The science discovery area must be visible and
accessible to older infants and toddlers in areas only where
adult supervision is adequate.

e. The science discovery area may be located in porches
* and decks where climate permits.

f. The assortment of plants and animals should have all
around viewing. In addition to stand-up displays, seating areas
and comfortable pillows should be around the plants and animals
to encourage children to enjoy them with minimal disturbance.

g. Natural light is essential. Control light levels
with screens or shades.

h. Provide task lighting at standard level (fc).
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i. Provide a view out.

j. Provide two child-safe 115-120V electrical outlets.

( k. Provide a child-accessible washbasin with hot and
cold water.

1. Provide a child-accessible counter and work space
with storage underneath. Counters shall be 20 inches high.

13. Provide a protected, naturally-lighted water play area
with a variety of immersible props and a generous water surface.
Provide water-proof wall and floor materials and proper drainage.
When this program is included in the facility, the following cri-
teria applies:

a. Provide a minimum 20 SF for infants (minimum 2
SF/infants).

b. Provide a minimum 36 SF for toddlers (minimum 2.25
SF/toddler).

c. Provide a minimum 60 SF for preschoolers (minimum
SF/preschooler).

d. This activity pocket may double-function with sand
play area for toddlers and preschoolers.

(1) Locate water play area conveniently to wash
rooms, towels, storage for water play objects and outdoor play
areas.

(2) Locate away from circulation and quiet areas.

(3) Locate water play area adjacent to sand play
area if they are not double-functioned, and with close proximity
to nature area.

(4) Provide task lighting at 50 fc with multi-level
switching to allow flexibility. This area should also have
natural light and preferably a view out.

(5) Provide sink with cold and hot water and a floor
drain.

6
(6) Provide non-slip surfaces impervious to water

and dampness (e.g., a wooden grid set on floor with drain below).

(7) Water play props might include a spray flow from
one height to another, pools eight inches or so deep for floating
objects, and possibly a movable light source (battery operated)
and wind source.
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(8) Locate the surface of water at child height.

14. Provide one or more sand play areas near water play

areas. They should be on an abrasion resistant, cleanable floor
surface. When this program is included in the facility, the cri-
teria shall be as follows:

a. In medium-sized centers, the sand play area can
double-function with the water play area.

b. In large centers, provide a minimum 36 SF for
toddlers (minimum 2.25 SF/toddler).

c. Provide a minimum 60 SF for preschoolers (minimum 3
* SF/preschooler).

L d. A window with direct sunlight is required to dry and
purify the sand.

e. Sand play area should be adjacent or close to a water
source for play use and clean-up.K f. Provide task lighting at the standard level (fc).

g. When water is present, a floor drain is required.

h. Provide a floor surface that is easy to clean, not
susceptible to damage from sand, and as seamless as possible.

15. Provide a place for woodworking and other tool activities
within the block play area. When a woodworking space is inlcuded
in the facility, the following criteria applies:

LO a. For preschool, double-function the place for wood-
working with block play area in medium size facilities. In large
module plan centers, provide a minimum 60 SF area for 20 pre-

* schoolers (3 SF/child. For school-age children, provide a
minimum 100 SF area (7 SF/child).

b. This area should be separated from quiet zones.

c. Separate this space from circulation. A semi-
* enclosed space may even be desirable.

4 d. Natural light should be provided.

e. Generated peak noise level can be 80 db.' Reduce
ambient and internal noise to 40 db.

f. Provide storage for extra materials, display for
*materials in use, and storage for tools at child's reach.
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g. Provide adults storage for extra wood and other
materials inaccessible to children.

(h. Provide hanging storage for tools. A pegboard with
outlines of tools and color coding should be considered.

i. Provide a very sturdy work bench with vise and easy-
to-clean, non-damageable surface, at child's height.

(

4
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_____________________ children _________________
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child.

3
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3  ity @1nLers
I

_enters.

Laundry Rocm For clean and dirty Cleaning SuWp1ls
laundry.

I. Combine storage for AT media v/book shelving and equipment storage in this area.
2. Design these in a double roy of cubicles across.

* 3. Provide hangers for coats that children can use and that do not present a hazard.
4. ThIs storage area shall be accessible to caregivers only and shall be used for toys, supplies, etc.
5. Provide a bin for temporary storage of Infant paraphenalia, such as bottles, tissues, blanket ., etc.
This area should be vandal-proof and watertight.

VA - Programed istount
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* APPENDIX F
FUNCTIONAL AREA AFFINITY MATRIX

AFFINITY MATRIX
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1 - Waols orfe separate ydsac
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APPENDIX H

Prototype Plans

The follwing plans show individual rooms or layouts of rooms that
are included in a typical child care center. They are based on
population, certain caregiver to child ratios and/or center sizes
a., listed in Appendix C and are intended only as a guide to
design of spaces. Proximity of rooms is indicated in Appendix F.
Tne following is a list of plates:

Plate 1 - Early/Older infants

Plate 2 - Toddler/Preschool Age Layout

The above 2 plates are based on populations and ratios listed on
I drawings and on page 2-3 of the guide.

Plate 3- Entry sequence (Vestibule/lobby/reception/
isolation/staff/parent staff corner/storage/director combina-
tion for large centers

* Plate 4 - Entry sequence (small center) and dining/multi-

purpose (small center)

Plate 5 - Kitchen layout for small center

Plate 6 - Kitchen layout for out-size centers, kitchen
layouts for medium and large centers should be increased/
decreased in accordance with Appendices C and G.

Plate 7 - Anthropometric chart for a child scaled environ-
ment.

IPlate 8 - This list is a compendium of activities, areas,
and their attributes as well as equipment applicability to each
age group. Newly designed playgrounds should not include areas
or equipment beyond those on this list without approval from HQ
AFMPC/MPCSOB.

Plate 9 - Site plan showing drop-off zone and playground.

Plate 10 - Site plan showing drop-off zone and playground
equipment.
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' '  
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e
' Fez'3n
6 ,2cdMsr

Up to 75 One U2-1non Com- One ccmmercial One domestic up- 16 L.F. One 3-compart- One cozatmrcial One 12-4uar

children mercial h-vy 2-section, 2-door, right Cr chest Dent, and I dishwasher, single aole model

duty gas or reach-in type of 20 CF. hand minx. tank door type.

electric (Approx. 55 cF)3 Provide 3oiled and
cleaned d1sh ta:le

11

76 to 150 -do 36-incn coo- :we commerclal One Coceatic jp- 30 L.F. DO DO One 20-Qual

children mer:ial henvy 2-section, 2-door, right or chest floor or tj

duty gas or reach-In type of 4O CF. model 1/3 1

electric (Approx. 45 CF each motor.

for a total of 90CF) 3  
_________

11 to 225 Tree 36-inch 
c

ohlldren co--ercial heavy Three coeercal Two domestic up- 45 L.. DO DO One 30-qual

duty gas or 2-section, 2- door, right or cheat. floor aode

electric reach-in type (One # 20 CF) M.P. motor

(Approx. L5 CF each (One 0 'O CF)
for a total of 135

226 to 300 Three 08-inch FoJr come rcial %0 donestic up- 60 L.C. DO DO One 60-qua

Commercial heavy 2-section. 2-door, right or chest. floor model

duty Sz2 or reach-in typo 0 tO CF each. I M.P. mot4

electric (Approx. 45 C? each
for a total1 of 180
CF)3

I Range tops may "e cither open burners, tot tops or fry top (griddle) or any cosoinatim or same.

2 Ranges and otr-ur cucscin equipment shall be equipped with an exhaust 3ystem. Th3is sytem shall meet the requiresents for hood (cat.opy), exhl

duct. grease resov. I device and fire extinguishing equipment as specified by local Coast or Le the National Fire Protection Association (NF?A)

Publication 96, -Y'ir temoval From Coenercial Cooking Eduipment and have UL scale of a)proval.

3 Each shelf within rertrtcrator section should accommodate interctangeably one 18-inch by 26-inch sheet pan or two 12-inch by 20-inrh hot fool

service pans. 5o: 3eCtinlo should have standard adjustable wire shelving, or the uppe". half of one section should have ;n ofles that can

eCoomodate intercnLneQ Oly 13-Inch by 26-inch sheet ;ans and 12-inch by 20 inch hot fo)d service pans.

Refrigerator sall be 4SF and UL approved. 115 volts. single phase.

5 Oven may be conveftlon-tPe With electrical blower fan for circulatlng air within ovel compartment.

6 Provide exterior -u.tntcd ouilt-in Indicating tnermometer; power indicator, high te-eoature, warming and interior lights.

7 this number is l.2 tntal that can be provided. It may be in any combination of work 'ables and /or countertops as long as the total qu:%ntIt]

Is not etceeded. Ttz '.ables should measure as a general rule from 4 to 8 feet long. 30 Inches wide (24 to M8 acceptable) and 3M ncles 'i .

shculd be cnstr.4tt I of 14-;a.ge 18-8 stainless steel with adjustable tubular !ogs and a full lenmtm under3helr for storage of sheet pans. h-

food service panm. If built-in countertcps over floor cabinets, under counter refrigerators, dishwaters, etc-. are used as worlta3*e , t'en ..'H

lountertop should be in excess Of 18' deep (from front to bacgi and 241 wide (from side to side). CountertOp should be sainless steel.

Sinks avall be Ta ,,:e 18-8 stainless steel with integral oraintcards. Each coICArtment should measure at least 30' A 2tA it eep with

eztertor-operated lewcr wAste control. Separate drain system nall be provided for each compartment.

9 Cow.rrcial courter or nnr:oumter. stationa rack with 2i to 3 srute wash/rinse cycle that uses either chn"ical sanitizing finA ri-.e or

Water in ees3 .,t itCv'' for final rinse. In the latter case, a hot water booster heater will be reQuired to provide 180 degrees anL lndicttni

theraoeters sn:u. ,e Inut3ileO for measurln& Wash water and final rinje water temperature. A chemical sanitizIng final rinse wili preclude I

necessity of a hot watir booster.

ICY.sL have 4.;o anc UL ppi.val.
11
Ttese tables sr31 be arproexiately 60 Inches long and 27 inches wide each, of It gauge 18-8 stainless stel with bacIspl&sh and acjustable

le . st have ;,proval.
12 ddtonai un, s ,y Lo provided at the option of the user.
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Anthropcmetric Chart For A Child

Scaled Environmelc
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u APPENDIX F

ROLE OF DEFINITIVE DRAWINGS SURVEY
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C7
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

The following questionaire is to be used for graduate thesis work
q in evaluating the role of definitive drawings (AFM 88-2) and in how

to best transmit the desired information. Your anonymous contribution
and professional judgement is greatly appreciated.

Lt. Christopher D. Basham
Architect
Student Air Force Institute of Technology

2
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(7 Please circle the appropriate answer or answers as indicated.

1. What is your area of specialty? (Choose one)

A. Civil Engineer

B. Mechanical or Electrical Engineer

C. Architect or Architectural Engineer

D.- Other (Please specify)__________________

2. What is your current command, level, and job position or title?
(Example: AFLC Headquarters Programmer)(Also give office symbol)

3. How long have you served in the Air Force Civil Engineering field?

A. 0-6 Months

B. 6 Months to 1 Year

'8?C. 1-2 Years

D. 2-5 Years

E. 5-10 Years

F . Greater Than 10 Years

4. Are you acquainted with the definitive drawings, AFM 88-2?

A. Yes

*B. No. (if no you may skip to question 13)

5. Please rate the definitive drawings, AFM 88-2, as one of the following.

A. Highly useful

B. Nice to have around but not used much

C. Useless
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6. In your current job, how often do you use AFM 88-2, The Definitive

Drawings?

. A. Daily

B. At least once a week

C. At least once a month

D. At least once a year

E. Not at all

7. Hci often would you say definitive drawings are used at base level?

S•A. Daily

B. At least once a week

C. At least once a month

D. At least once a year

* E. Not at all

8. What percentage of the buildings you have dealt with are designed exactly

conforming to the plans in AFM 88-2, The Definitive Drawings.

A. 00

B. 1-10%

C. 11-50%

D. 51-99%

E. 100%

9. As ycu understand them, are definitive drawings to be:

A. Followed exactly

B. Used as a standard with miniumum variation allowed

C. Used as a guide for design with variation encouraged

D. Used as a guide with variation not only encouraged but mandated

10. How would you rate the distribution of use of definitive drawings in the
following categories:

New construction

Renovation 100%

Maintenance and Repair _ _
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11. Have you ever used a definitive drawing to "sell" a floor plan to
anyone?

A. Yes

B. No

12. Have you used a definitive drawing to obtain information for a prelimin-

ary cost estimate?

A. Yes, frequently

B. Yes, but seldom

C. No

13. In your judgement, without consideration of current regulations or
practice, Air Force building types (e.g., Child Care Centers) from one
Base to another should be:

A. Identical

B. Contain the same floor plans but vary the outside appearances

C. Should be tailored to the site for some but standardized for other( types.
D. Should be tailored to the site for all types

14. Circle all of the following building types that you feel should have
definitive drawings.

A. Base supply

B. Automotive Maintenance Shops

C. Security Police Headquarters Bldg

0. Ammo Storage Area
E. Banking Facilities

F. Dining Facilities

G. Dormitories

F4 H. Fire Stations

I. Gymnasiums

J. Hangars

K. Headquarters Buildings

L. Officer Clubs

M. NCO Clubs
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N. Operations Buildings

0. Base Theatres

P. Warehouses

Q. rmmissaries and BX's

R. Hospitals

L S. Aircraft Maintenance Shops

T. Bowling Alleys

U. Engine Inspection and Repair Shops

V. All Industrial Types

W. Squadron Operations

X. Child Care Centers

Y. Visitor's Center

Z. Others (please specify)

15. Out of 100 projects done at base level how many would you say are new
construction?

The following are three methods which the Air Force has provided or is
considering providing design information. (The example is for a residence.)

.

_Floor Plan (Definitive
'. Drawing) - representative of

- presentation in AFM 88-2. AFM 88-2
also contains brief information on
equipment (mechanical, electrical)

- 1 requirements and approximate square

footages of areas.
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B.

b4.-3ubble diaqrams: araohically
shows areas and their relation-
ships. May also qive minimum
square footages allowed plus
pertinent mechanical/electrical
considerations, etc.

q

II

*objectives, ard design philosophies as well as mechanical/electrical
requirements, etc.

As you answer the following questions assume that Air Force requlations would
allow design flexibility in all three methods of presentation (A, B, & C above).

16. Which method of design information would you prefer if you were the
designer?

A. A

B. B

C. C

D. A&B

E. B&C

F. A&C

G. A, B&C

H. Any of the above (A, B or C)

I. None are adequate

17. Circle all the levels which should be using the design information.

A. Base B. Command C. AF Level
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18. What additional information should be provided in a design information
package?

19. What, if any, advantages do you see in the standardization of building
design?

I

(

20. Whichever method for providing design information is adopted, where would

they best be placed?

A. All packages for each bldg. type at all levels

B. All packages for each bldg. type at Headquarters only with distri-
bution of individual packages to individual bases on a "as needed"
basis.

C. All packages for each bldg. type at bases only
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TABLE OF CONTENTS

PA11T I - DESIGN GIDA.',CE

PAGE

T.AB A-PROJECT DESCRIPTION SUMMARY A-1 to A-

TAB B-SITE DESCRIPTION B-1 to B-

TAB C-SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS C-1 to C-

TAB D-STRUCTURAkL CONSI1DERATIONS D-1 to D-

TAB E-MIECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS E-i to E-

TAB F-ELECTRICAL CONSIDERATIONS FioF

qTAB G-WATER SUPPLY-WASTE TREATMENT G-1 to G-

TAB H-EN VIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS H-i to H-

TAB I-FlRE PROTECTION CONSIDERATIONS I-i to I-

PART fl-PROJECT SUPPORT DATA

TAB .1-PROJECT COST ESTLMATE WORKSHEETS
(AF FORMNS 117811178a) J-1 to J-

T AB K-JUSTIFICATION CALCULATIONS (AFM 86- 2),
SUPPORT FACILITIES K-i to K-

TAB L-AI-CONDITIONING LOAD ESTLMNATE
(AF FORM 108) L-1ito L-

TABINM-ENERGY LMPACT STATEMENT M-1 toMN-
TAB N-MAJCOM REVIEW CONMENTS N-i to N-

Figure A 7-2. Table of Contents.
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H1  TAB A-PROJECT DESCRIPTION SUMNIARY
(General Format)

1. WORK TO BE ACCOMPLISHED:

A. SCOPE

B. PROJECT DESIGN WILL NOT EXCEED A MAXIMLM CON-
STRUCTION COST TARGET (ITEM 12, AF Form 1178) OF $

C. WORK DEFINITION-
(1) Work to be done-
(2) Physical features of the facility-

2. FUNCTIONS OF THE FACILITY AND OCCUPANTS:

3. OCCUPANT AND VISITOR POPULATION:

4. HOURS OF OPERATION:

5. FUTURE EXPANSION:

6. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS:

7. PARKING SUPPORT:

8. BENEFICIAL OCCUPANCY:

9. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

10. DRAWINGSIFLOOR PLANS:

11. OTHER

Prepared By: Project Description Summary Preparation Date:
Proj Book
Revision No. 1

Telephon2 Ext: TAB A-I Revision No. 2
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PROJECT BOOK CHECKLIST -

TAB B SITE DESCRIPTION :1

(Includes map/olan locations and narrative .-f applicable iU-9 I
both existing and suggested. Adlitional details are expanded

tn other TABS as cited.

1. LOCATION PLAN: (scale - 1:400: 17' x 24'
a. Facility/Project location.

b Site access (roads, bridges w%,). widths. -. ,-_ -- 'i

traffic routes, extent of traffic at sitel.II
c. Disposal area (trash. rubble, excavatt! material- nte constra - -
d. Fire station location, security oolice head':arters
e. Construction material storage reas.

_f-. Borrow and spoil areas (type. d.nira'-ip't' -tp'

2- SITE PLAN* (scale - 1:50: 17" x 24 )

a. Grades or contours existing.

b. Facility location on base- orientation (when -randa&n.-

c _1"_qi!ities/functions nn adjoining areas- ( e-

structu±res, material, style of structures in the area. intent to implement

or ign)re existing structure design )r style. des n ,mp-ct)

d. Paveent(tyc , amount, section, length, widths. ___

(1' Streets, oarking lots, sidewalks .note pea'k volume).

_Q) Curus autters. culverts. pads.
(3) Runwav ay- .,'v apron-; aver -uns_ shxlld r'

e. Bridges and fences (describe design criteria when aoplicab'el.

f. Landscaping, turf, groundcover, sprinkler system, (landscape

map if available) plantings approved for the installation, erosion control).

g Structures and trees existing over 3'.,

h R-Ailroads (routes, sidings, loading ramps, etc.)

i. Real Estate actions ,acquisition, disp.osat, lease, ri.zht-of-wayv). _ __

Re-location required to clear site (dite available).

* k, Demclition required to cle r site (date available).

I. Site restrictions (airfield clearance, explosive storaze, etc. ). 7
TAe B-I

SITE DESCR:PT:ON
CUIOJC. oca& flat.) IW$0 I c)*(,1NZ i

04D e r60 - Dg) 9 5,. naa C., sic~a. I E5a jC
F7_- : , - - Ic r'

AF 1--- 1132
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. PROJECT s00 CMECXLIsr

TAR B SITE DESCRIPTICN. "

-%e-~'~ gize- lnr'a~io,- C~~ -*e-- pt

n Storm seae.ri .rainage ditchcs, htadaalls Ide -. r caoa:igy.

ht . th .1
o. Gas service (lines, tanks. meters, valves, depth, etc.

p. Water service *lines, pits. %.ells, pumc.trmt hzuse, iunction.1.

p. Electrical service (Ieneration/distribution system compunentf,

its 'manholes. junctions).

r. Street, flood, and security lighting.

A *. *ea * ;-%-ice f tants. s'eam ~i/':es. HNW Uneg. etc

t. Chilled water/air-Conditionin. lines.

u. POL system (tanks, dikes, pump houses, lines, hydrants.

stcraee area. loadine/unloadirc area facilities).

v Coal storaae areas.

Subsoil conditions (brief statement of expected soil conditions'

x. Telephone and other comm-, unication line dacting. -

y_ - ':re hyd rants xnd sOrin'wler gvste'-r. fandsca;-ng tyne% !

z Flood hazard evaluation iri~pact: location of control structures i .

aa r y, ,.n-servati. -- 'ert data -nvida '~stir nr a
t
' (prilitp

involved, associated functions and energy requirernents, and factors

:pspportive tc EMCS design'. See ind:vxdjal TABs for expanded detail

I A-DITIONAL PLANS OR DRA',V .INZS

a Noise e m AICVZ nose level criteria.

(scale - I153. 17 x Z4').

b ther as required.

c Limits on contractor work area.

TARB5-2 S;TE DESCRIPTION

.10 '.

AF ,e. 1132
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PROJECT BOOK CHECKLIST 4

lJ.

TAB C SPECL-kL CCoNSIDERATIONS

F Ea-aiorrent List an~d Characteristic3

a. Rea! ?rooperty !,-stalled Eguioment

W(1) Government furnished 'Government installed,

(2) Governmenz furnished 'contractor installed.

13) Contractor furnished /cont racto r installed.

b. Function support equipoment (mezh, elec, structural s.. ooort

requirements. I

c. Cranes and hoists (loads, contrltis, locations, uses, soeed, etc. i. -

2. Uni Gue contractor re uir-2-ents e. g.,24-hr/day work caoa*-i!.tv1. _

3. Special applicable construction codes/criteria rot mnen~ioned els ewhe re-

* ~Gover-irnent furnished iocu-nents, contractor work outside duty hus

d oalof .zorlituctjon- Jebris. facillty occ-.oation prio-r t- BOD. etc.____

4. Skilled 'abr- and 'or tructural material availability imoa.-t. ___

~.Utilitv availab~litv to con struaction con.,trac:t-or (water. e.e,-tr-iity

sanita-y sew.%er. -as. heat rre ,erir-, costs, billi~a. elc I

6. Sacure area-aalblt for co r.cto)r eq-iment and materials.

SMa ite Kevinz- re -irernents; so- cia! systerns or locks ___

Trash hin,!a-n, syitm usedo bas availablt t o -srtraQ~or.

1' Clearancei required rrorn authorities by contractor-

a. raszaonaad- security* base entraic' ff
b Equioment and mate rial purchasie. in~stallation.

c. Labor rest-ictio)ns.
Ll. (Lnstruction ohasinw rec-uiremnerts (include utility access and

outa esj.

I. Factors of risk, restriction, or unusual circumstance ex)-! :ted to-

increasie costs beyond ip?licable area aver iges.- - -

TAB C-I S PECLAXL CONSIDFRATICN6

oo3 *DoW (o.vie) 4e

AF ~-1132
OCT Is
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PROJECT SOOK CHECKLIST

'AB.
-AD C SPECIAL CON-IDERATIONS -_,,

) her pro tcs ,related t,) or irpac:it" nr o : .e wzr

14 Comrn.nication_- relir-men- 1-pe,-al fnefin-Al ' - 21" Site Re--.i:remrentsiconcurrence letter ;SRL/SCLI iLrract.

16. Site location requiring pri-,arv or lengthy secondary utt:!ity svstem

7 Preliminary eneineering services inve.tigation briefs 'if avallable,

!8- Historical site or structure oreservation research And state.enf

,9. 13OP requirement effect on construction period, cost, or material

and eouipment cor.side rations.

20 National Capitol Planninz Act Compliance actions.

21 One/two-step or turnlev desien intensions.

22. Federal Aviation Ad.rin .stration F'AA) clearance requirements. -

23, Host govern.-.ent (non-US) aporoval of future siting, functions, or
equipment installation iesp. time and impacting factors) requirements.

24. Arr=r .,-.ition facilities (conventional, nuclear, chermical/biological

-CB) site aporovals (AFM 127-100, design clearances, special security

requirements; note base contact i r restricted area access by contractor) _

25. Electromagnetic Radiation fEMRI hazards hordinance, personnel,

fuel, include statement ,f survey and exoected results .cf "ns.a!'Iation!-

26. Hazardous equipm'nt, materials, operations, or areas.

177 Valueenzineering design sugge.stionlc-.deratic'nZ.

28 Lateral -pacing restrictions between facilities/activities -
29 Maintenance neelds fspecial f¢req~uency or extent.-.

30. F'acility occupancyv requirement during construction 'alterati:on. --

TAS C-2 SPECIL CNS__E___ATONS

rAF ,o,, 11:32
eel, .-
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PROJECT BOOK CHECKLIST i.

TAB D ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTU-.AL CONi1DEPATIONS

1 Cenr~eal
a. %late r-.a availai)ity, irnitvioni (i'.c!-v - 'ith

b. Soecial de sign re' ir-me-'ts e. g1soezia! mate rialia- -

c. Vibration o-_dcing eo.ioreflt redl-iiring iso!ation ___

d. Pier, Pile, or caissoI-reiouirere.1ts-

e. Seismriczorletyphoonlur ricane -wind! snow load leszncrtter__

q 2Z. Architectural style (excisting, olannred, or desirec!l

h. Handicapoed iesi~n features (Yes No .- H
i. Shnieldinig requiirernernti

2. Structures.

a. Un'us'.:al f 'or Laj i afts, ind-ustria! 9Ouinmnt etc

b. Soarl or hei~ht reg-iremnts I
c. Ove rhead ;:):).rt re ~iemne't3 (irclud e h,)ists, crane s, etc

d Soecial bav sizes. reflect access ies.s

. all -o-ut she~ter c r~te.-ia, *rientati')n. capacity.___

f. Me zzani-e s.-
-a. Foundatio-: predornian-t base type use', 's7)2cLal re;..irernents __

hi. Energy conser'.ation reqjuiremnents. -

(Z)I irsulat.on wall, roof, floor)

(3) Fen~estrationl 'Tvoe, ex:..sure, size, etc..

(4) Other.

i. Srlecial Fin-.sh Schedule rinterior 'exterior'. ___

(1) Protective coating type, fun~ction., underco)ating., color, etc. I

I? l'-, 'i Pr A ' nr e-1;-~i';n jL'
1 "zeto

O-C -M. or clear-.Inz !eatur:es desired) special areas req-uired.

t~i nth-r sp~~-pterixts 2r functicns. L
Roofii

t) nu.sval liv: 'dead loading conditions.H
(IS.-eejal mr4terial. re~ullremnents. A

(3) Access rec-uirements.

TA 5 D.1 ARCH:TECT:RAL AND ST?.UC-,'RAL, CONS::DERAT:CNS
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PROJECT BOOK CHECKLISTa
U.

TAB D RHTECTU"RAL AND STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS 0._ Z

k.. Doors (other than n--rmall.

(1 Size 1height. width),

(2) Typ- (fire rated, sound attenuatin-. seruritey etr I

(3) Power actuated (floor pedal, button, rernote. srnol'e alarm).

1. Communiications.'auton;-:tic data pincessing -uppinrt

(1) Ducting (shielding, bracing/racks, raised flooring, etc.)I.

(2) Eq~uipmrent size to be accommodated.

ni. Sound attenuation requirements (specify area and function":q specify expected db levels for each standard active band.

n. Other (e. g. , fire walls, flexible partitions, storage requirements.,

s zn-,p s and pits, catch basins, etc.)-

0.Loadinc' docks (dimensions, loads, can:onies. ayerhgad trarkc -

p* Securit~ features (minimurn criteria by function; fencing, windows,-

oors, hardware, control and detection methods, etc. )

3. Paving: (Generally liMited to oredoniranf> Daying projects or-
unusual requirements beyond the scope of TAB B. Site Description).-

a. Type of paving required; rigid vs flexible (separate by type of work,

1. e., new construction, alteration, replacements, repair, etc.)

b. Design' loadir.2 (lght . medium, heavy, or other; use frequency).
c. B-idees /culverts and other open drainaze factors.

d. Shoulders and overruns_(comnpact soil,_stabilized,_turfed,_etc.). ___

e. Parkin- - Cite rurrent/proposed area in TAB B plans).
C1 Crite ria/required parkinqg capacity.

(2) Markings and signs (e. g. , handicapo,-ed, taxiwavs, ....

centerlines).

f . Street layout (special width, intersection, drainage, etc.)

R. Sto rm- drainage (type and current capacity, cite on TAB site planl.

h. POL dii-es.

4TAB D-2 ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCT1URAL CONSIDERAT:S

pojgc? sco Dote) M(D''K at. pI[V, S.O a "TWOt)

AF rciiw 1132
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PROJECT SOCK CECKLMIST :T. 1
TA D ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS *:

C i. Avai:&bi ity of commrnerical aspha.t. concrete. or particulate

k _.ate.vial so-arces cuaity, cost. distance etc. )
i. Soecial surface conditions required.

k. Tie-down ancho-rs or grounds

jD..

Af 13

2ji4

II

tAD D-3 ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

*ao1gc *eo. C11 a *. ,

0Ct re
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PROJECT GOOK CMECKLIST ,

'IA E M.ECHANICAL CCNSDEP.ATjONS -; g

a S:ecial mechanica; system required

b Maintenarce considerations,

c, Cleanrcoo.r.. paint spray booth, and che..ica tank, etc criteria

d Cn'npre.-ed air ene-rtio-. -ng distrb-jtinn Io.ulet. r-iC psi-

* n u- Aun A aincip (('-p 4aic

e. Utilitv svstem dra-Ain2 (location, size, materials, points of

;unction.: attach only as required to expand detail of TAB B plan'.
f. Special peak periods of use (define) heat. ACND, etc.

g, Corrosion Control/Cathodic Protection.

h, Energy Cor.servation Measures.

i Energy Monitoring Control Systern (EMCS)

(1) Existinz Syste m (type, size, location. etc I.

(2) Plans for future EMCS.

2 1', '*NG- /qee TAB G for water s vn waste treatment system
considerations).

a. B.ildina Water Supply

(1) Source of Supply.

(2) Piping and special outlets.

(31 Booster System.
(4) Hot Water (industrial or domestic).

b. Drinkini Fountains.

e. San'tarv 'rainave System

d, Car'bage Disposal.

e. Grease Interce;)non.

f. Chemical waste drainage and disposal.

e, Rad.oactive waste.

-h PpO'n2 System (General).

(11 H: -), itat and surgical Rases.
(2) Compressed Air.

(3) Distilled Water.

(4) Venting.

(5) Natural or LP gas.

(6) 1ns-lation.

(7 Materials (galvanized, DMV, VC, copper, ,elded, CI, etc.). -

___________________________

TAs E -I MECHANICAL CO,;5'EF.ATICNS

|9

AF 1o-- 1132
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P20JECT 500K OCIIST

me MECHANICAL CON$IDERATIONS

4. EXISTING ENERGY SOURCE (Address ,3r.!y exis".19 syster.g

or segrets which are to be used in support of the subiect or

segmrents which a-e to be used in supoort of the s~ib~ect pojectl.

Proposed system construction new) or alterati ,-i'rnodification

actioma are to be addressed in para 8, this TAB.-

a. GAS SY 3TEIMS (LPG, Natural, special). -

(1) Areas served cite o3n TAB 8 site olan and Weerence( -

121 I-a a g -e el limt MAA ut r an rI ..W ~1
(3) Source of gas and type service (firm-interruptiblol.

15 He-2-au adIo fgs SUprC)

(10) E'xishytirrg ati-i. nf base ,O~ser'- e'tnain xirt ite i

* TAB B site or location plan).

(111 Metering (locatio, cormmerical contrI, tvoe size).-

b. POL SYSTEMS

11) Snurre 31 !uel h)rurary id stan'dbyl

V (4) Base !Distribu'on Sistem characoerstizj

I()Pioina tocati-nn- sizea*- -'xl . ie in TA

-site plan).
(b) Type and 'heatir.; value 3f fuel~ BV:IGALI

Ac) Hydrant 'u-zing -pa~.- jcantity flow-tc~i.

SO-'he A-a qp-,*P' r. nIi i.5R !R §.. ;a

(dl P-rrmp's) size an-i toe

(e) Pi;-Iire sunply[ caoa-ity iM5 :AL,!d2iv
1 ,

type,.-

(a) Ind,& itr.al'dumre slic.-

* iS)l Air~-raft

il Mitor vehi^le,

TAa E-! MECHAN:CAL CONSiDERATI DNS

AF 1, 1132
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PROJECT BOOK CHECKLIST 1 5C

1j
TAB MECHANCAL CC:SIDERATIC'NS -

7' Safety saecifications.

C. COAL. -I ;k

dtl Storage location and capacity. -

12) Szrure of supplv rimarv ant emergeny) 1-
d. SOLAR ENERGY

Q) Building heating, air-conditionine, domestic hot water.

(2) Heating orocess water,

(3) Roof or 2round :mnounted collector.

(41 t iauid. cherr.iqal or rock storage. -

{5) _5_Zeeze {rntegtin.

5. "HEATING PLANT AND SYSTEM

a- Exisinr Ceneration P-lant (Corbutible Fuet.
(1) Location (see TAB B site plan). .[

(21 Boilers/burners Itvpe. nurr-,ber, size, fuel. age, osi, jj

etc.).

f31 Current and expected loads reflect 2roztammed load -

addition fr unrelated construction reflect percent load to industrial

proces:. vs heating suppart: note average and peak reeq-aerrnents.

_5 Cont'ols and/or remote mogitoriz sy.tem tEMCS).(6 M',anning and supprt requirements. •",

I-) Poll.utio. control system-. and characteristics.

(8) Tyoe of product Lysi. volume. temperature): steam, high
terrerat,.re hot water, forced air.. .I

6. VENTILATION !AIR -CONDITIONING SYSTEM --

a. Central Plant.

(1) Location (cite on TAB site plan).
(21 Ty-e of p!&.a t lre!frigeration, chil.2-&ter, etc. 1..

a' Easic system (type. size, capacity).

c ) _ _E .M C S c n n ec i o n s , _ _ _ _ _ _

(3) Current or expected loads (reflect orocrarrrned load _

additions for construction unrelated to this project. note percent load -

to industrial vs creature crr,fort support requirement).

7^8 E-3 MEC IANICAL CONSIDERATIONS

I1#ec Il o D., 
t*l.l 

O 
.. t ,I ID.,.

AF '." 1132
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PROJECT SOCK CHECK.LIST

TAO £ ECA.ANICAL C0N:EA:0:3

I: 4 fleqc:,tion of D.t;ut v:;k.ie cr u ;r-.. ternn- st'.rt*, :
15) 'cte..r creen.nz or archttectuiral to,;vt r3

(7 1 Water treitzment,4

7. UTI4-.ITY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS. ~inc!u.de sections between

central generation plar.t as well as within existing facility (for alteratton4

or addition proiectz): reflect capacity. size, rnate-ial, depths, zmeterinz,

insulation, corrosion control, location. overhead/imderground).-

a. Stearn-

b . Hot water fhigh or low temperaturel.

c . Air-conditioning.

d . Hot air.

e. Vent' atizn

f, Electric.

8. PROPOSTED FACILITY- (Rernarlci on soeciglc itemns are in exceztion -

of or in addition to basic AF mechantcal systern g,.idance, and provid e

su,:oement ry information relative to design reqqirernents.- See-

above Paraaraphs 'or izuide to detailed breakcuti.--

a p

III Tvoe of systemr to be used or realed restrictons-

1' FHat Lead requirernents 'note soecial eqioment or

ra~~sreguin neutsual termperat-.re suooortl.--

131 & ee-n rd ENC esires -

14' r%;-ht in Pip~nz and 'or Outig valves and rniterinig -

(5) Corrosion control - insulation.

(6l Water Ire3tm:-,nt.

171 Adli-,n'a! ',uiomrret sneciictin.

(ii ~ loadsnurces f(erIlc 2B'L* !W-A t;' uior-_e-* by _

121 Re~tri-)ns an :vpae of systern 6o be irnstalled.

13 'o-tos meeig an E \i'S desizn,
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K ~PROJECT BOOK CH4ECKLIST i
TBMECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS 1

5) Liecial fi.'traoinnr -eq~ir--etc ( 4,.tnI

.um-e s

(6) Spec-.&l hurnidity, venti&tior, or temperature requirements. _

-- 7) Security restrictionse In- Mpor eirtig -

(61 Freezers or coolers _______________

TAB Ll Part U. Lt

TAB -E(-HANIAL O.',S:D-'F-IION

U' ~ ~ ~ A __ _ __ _ __ _ _ -
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PROJECT BOOK CHECKLIST

TAO F ELECTRICAL CONSLDERATIONS

. GENERAL: iDescribe existing and planned extensions)

a. Power Service charac.eristicg and locatli n OH-'UG dcot')

b. Standby power 'available and re.zuiredI: quanttity, duration of

requirement, type, load sheddinz arocedure.

d. Cormercial tie-in requirements and rest-icti-ns

e. Potential for increased power service if needed,

g. Protective system, fLxtures, switches, etc.

h- Seri~e nt&2g duratin li- ta- -

U n_0_!ng.._r seeuri ty H -, - g , ,. .
etc. 1 .

k. Secial interior functional lighting rer.-ciremets :intensity.

nigh -- rfte-gy :utific apra lgh.,n, s~re ,,*1,, tb- -os-.

* 1. Tyoe 3f fixtures required (include mountina and explosion proof), _

m. Telephone extension circuits or conduit (functional supoort and

location of outlet)

n- Teley'sion *ireuits or eneuit (hunctioul ~~~ -

o. Equipment list with power requirements ref TAB C. 1. ) 3oer

p. Soicial cormmunications reuirements filtering"" rr;r-.ax.'u

4. Electronic shielding and interference measures freq.
"nvo!ve.'

r. Special switches and :-ntrol outlets
s. Spca re epacle re u;.rerren-ts type • --*ntit*y, ind !ocationil.

t. Special .trounding requirements.

u. Other special power reouire.nents ;e. z. . traffic control.

antenna".

Y. Apliibi-X if *atk hari .orside. a', "i

TAB F-1 ELECTRICAL CONSIDERATIONS

@no. D .I .*. Dom

•.- 4 1 
1-. IY [I

AF 1,--" 1132
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PROJECT SOOK CHECKLIST

TA B ELECTRICAL CONSDERATIONS j'

2. ELECTRICAL DSTRIBUTION !For electrical di;-tribution oroiects I

or:y)

a. Engineering analysis (in-house or A,'E study).

b. Utility company transmission line(s).

d . Utility ccnin osn eterin2 Point(s)

e. Utility co rnpany contract capacity.

f. Utiji.v cornvanv rate schedule.

g. Utility company special considerations.

h. Utility conpany service contract.

. Gove rnrnernt.oned transmission ine'sl

i' - . Government-owned s'itchir station's),

1. Governrnent-owned distribution feeder:sl

rn. Govtrnnment-owned sectionalizing switching.
n', Layout ;Ian e .n--riplotp u c~t e.' ii r ~, T A R R %it, -T- ) .

o. One-lzne dia..rarn, main feeders (in add, to TAB B site plan),

P. Loads by KW dernand, K'A'M'r.onth for 2 ronths. -

q. Actual peak loads vrecedi6n 10 years. -

r. Estirr.ated i.nact of proposed equiprnent installation on pwer

factor, filling costs, and off-setting design mdification.- -

lirhtinc protection, :r-"unding) -

t. Melering: flocation, t'pe, size. etc.). -

TAb F-2 ELFCTi- ICAL CONSIDERATIONS

**@ 0. t'- *.5;% f~f *

£0*. j *I.1919-0.9t CC I50

AF 'c-1132
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PROJECT BOOK CHECKLIST ! .

TA, F ELECTRICAL CONSIDERATIONS

3 A Fam! D LIG NG 'POWER .E P EM:'TS
a. Area ind 1:ca-ton to be served.
b. Source o power (normal and emergency). [

c. Vault specification.

" d. Primary feeders.

e. Control cabling. i
f. Runway lighting. -

f1~ f

12) Edge. .

(3) End identifiers.

(4) Distance markers, I

a.e Threshold aihi2
h. Approach Lighting.

i. Strobe Beacon Li hting .

j. Obstructions lightuin!barrier markers.

Visual Aooroach Sl oe Indi:&tUrs 'VASI).

t , Taxiwav Edge Lighting,

m- Pnwe? tn fCA!'PA CN,'PA, 'RSt" or retated u.":s.

n. Power to intrusion detection alarm. systers around perimter. _

I

A I

AP '5.--292

55? Il
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PROJECT BOOK CHEKL(STj

TAB WATIF. FSUPPLY - WASTE 7FEATM.\7.

a So,;;ce ;comneria( . velll. st r - r 7-.

stati ,n

b' Ave rare rate .)! %uP FPD) At PS: current and f-urp

c Trealrnernt reruterets.

d.rXisting Pysterr co.vie.s 'tvpe, size. capacity. ate, .

eA i Chimrtcal analysis o! usater.

f. Emergency storage requirernets

g. Pea hours o! stoppy requirements thours a.,C cstimrated j

h. Kn,3wr miinal rer -ert'erts-ol !.r-rted -r~

GC)ver rne~nt eguipment ancuattva lity'.

i. Chemrical feeder antd ttyr: ler! and~. ~ ~~:s:
i. Corrosion c-:,ntro' (syster-p existirg, -ane~jp rei

k. Meteerin; or .. ,a:e rcsr,-t~x-,s.

2. -:SEATP REA:.E .

aCctri! .:torv poai~

1 g- v v- a-.%,'~

(1) Treatmr,~- ~-crt and confi: rs e
sup);Iy, storaze. oera onn. mpr. ete ring. evjrit 'fenzr~ etc

as applicable!

2,L~ft statio - ___________

(41 Com-plete tranei* ut~:proce~ a

(5) Waste wAater fromt p)tabea %ater treatmn-et ~rt

TAB W! VATZ: . S P P LY 1W.15T E 73R E A MZ. T

AF 1132
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TAB G WATER SUPPLY -WASTE -TREA TME N7

(61 Existigng flows mrinirnrn,. ave rae, ?ea'
:7 y r c apacitj a.' tr-tatme1t L)Ian~t or receivi2' ct1!

(8) Locit,.:n -f ibc-ve crrn!onents - tc - TAB -6 o t!'a nl.

ePror:-)Le-) Systtemn atnd C,3-!),.i -,

(3) Lift itati.)n.

41 Camolete treatmrenit lwdtiis or ~d~i
(5) Fuel or oil soil'. collectian facilijes

(6) Waste water from potable water treatmen.t nia.

(7) Projected fl,.ws - average or peak.-

B site ;)Ia..

19) By-pais re3*rictioni lredundancv req,,uiremnents).

f. Corrpotaric reQ--irements F~edgral, State, I ,cal n,..rnber, jale.
and 'rnteria sni~

L g. ~National Pollution Discharze Eimninatioin Sy'stem fNPD:ES)

0 or-i~t.attach' surrmrary of efflient lijmitatirns

h. Cor-osion control systern existini, ola.,ned or eesired-. __

3. L.ABCRATORY ;aiditions or mzcdifiat4.)r.s'

4 LANDSCAPING SPRINKftER SYSTEMI exijstina anj 3r Ian)

A. CILMAttic baai r)( requirtment.

b- Syv.,-- Iaarteri stics

c. Current adequacy: fu.ture expoansion caoacity

TAB G.Z WATER SUPPLY -WASTE TREATMENT

'0,0. Dvo.'., .'*I D.,.

AF -- 1132
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PROJECT BOOK CHECKLIST

TAB ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDEKATIONS

1. WATEF QLALOTY
a Waste water treatment Mana.ement Prncra"n for area .

(PL 9Z-500),

CTreatrment requirenments coord~ralee w'ith EPA.
d. Facilities to be installee to meet regulatory agencv criteria.

e. Waste Water Characteristics (include average flow).

5. Where conne itons to an exstsinc system are proposed

(I) Wastes compatible with existing treatment process. -

b 2T Additional volume will not hydraulically overl-o-d ex/.cing
collection and treatment systemn.

g. Permit Requirements.

2. AIR OV ALITY:

a. Applicable air quality criteria (Federal, State. Locall.

b. Type an.d a_._nt f _utart_ _ener-ted.i

c. Action taken to comply with requirements.

d. Wit' abaternent measures proposed result in other pollution

problerns (Water pollution, solid waste problem, noise. etc.1. 1
e. Exist.nr contro! eo.-i-nentlrr.o.ioring orocedures. Ii
f. Per.it Reuirenets_

3 SOLID WASTE:

a. Ao , cable solid waste disp~sal system criteria. (Federal,

State, local).

b. Waste volt-ire genera*ed - include tvoe and characteristics...

o ?,.aterial t he i

c. Method -! disposal if by land fill- leachate cantamina*ion or ._-
Po'.1!ut.io ofrrun. water....

d_ P |, £il~~ie f_€o rary.;1im n r r mb,'ef"'.h~ ion .upl

e.Type of waste involved ,indu-strial t domestic, etc. }

f. Permr.it reruire-nents,

4. Include Applicable Statement:

a fC)tA Cir--,Iaw A .9r rn,ntin- n Nni-r

b. ONIB Circlar A-0- Coordination in Proes-

TAB H-1 £NVIRONMETAL CONSDE%'ATIONS

., . Zee,
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PROJECT SOCK CHEMKIST

TAB H ENVIRONNMEN-,AL CONSID ErPATZONF

r L

5. trcl'ude aot.-abte statement: I

a. Proect is not sited in a 1tood :lain

b. Pro;ect Ls located in a flood plain and provisions of Exec'itive," ~Orde r t1.188 are applicable j.

6. rnc'ude a olicable statement:

a. Noise Distance Criteria does not a2oly to this facity.
P+ n, i r x:nr& f ritgr app!;p, -t, psi A~ iiy'

Facility is at Ldn and is LF from the centerline -

of the nearest active runway. No waiver is required.
r~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~c Faciit re~uires a waivrt" os itnc rtraadi

at Ldn and is ' LF from t.he nearest acti've run-i~a.

Facility reqiuires a reduction of db. (W~aiver has been
granted/Waiver has been processed 'Waiver has not been

processed).

*L

- I

ly.

TAR H-! ENVIRON'MENTAL CON'SIDERAT:N

'I -
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PROJEC'f BOOK CHECKLIST a

TAB I FIRE PROTECTICN CONSIDERATIONS j.:

1. GENER.AL DESIGN C.'IDANCE C*-.CKLIT_'5

a- jyoe oc -. pancv 'Ur:cn'. ord'.arv h: ~ ~xd
bWater supply characteristicsIexsting or planned extension'. _

(2 Type purnp &a-ivation-

I'A Fr.e wapter .trr.gp *arlei ' g-jpA

(4) Same as or separate from potable water supply.

r- .. spnne distance 'ti'~e ! 're &;2ara-u-)

2. PLANS FOR FICTURE EXTENSIDN ,S UNPE?.LAT7ED TO TH:S PRO!ECT

4 ~3. SPECIAL FIRE SUPPRESS!ON SYSTEN EUREr,

(The desigr. agent,/A-E fir rr. will insure the fol:k.ing additional

items are addressed in the desigr. and %hill comply with belczw

cited references. I

a, Means of egress fNFPA l01b.

d Frnr-rcnv lightilc-
e . Detectin s*sterr

(1) Type nmanual, automatic, or both).
,2) Dtectcri (tv-oc and soacinp .

(1, System super-ision (e.1 , electricall.

14) a-

15) Sedundancy and backup pr '-isions

f. S.uppresori system-

(1) Type (ager.t. act,%ation N? Athro-.zh lel'

(5 Systemn su.pervisiorn fvalues and c,)ntrols).- -

TAa 1 FIRE PROTEC:TION CO' SI:--,A -.- NS

AF 1.e.l12
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